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INTRODUCTION
We human beings have adorned ourselves with the label “Homo sapiens,” which means “man (or person) of wisdom.”
This proud title distinguishes us from earlier lesser-brained human-like creatures we call “upright man” (Homo erectus) or
“tool-using man” (Homo habilis).
Because we, in our humble opinion, appear to be the species with the most highly-evolved brain, it follows quite naturally
that humans must therefore also be the most intelligent species. If intelligence is described broadly as “the ability to
learn,” it appears that Homo sapiens have indeed learned more than our brain-power competitors such as dolphins or
chimps. We alone speak, write, build, create art, compose music, develop technology and construct world-shattering
weapons. Clearly no other species does those things. So we must be the most intelligent species, right? But hold on a
second...
The late British anthropologist Ashley Montague suggests precisely the opposite: because of our exceptional ability to
learn, Homo sapiens has arguably become the least intelligent species on earth. This is because no other species can be
taught the nonsense, the foolishness, the idiotic rubbish that human beings so eagerly embrace. You cannot teach dogs,
cats, dolphins or flatworms to hate each other on the basis of color, shape, size or religion. You cannot get them to
organize into armed groups and march off to obliterate those they have been taught to despise. You cannot convince
them to build temples to their ancestors, worship gods, attend church, or condemn their own sexual urges. In fact, if we
humans observed another species doing those things we would be appalled, concluding they are defective at best, and at
worst, evil. Yet we accept such aberrations in ourselves as simply part of being human — an aspect of our “wisdom?”



Albert Einstein apparently agreed with Montague:
“Only two things are infinite, the universe and human stupidity, and I’m not sure about the former.”
My hope is that this book will help readers become more intelligent (or less stupid) by discarding foolish faith-based
beliefs that are actively promoted by virtually every society. We cannot locate a single member of any other species
unintelligent enough to embrace gods, gurus, spirits, angels, ghosts, heaven or hell, so why in the world should we?

CHAPTER 1
You’re Going to Love this Book?

Maybe. To get some indication, HONESTLY pick the answers you find most palatable to the following questions:
1. You see a color newspaper photo of the Pope decked out in all his splendid regalia, arms raised, blessing the multitude.
Your reaction is:
a). You feel a sense of awe and perhaps an emotional shudder as you contemplate the meaning and importance of his
mission for humanity.
b). You wonder how a grown man can seriously walk around in an embroidered cape and gown, sporting a goofy-looking,
foot-high hat and waving what looks like a magic wand. It occurs to you with a chuckle that a propeller on top of his hat
might be a nice touch.
2. You are sitting in your livingroom. A flick of the remote brings a TV evangelist onto the screen, gazing out earnestly
from his elaborate church-like studio. His chubby face, bouffant hair and glossy lips work harmoniously to offer you an
inside track for zipping
a). You consider getting out your checkbook so you can do some small part in supporting the Lord’s work.
b). You are baffled as to why anyone would want to spend eternity in a heaven filled with bozos like him. You fantasize a
cream pie sailing straight into his pompous face.
3. You learn that devout Mormons wear special holy underwear and that some individuals are virtually never without it,
even when bathing or having sex. When you think about that:
a). You are impressed to discover that a religion has looked carefully into the spiritual aspects of even the most mundane
of daily activities.
b). You doubt that God would have so little to do that He actually spends His time monitoring His followers’ sweaty
undergarments.
4. You read in the paper that the Kansas Board of Education eliminated the teaching of evolution in their public schools’
science classes. It occurs to you that:
a). Christians on state school boards are finally finding the courage to do what needs to be done: teach bible-based
creationism and thereby give kids a proper moral education.
b). You wonder if evolution somehow ground to a stop in Kansas a hundred thousand years ago and Neanderthals are
now running the school boards.
5. You drive by a house with a big wooden hand mounted in the front yard and a sign proclaiming, “Psychic Readings by
Madam Zoestra.” As you continue down the street:
a). You feel a twinge of anxiety and think, “Gee, maybe I ought to stop and find out what the future might have in store
for me and my loved ones.”
b). You gaze at the dumpy house and the run-down neighborhood and figure that if Madam Zoestra is so great at seeing
the future she ought to just pick the next winning lottery number and retire with her millions.
6. It is Easter week and as happens every year the media feature images of some scruffy person in a culture of grinding
poverty, dragging a cross up a hill just like Jesus did, surrounded by crowds of chanting or singing believers. Finally he or
she ends up tied or even nailed to a makeshift cross in a burst of religious fervor. Your reaction is:
a). You think, “I can’t believe the degree of dedication and faith being shown here. I’m sure I could never rise to such a
level of self-sacrifice, but sometimes I wish I could.”
b). You think, “What kind of total religious whacko would do something so stupid? If I ever go that nuts I hope my friends
put me out of my misery.”
7. You look at TV Guide and find that “48 Hours” is doing a program on “miracles.” You watch Dan Rather explain that a
little girl in a long-term coma is believed to heal people who come and pray at her bedside. Your response is:
a). You feel a kind of glow as you think about these miracles and all the other miracles that happen every day. You hope
that if you ever need one, God will hear your plea.



b). You sadly shake your head since it seems apparent that if this young girl has miraculous healing powers, she should be
able to use them on herself, awaken from her coma, hop out of bed and get on with her life. You suspect that miracles
hyped by the media are bogus.
8. A 20-car train wreck results in the death of two dozen passengers. One of the survivors interviewed on the “Today
Show” by host Matt Lauer describes the wreck and then emotionally observes that people in the seats next to him were
killed outright while he walked away with minor scratches. “I really felt the presence of my guardian angel at that point,
I’ll tell you,” he whispers with tears in his eyes, “And I thank God I was spared.” As you listen:
a). You too thank heaven for guardian angels and suspect that some of your own hard-to-explain close calls may involve a
guardian angel helping you out when you really needed it.
b). You eagerly wait for Matt Lauer to ask, “Tell me, while your guardian angel was busy saving your life, where were the
dead people’s guardian angels, off on a coffee break?”
9. A thousand middle-eastern men are shown on the evening news, lined up row upon row, each prostrating himself,
forehead on the ground in prayer to Allah. Looking over this impressive scene:
a). You think, “Even if I don’t share their faith, I have to admire their spiritual dedication, praying toward Mecca like this
five times a day, every day for their entire adult life.”
b). You wonder if Allah has a legion of bean-counters keeping track each time one of these characters bangs his head on
the floor so that when he eventually arrives in heaven he will hear, “Uh Oh, Abdullah, look here. I only show three
forehead-bonks back on October 5, 1977 and four on March 3, 1991. That means some extra years of self-flagellation for
you. Here’s your cat of nine tails. Better get cracking.”
10. You pick up a magazine and read about a best-selling author whose book describes what awaits in heaven after death.
It seems she was pronounced “clinically dead” following an accident, went through a pulsing tunnel to a bright light, and
then thoughtfully came back to life to let us know all about the other side. Your most likely reaction is:
a). You feel a surge of hope, perhaps joy, knowing that a positive and beautiful experience awaits believers at the end of
life so you have nothing to fear.
b). You question how she could really have been “dead” since she is obviously still alive. You recall hearing a brain
surgeon comment that a shortage of oxygen in the brain during trauma naturally produces strong emotions and visual
images, including tunnels and lights. You consider brain malfunction a more likely explanation for her experiences than a
quick visit to heaven.

************************

So, how did you score? If you answered mostly A’s, you are probably comfortable and secure in your beliefs about
spiritual things and feel that you pretty much have the answers to the big riddles of existence. Most likely you are
reasonably content with your beliefs, open to a variety of paranormal and spiritual possibilities and willing to give their
proponents the benefit of the doubt. You rarely question the basics of your personal religious beliefs or the value of
religion in general and do not find it to be a source of humor. This book was not written for you (even though it might be
of great benefit). In fact, you would probably find that it could produce serious gastric disturbance. You would be better
off picking up the latest best-selling version of I Kissed an Angel or Let’s Chat with Our Dead Relatives.
If your answers were mostly B’s you probably do not claim to have answers to the big questions of existence and you
doubt that religious authorities, holy books or pop gurus do either. You can’t imagine a God who would really care how
often we piously tell him he is wonderful, nor can you accept a God who would care about trivialities such as the clothing
we wear, the direction we face for prayer, the position we use for sex, or how we trim our hair, beard or fingernails.
Although most people around you take religious ideas seriously, you consider most religions silly and sometimes
laughable. When a true believer earnestly asks, “Do you love Jesus?,” you are mystified how anyone could claim to love a
person he has only heard about and never met (people who react that way toward living humans are labeled “stalkers”
and may be subject to arrest). When you are accosted by gurus-of-the-month proclaiming the power of their tapes,
books, insights, chants, prayers, spirits, herbal cures, keys to heaven, conversations with the dead, and the like, you tend
to groan or grin or maybe even laugh. However, you probably feel compelled by social pressure to hold your tongue. This
book was written for you.
It is of course possible that you don’t fit either the “mostly A” group or “mostly B” group. You answered the questions
with a mixture of A’s and B’s. That often happens with quickie tests like this and that’s why most psychologists grump
when they see short questionnaires in the Sunday supplements (“Answer 20 questions to find out if you are a great
lover”). You may have noticed that I have lumped together religious acceptance and a positive attitude toward
“paranormal” claims (like ESP or ghosts). Religious notions are paranormal, falling beyond the scope of the natural world
and normal scientific explanation. Even though some fundamentalist denominations actively discourage belief in new age
ideas like ESP and channeling, and may even see them as demonic, a study1 suggests that college students who accept a
variety of religious notions are also more likely to accept paranormal claims. For example, if you believe in the existence
of angels who protect individuals, you are also more likely to believe that aliens visit the earth than are individuals who



deny that angels exist. So, if your answers are a mixture of A’s and B’s, just look at them in terms of how seriously you
take religion and/or claims about extraordinary events. If you take them seriously and would be uncomfortable exploring
such issues, then pass this book up. If you are not so serious about religious ideas and things that go bump in the night,
are curious, and think there might be questions worth considering, read on. Finally, if you tend to doubt a lot of what you
see and hear in the media and sometimes have trouble stifling laughter when religious or paranormal ideas are aired, this
book should be a tonic for your general mental health.
Some readers have a history of wondering if something might be wrong with them because of their tendency to
repeatedly question and doubt when
surrounded by believers. Questioners inevitably feel under siege, living as we do in a society filled with outspoken
believers. You may wonder if you are somehow missing out, denying yourself a level of psychological comfort and
certainty that could make the vagaries of life (and death) easier to take. But questioners also question the notion of
accepting an idea simply because it would make them feel good. Wishful thinking as a lifestyle is rarely adaptive. British
philosopher Bertrand Russell urged us not to “...feel envious of the happiness of those who live in a fool’s paradise, for
only a fool will think that it is happiness.” If you can’t help doubting, you may simply be what Steve Allen called a natural-
born questioner. Perhaps you were lucky enough to have a parent, friend, teacher, or sibling who actively encouraged
you to raise questions. Whatever the reason, the legions of authority figures demanding, “believe, believe, believe” have
for some reason failed to stifle you. Good for you. The rare gift of thinking critically can be helpful and enriching, but it
can also get you into hot water. After all, we live in a society which, despite all the talk about “freedom,” does not value
skepticism or critical analysis of widely-shared beliefs about faith embraced by the majority.
This book will encourage and celebrate critical thinking and provide some tips to sharpen that skill. It will strongly endorse
the skeptical exploration of accepted beliefs and reinforce having a sense of humor about it. After all, why shouldn’t we
laugh at silly ideas? Religious and superstitious fantasies have provided some of the most hilarious as well as tragic events
in history, such as ritually tossing live infants into the mortar of ancient city walls, endlessly spinning prayer wheels
bearing heavenly messages, or waiting in line for hours to worship at the Shrine of the Holy Tortilla.
The outspoken 1920’s journalist H.L. Mencken once quipped, “One horselaugh is worth ten thousand syllogisms.” None of
us is required to accept, acknowledge, or debate silly ideas. All we need to do is give them a big horselaugh, then dismiss
the issue as unworthy of our attention. This book will help you feel good about being a skeptic and should help generate
even more doubts, questions, and, I trust, a few horselaughs.

CHAPTER 2
Must You “Respect” Others’ Beliefs?

Early in my career as a psychologist I worked in several state mental hospitals. One day a patient in his late 20’s confided
to me:
“You know, in heaven there’s a big throne. In the center is God almighty. Sitting at his right is Jesus Christ. And on his
left... that’s me.”
As a kid I was told to respect other people’s beliefs, especially religious beliefs. But just what does that mean? The mental
patient quoted above was expressing his religious beliefs, so should I “respect” them? Clearly, respecting others’ religious
beliefs does not mean you must uncritically agree with them. Nobody on the hospital staff believed that our patient
actually sat at God’s left hand. Perhaps “respect” simply means that we should not challenge religious ideas. Yet most
religions do not practice such a policy. The whole point of “evangelism” is to go out and inform others that their religious
ideas are wrong and they will be out of favor with God until they accept a different version of salvation. Among devout
religious proselytizers the use of bullying threats is commonplace: “If you don’t accept Jesus Christ as your Savior, you will
burn in hell for eternity. But I will pray for you!” How respectful of others’ views is that?
Recently I received a letter from a lifelong friend of my dead brother. He wrote to warn me that I will not go to heaven
unless I make a “decision for Christ.” He sadly noted that my brother had never accepted Jesus as his savior and therefore
probably isn’t in heaven. This letter came from a caring elderly family friend who sincerely believes he is helping to secure
my eventual salvation. I have heard enough of this type if pious blather for it to simply bounce off, usually causing little
more than a weary shake of my head. But what if I were a person strongly conflicted about my beliefs or worried about a
lack of belief? What if I were Jewish, Muslim or Buddhist? I wouldn’t think of writing a letter to my brother’s old friend
pointing out that he might find better ways to spend his remaining years than obsessing about heaven and hell. Yet he
writes to me, blithely specifying that I must believe as he does and threatening terrible consequences should I fail to take



his advice. If respect means not questioning others’ beliefs, religious people clearly fail in the art of being respectful.
The “left-hand-of-God” mental patient described above publicly expressed his religious beliefs along with other odd ideas
and as a result was deprived of freedom and confined to a locked treatment facility. Did the attitude of the mental health
community fail to show adequate respect? His diagnosis was “paranoid schizophrenia,” a serious mental disorder in
which the person’s mind is filled with “delusions,” or false beliefs, often leaving the individual unable to adjust to society.
But how do we determine what beliefs are delusional? Most religions consider the doctrines of other religions to be dead
wrong, so when viewed from any given religious perspective those who profess alternative ideas must be suffering from
delusions. One person’s cherished religious truth is seen by another person as a blatant absurdity... a delusion. So what if
some commonly-accepted ideas about God, heaven, hell, the devil, angels, etc., are not true? If, for example, angels do
not actually zip around the universe providing emergency services for true believers, then the majority of Americans (who
believe in angels and their good works) share a false belief and therefore suffer a mass delusion. So are most Americans
“mentally ill?” Why is society more accepting of delusions shared by millions than we are of those unique to individuals
like the left-hand-of-God man?
Perhaps “respect” for others’ religious beliefs could be pragmatically defined as a wide latitude of tolerance. In a
democracy with codified rights to free speech, it is essential to recognize that each of us is free to believe whatever we
want (even if not entirely free to behave any way we choose as a result of those beliefs). And each of us has the right to
speak out about our beliefs, even though our opinions may be unpopular or even seem bizarre in some quarters. This
right of free speech also guarantees the right to openly disagree with others’ views, no matter how intensely believed or
widely accepted those views might be. The Bill of Rights was placed in the Constitution not to guarantee “majority rule,”
but to defend the rights of the unpopular minority against the tyranny of the majority. Even though two hundred million
Americans might be convinced that attending church every Sunday is a requirement for entry into heaven, that strong
majority cannot pass a law requiring all Americans to attend church, no matter how fervently they might embrace this
doctrine. Nevertheless, do you doubt that most believers who cherish such a belief would be quite happy to see a church-
every-Sunday law passed and enforced by the power of the state? And in doing so, would they be showing respect or
even tolerance for others’ beliefs (or lack of belief)? Historically, American statute books have been filled with “blue laws”
that prohibited just about any kind of behavior on Sunday deemed unacceptable by the devoutly religious. (Examples
include running a business, going to a theater, dancing, or purchasing a beer. Shame!)
A few years ago the U.S. Supreme Court was presented with a case involving religious-minded Texas high school students
who wanted to continue their established practice of broadcasting prayers over the public address system before football
games, thereby forcing everyone attending to silently take part. How respectful or tolerant were they concerning the
rights of non-believers? Only Protestant Christian prayers were being served up. Do you suppose those same devout
students would be equally revved-up about hearing prayers to Allah, Buddha, or Vishnu? (It has been suggested that
football is, for most Texans, something of a religious experience itself, so we might wonder why prayer before a game
would be necessary.) Reality is that many religious folks only respect (tolerate) expression of their religious beliefs. The
U.S. Supreme Court ordered the pre-game prayers to cease, noting that this Texas school policy was clearly designed to
impose Christian beliefs on everyone in attendance, including non-believers and other believers. This is a violation of the
Constitutional first-amendment guarantee of separation of church and state.
Social critic Wendy Kaminer, in her book Sleeping with Extra-Terrestrials - The Rise of Irrationalism and Perils of Piety,
points out that members of the “religious right” routinely complain that their beliefs are not respected and they are not
allowed to freely practice their religion. She argues that in fact exactly the opposite is the case. Where in America today
do we hear public voices expressing doubt about religion and skepticism about its claimed benefits? Outspoken anti-
religious opinions were widely disseminated late in the 19th century and early in the 20th century. What prominent
contemporary figures publicly proclaim, as did Thomas Edison, that “Religion is all bunk”? How many outspoken
journalists today follow the tradition of Mark Twain and H.L. Mencken of vigorously taking religion to task for its
excesses? Why is it perfectly acceptable for news commentators to laugh about the suicidal Heaven’s Gate cult members’
belief that after death they would travel to a spaceship hidden near the Hale-Bopp comet while it is not OK to point out
that millions of Americans believe something equally fantastic, that after death they will zip straight to the pearly gates of
heaven and be greeted by St. Peter? True, the Heavens’ Gaters never produced a photo of their spaceship, but it is also a
fact that not one of the world’s billion Christians has ever produced a photograph of heaven to confirm its celebrated
pearly gates, golden streets, and harp-twanging angels. When three Republican presidential primary candidates in 1999
cited Jesus Christ as their personal inspiration in politics, which national news commentator pointed out that if living
today, Jesus would in all likelihood be a left-wing radical who would heartily disagree with their shared selfish right-wing
viewpoints?
Since religious believers feel no need to demonstrate tolerance for the ideas of other religions, unbelievers or skeptics,
why should we be expected to respond respectfully to their pronouncements? Have you ever found yourself in a group
seated for dinner when someone announces, “Let us pray,” and then simply begins praying? Do they ever ask, “Does
anybody mind if we have a prayer before dinner?” Not in my experience. And if you protested, “Yeah, I mind,” what kind



of response would you receive? Cordial, accepting, apologetic? Not likely.
The bottom line is that all of us as individuals are free to believe, say or write whatever we want, within reasonable
bounds of public safety. We cannot yell “Fire!” in a theater to watch others panic, threaten to kill the president, or call a
school and announce that we have planted a bomb. But free expression of opinion on matters of honest debate is fully
protected. Religion is a collection of controversial and contradictory ideas and opinions, no different from a variety of
other intensely partisan issues such as politics, child-rearing methods, sex education, or tax policy. Americans have the
right to express opinions about any of these topics, not “all of them except religion.” Since religious beliefs often have a
strong emotional component, we must expect that committed believers may become upset when they are challenged
and disagreements arise. The same thing may happen when Republicans and Democrats get into a political debate. The
emotional-response factor is sufficient reason for some of us to generally avoid discussing emotional issues (visitors at
mental hospitals are routinely cautioned not to discuss religion, politics, or sex with patients—all hot-button emotional
topics). Remaining silent when others begin emotionally spouting religious, political, or societal opinions is indeed an
option one may choose in order to avoid conflict. But when true believers attempt to foist their beliefs onto others,
insisting that everyone accept their viewpoint or that their particular religion gives them the moral high ground, why
should they expect immunity from questions, challenge, doubt, and even laughter? They are simply expressing their
opinion, a religious one, and just as there is no immunity for political or social or sexual opinions, why should special slack
be cut for religious opinions?
Religious believers routinely bombard non-believers with the conceit that religion naturally leads to a more moral
population and a better society. Based on what data? Take a look at societies around the world today as well as
throughout recorded history and what do you see? Endless examples of religious groups practicing a lethal form of “them
versus us.” If you aren’t with us (and our God), you must be against us (with the devil) and naturally deserve to die.
Protestants killing Catholics, Hindus fighting Moslems, Buddhists slaughtering Christians, Sunnis blowing up Shiites, the
blood-drenched Crusades, the insane Inquisition, the Holocaust. An endless succession of mad religious conflicts has
spanned the centuries and plagued humanity. What kind of morality is that? Rich Jeni, at a Montreal Comedy Festival,
insightfully described going to war over religion:
“This involves two groups of people willing to kill each other in order to determine who has the best Nobel Laureate in
physics Steven Weinberg caused a sensation in a 1999 speech to the American Association for the Advancement of
Science when he suggested:
“Religion is an insult to human dignity. With or without it, you’d have good people doing good things and evil people
doing evil things. But for good people to do evil things, that takes religion.”
Early in the 20th century the British mathematician and philosopher Bertrand Russell deftly deflated religious pretenses
of superior morality:
“You find as you look around the world that every single bit of human progress in humane feeling, every improvement in
the criminal law, every step toward the diminution of war, every step toward better treatment of the colored races, or
every mitigation of slavery, every moral progress that there has been in the world, has been consistently opposed by the
organized churches of the world. I say deliberately that the Christian religion, as organized in its churches, has been and
still is, the principal enemy of moral progress in the world.”
In the 19th century the popular American freethinker and public speaker Robert Ingersoll proclaimed:
“The star that shines above the dawn, the herald of the day, is Science, not superstition; Reason, not religion.”
Such religion-skewering observations are nothing new, but they remain relatively unknown to the religious majority today
because the mass media are no longer willing to give them prominence. The late Gabor B. Levy, an eminent chemist who
worked on the A-bomb “Manhattan Project,” shortly before he died wrote his “Last Editorial.” In it he publicly asserted
total disbelief in God and religion. Levy noted that he had never written about the subject because of widespread popular
prejudice against unbelievers, but he could finally be honest because he was dying. The popular 60 Minutes
commentator Andy Rooney was recently interviewed about letters he had written to his children acknowledging he does
not believe in God. The news anchor seemed taken aback by this revelation, and Rooney asked: “Does that bother you?”
The newsman said “No,” but his expression suggested otherwise. Why this silence and reluctance to speak out about
religion in a country that champions free speech and religious liberty?
Journalist H.L. Mencken, early in the 20th century, endorsed polite silence as the best form of response to religious
questions:
“We must respect the other fellow’s religion, but only in the sense and to the extent that we respect his theory that his
wife is beautiful and his children smart.”
But this polite avoid-the-issue approach, perhaps appropriate for the period when Mencken was prominent, may no
longer be germane. Some believe the time for polite silence about religion has ended. Following the 9/11 World Trade
Center disaster, many of America’s leaders encouraged an outpouring of national religious expression and prayer. British
scientist/writer Richard Dawkins responded differently, issuing a call in The Guardian for nonbelievers to take off the
gloves of political correctness and start pointing out how faith contributes to and is directly responsible for many of the



problems facing the world today, including terrorism:
“...I am trying to call attention to the elephant in the room that everybody is too polite - or too devout - to notice:
religion, and specifically the devaluing effect that religion has on human life.... Religion teaches the dangerous nonsense
that death is not the end....”
Dawkins accuses religion of being “the most inflammatory enemy-labeling device in history” and points out that when we
look at groups around the globe engaged in life-and-death struggles, they almost always involve people of different faiths.
There has long been a powerful social taboo against proclaiming the negative aspects of religion, but for Dawkins, and
perhaps many others,
“The last vestige of respect for the taboo disappeared as I watched the “Day of Prayer” in Washington Cathedral, where
people of mutually incompatible faiths united in homage to the very force that caused the problem in the first place:
religion. It is time for people of intellect, as opposed to people of faith, to stand up and say ‘Enough!’”
Because of what happened on 9/11, Dawkins urges an end to the long-dominant social habit of politely and silently
accepting public expression of religious viewpoints without debate.
“Those of us who have for years politely concealed our contempt for the dangerous collective delusion of religion need to
stand up and speak out. Things are different now. ‘All is changed, changed utterly.’”
Perhaps it is high time for doubters and non-believers to come out of the closet and speak up, to freely object and
publicly dispute silly ideas coming from religion and the myriad peddlers of faith and “spirituality.” It should be perfectly
OK to say, “I don’t believe this stuff. You can believe whatever you want, but I don’t buy it.” We have seen Women’s
Liberation, Gay Liberation, Role Liberation, and Sexual Liberation. How about the Liberation of Critical Thinking About
Faith? Recent best-selling books by Richard Dawkins (The God Delusion), Sam Harris (The End of Faith and Letter to a
Christian Nation), and Christopher Hitchins (God is Not Great and The Portable Atheist) attest to the fact that the
atmosphere has changed and at least some Americans are now ready to hear impassioned challenges critical of faith-
based beliefs.
In late 1999 I was privileged to hear Steven Weinberg speak in San Antonio at the Freedom From Religion Foundation’s
national convention (FFRF is a freethinkers’ organization located in Madison, Wisconsin). Dr. Weinberg was being
honored with their first annual “Emperor Has No Clothes” award, given to the most noteworthy public figure speaking out
about religion. He observed that while 90 percent of Americans describe themselves as religious and 70 percent claim
church membership, many of them in practical terms actually are not religious. Polls from the National Opinion Research
Center reveal steadily declining numbers of Americans attending church regularly, dropping from half the population in
the 1950s to 34 percent in 1985, and below 27 percent by 2000. Many of the remaining 73 percent never really
participate in any religious activities. In addition, people who claim church membership often are not even aware of the
basic tenets of their professed religion. For example, someone might announce, “I am a Buddhist,” and then go on to say
that they don’t believe in reincarnation. Yet their rejection of reincarnation is in effect a rejection of the Buddhist religion.
The bottom line is there are a lot fewer “true believers” out there than the polls and widespread religious coverage in the
media might suggest.
Perhaps after reading this book some doubters will feel less alone and find the courage to venture out of their secret
skeptic’s closet. Any of us can make sensitive situational choices to quietly tolerate others’ religious beliefs and
expression. After all, individuals have the right to believe whatever they choose and speak out about whatever they want.
But unbelievers, like everyone else in a free society, also have the right to freely express their opinions about what they
consider to be goofy beliefs, religious or otherwise. It is our individual right as human beings, as Homo Sapiens, to doubt,
to question, to challenge, and when the urge tickles us, to laugh right out loud. The choice of when to do so is yours.

CHAPTER 3
The Folly of Faith

We live in a society that considers faith a good thing. Good for what? In an episode of the late 1960s sitcom All In The
Family, Archie Bunker (Carroll O’Connor) was arguing, as usual, with his son-in-law Michael (also known as “Meathead,”
played by Rob Reiner). Archie insisted that people really need faith while Meathead questioned the idea, finally
challenging Archie, “What do you mean by faith?” Archie replied in all seriousness:
“Faith, you know, faith... that’s when you believe something that nobody in his right mind would believe.”
The dictionary defines faith as “unquestioning belief.” But belief in what, in whom? We are beseeched to believe in
legions of religious leaders, politicians, salesmen, advisors, therapists, and gurus of various stripes, all based on faith. We



are told to have faith in our country, family, and tradition, to embrace faith in humanity, in God, and the stock market.
The “confidence man” is someone who convinces you to have faith (confidence) in him or his product, but if you do, you
will be “conned.” Unbridled faith cannot possibly be a virtue since it would result in our believing all sorts of things that
could eventually harm us or those we love. Besides, it is impossible to blissfully accept everything we are told because
some beliefs directly contradict others (we can’t simultaneously have absolute faith in the correctness of both Christianity
and Buddhism). So, what to believe?
When someone encourages you to “have faith,” they are usually telling you not to ask questions, to remain quiet and go
along with whatever they say. Many absurd and destructive events of history have been built upon a foundation of blind
faith. World War I was a remarkable test of the faith of individuals in their nations, political systems, and religious leaders.
That faith led to death by the millions in a conflict that not one soldier in a thousand could have explained. All they knew
or needed to know was that their country called upon them and they must have faith, as they marched to their slaughter.
Archie Bunker hit the bullseye. Perhaps he was merely restating what Mark Twain had observed nearly a century earlier,
that faith is simply “...believing something that you know ain’t so.” Encouraging faith is a means of getting people to turn
off critical thinking and believe things that normally functioning brains would discard as nonsense. When a whole society
accepts shared ideas based on faith, those ideas often come to be seen as revealed “truth,” making it hard for an
individual to realize that questions could and should be asked. Why were so many loving, caring, God-fearing individuals
in the 19th century unable to recognize slavery as an abomination? Why did thousands of teen-aged members of the
Hitler Youth take up arms in the last days of World War 2II, stand and die in the rubble of Germany even though the war
was clearly lost? Why would Sunni and Shiite Muslims of Iran and Iraq slaughter each other for years in wars that seem
pointless to the rest of the world? Because what we are told by our society throughout life comes to be “Truth” with a
capital “T”. It is no longer a personal, political or religious opinion, it is fact.
Looking at one’s own life, society and country in anything approaching an objective view is always difficult and can prove
dangerous to our sense of personal security. The majority of Americans are Christian and to them other religions sound
strange and even bizarre. But how many Christians have ever considered how fantastic Christianity -- which to them is
obviously true -- looks from the perspective of a non-believer? Consider an outsider’s description by physics professor
Wayne R. Anderson:
“In December of each year, nearly a billion Christians around the world celebrate the birth of a Jewish charismatic leader
whom they credit with, among other things, walking on water and turning it into wine, creating bread and fish out of
nothing, and bringing dead people back to life. Furthermore, he himself was supposedly born from a virgin and came back
to life three days after being executed. The sole evidence for any of these wondrous events is found in a single book,
written decades after this leader’s death by his followers, who were promoting him as divine. This same book also
describes such things as a speaking bush, the miraculous parting of the Red Sea, and a person being turned into salt.
Adherents of this faith are promised perpetual bliss after their savior returns to lead his angels in a titanic battle against
the devil and his minions. Such tales, unsupported by even a whisper of evidence other than the Bible, might be
entertaining in a Star Wars movie. Their claim to truth should make any thinking person blanch. Yet hundreds of millions
of people celebrate these acts without a hint of skepticism.”1
Fantastic stuff, yet if you have been immersed in it for a lifetime, it somehow doesn’t seem far out. This is just one
example of how extraordinary ideas, with a little help from group consensus and blind faith, come to appear sensible.
Human history is a chronicle of examples demonstrating the folly of misguided faith, some silly, some funny, and some
just plain awful. Read any daily newspaper and new ones keep turning up. Let’s sample a few of my favorites:
Who wouldn’t respond to the inspirational story of Maria Rubio, of Albuquerque, New Mexico, who was cooking tortillas
one day when she suddenly gasped at what appeared in the pan: the face of Jesus burned on a tortilla! She rushed to her
parish priest with the amazing tortilla. He agreed that the scorch marks looked like a face, but dismissed it as a trivial
coincidence and suggested she throw it away. It was not trivial to Maria. In 20 years of cooking tortillas she had never
before seen the face of
Jesus. So Maria quit her job, had her holy tortilla encased in plastic so it wouldn’t spoil, and built a shrine for its public
display. Word spread and worshipers soon stood in line to see it, including those in wheelchairs hoping for a cure should
the tortilla have miraculous healing powers. Just think about Maria and her holy tortilla next time you chomp on a taco.
How about the splendid faith of dedicated youth minister Melvyn Nurse in Jacksonville, Florida, as he demonstrated how
sin is akin to playing Russian Roulette. He loaded one chamber of a revolver with a blank, spun the cylinder, put the barrel
to his head, pulled the trigger... and promptly blew his brains out. A demonstration of faith you can be certain the kids in
his church will never forget.
Many religions proclaim the healing power of prayer, but few would persist in that belief for years after someone’s death.
Yet that is what police in Knoxville, Illinois, discovered in the case of Carl L. Stevens. He had not been seen outside his
home for eight years. A relative tipped off the police and upon investigation they found Carl dead in his bedroom,
reduced to skin and bones. Police reported, “He wasn’t a wrapped-up, dried out mummy. He was just lying there in his
bed. Although it was obvious he’d been dead eight years, the family sincerely thought he was fine, the way he was being



treated. They changed his clothes and bedding every day, just like he was sick.” I wonder why none of them ever became
concerned about his lack of appetite and weight loss?
Near Agness, Oregon, a fellow named DeWitt Finley found himself stuck in the snow while trying to negotiate a gravel
road over the Klamath Mountains. The Associated Press account noted that, “...he put his faith in God and waited with
the patience of Job for someone to rescue him.” Finley wrote notes, including one saying, “I have no control over my life
its all in His hands. ‘His will be done’.” Instead of waiting day after day for God’s will to be done, Finley could simply have
walked a couple of hundred yards around a curve in the road and found pavement which led down the mountain to
safety. It would have meant climbing through some snowdrifts, but he never tried, remaining instead in the immediate
area of his vehicle. Finley crossed days off a calendar for nine weeks while starving to death in his truck, finally recording,
“The most wonderfull (sic) thing out of this ordeal has been the never ending fellowship with the Lord.” Seems to me
Finley’s “fellowship with the Lord” was the silliest thing about this ordeal since it cost him his life. A member of the
Forest Service concluded, “It was a senseless death.” (Finley’s version of do-nothing faith is apparently not unique. A
Massachusetts religious group that deprived an infant of solid food for 51 days - he died just before his first birthday - was
proud of the fact that they had such faith in God that when they ran out of gas on a trip to Maine, they all laid hands of
the hoods of their cars and prayed for the tanks to be refilled... for three days. Finally police arrived and escorted them to
a gas station.)
Poor Finley failed to walk out. Maybe he should have crawled out. Baptist lay minister Hans Mulliken crawled 1600 miles
from Marshall, Texas, to the White House while Jimmy Carter was President. Gripping a short bar with a tricycle wheel on
each end, pads on his knees, and towing a rolling sign that said “Pray America,” he would crawl all day and then jog back
to his truck to sleep at night. The next morning he drove to his previous stopping point, parked the truck, and started
another day on his knees. Why? “I just wanted to show America that we need to get on our knees and repent.” He also
wanted to shake the President’s hand and tell him, “I’m praying for him.” Turned out Carter was too busy to see Mullikin
who admitted to reporters, “A lot of people tell me I’m crazy.”
The cross-country crawler is actually a mileage piker compared to Arthur Blessit... who dragged a 90-pound cross (with a
wheel at its base) through 40 countries and over 17,000 miles. Starting out in Los Angeles, the last newspaper account I
could find pictured him trudging into Hong Kong.
While Blessit may hold the cross-dragging record, his frittered-away faith does not exceed that of a pair of Buddhist
monks who spent 2 1/2 years journeying from Los Angeles to the “City of 10,000 Buddhas” in Talmage, California. They
couldn’t progress at much of a clip because every three steps they halted, dropped to their knees, bowed their heads to
the ground, then got up and continued for three more steps before repeating the process. Their purpose was laudable:
“Our vows are to keep working until all living things get the peace and happiness they deserve.” Exactly how banging their
noggins on the ground every three steps over 2 1/2 years would help achieve peace and happiness was not spelled out by
the dedicated duo. (They probably stayed in great physical shape, though.)
The most curious current faith-as-silly-buggers controversy involves the Chinese government’s continual harassment of
followers of Falun Gong, a home-grown religion involving stretching, posturing, and meditation accompanied by the
twangs of traditional Chinese music. Breathing, exercise and meditation hardly seem like government-threatening
activities, especially when we consider the basis for the religion. I should note that like Will Rogers, I only know what I
read in the papers, especially on this topic. The Sacramento Bee recently featured an article entitled, “Sacramentans
Find Peace in Falun Gong.” According to the article, the faith was introduced to the Chinese people in 1992 by Li Hongzhi,
a one-time forest service “bugle boy” who declared he has been entrusted with the wisdom of the ages. (Who are we to
doubt the word of a bugle-boy?) Li claims that hundreds of thousands of years ago, superior human beings inhabited the
Earth and since then humankind has undergone complete annihilation 81 times (tell that to the fossil record). To save us,
he promises to personally install Falun - an energy-absorbing orb that is a “miniature of the universe”... in the faithful
follower’s abdomen!. The orb will rotate forever, absorbing good energy and releasing bad energy. Followers in
Sacramento announced that they could see a protective column of energy emanating from the heads of practitioners.
Since the orb will take care of all human problems, believers with sufficient faith never require medical attention and
have no need to consult doctors nor take medication. Sounds like a real winner to me... whenever somebody comes along
and claims to possess the wisdom of the universe, I am naturally eager to believe them without raising any embarrassing
questions. And it certainly sounds like something the Chinese government ought to watch closely. (Perhaps the newly
entrepreneurial Chinese leaders should quit arresting Falun Gong followers, market a cheap version of the protective orb
and sell a billion or two in K-Marts all over the world - each one proudly stamped “Made in China.”)
On a more serious note, a photo published in the Sacramento Bee accompanied a story about “AIDS in Africa: A Deadly
Landscape.” It shows Judy and Alice, prostitutes in Nairobi, Kenya, leaning on a wall near the street. African prostitutes
are prime carriers and spreaders of the HIV virus that causes AIDS but these young ladies were not worried. When asked
about the risks, Judy blissfully replied: “I don’t believe in AIDS because I have never seen anyone die from it. I just believe
in God. When you believe in God, you can’t have any disease.” Here we have an example of what might be called “fatal
faith,” not just for themselves, but for their clients as well.



When considering religious faith and folly, we cannot ignore the untold number of families whose religion convinces them
that faith alone cures illness. As a result, scores of parents steadfastly deny medical care to their children, even when
refusal of treatment costs the child’s life. But don’t parents in a nation of religious freedom have the right to decide what
is best for their children? Actually, they don’t. Courts routinely intervene and overrule parents such as Christian Scientists
who believe that illness is imaginary or Jehovah’s Witnesses who refuse blood transfusions for dying children. (By the
way, it doesn’t affect just the kids. Women who are Jehovah’s Witnesses have 44 times the risk of maternal death due to
obstetric hemorrhage than do other women.)
Nevertheless, child fatalities routinely occur in the U.S. solely because of parental religious beliefs. Consider one-year-old
Evie Swanson of Attica, Indiana, who was badly scalded by hot tea. Left untreated except by prayer, her second and third
degree burns became infected and she eventually died. David Hall, a newborn who also lived in Indiana, died from
pneumonia even though treatment with antibiotics costing a few dollars would have saved him. Parents of a 16-year-old
Georgia boy were charged with involuntary manslaughter for failing to seek medical help after his appendix ruptured. He
died slowly, enduring days of agony. The fundamentalist parents of a dead 16-year-old Pennsylvania girl were convicted
of manslaughter because of their refusal to provide insulin to treat her diabetes (her blood sugar level was 18 times
normal). Instead, they prayed over her, read from the Bible, and coated her body with oil. She was the second to die
among their 13 children, following in the footsteps of a brother who died several years earlier - from an ear infection!
According to the State medical examiner, 25 children in the congregation of the Followers of Christ Church in Oregon City
may have died during the past twenty years because their parents did not allow medical care. An article in the April, 1998,
medical journal Pediatrics charged that parents who refuse medical care for sick children are virtually dooming them.
The authors examined 172 child deaths between 1975 and 1995, and concluded that 140 of those children had a 90
percent chance of survival with basic medical care. All but three would have led prolonged lives or at least been spared
pain, or death from easily treatable ailments such as appendicitis, pneumonia and diabetes. Court cases heard around the
country lead to the consensus that misguided parental faith is not a reasonable basis for letting children die. Parents who
do so should be liable for criminal prosecution.
Religion can always be relied upon for bizarre forms of “personal growth.” An Associated Press release described a
German businessman who publicly tested his “Mettle to Become a Hindu.” He reportedly completed his conversion to the
Hindu faith in Kuala Lumpur by, “piercing himself through the cheeks with a quarter-inch thick, 4-foot-long steel rod” and
pulling a chariot for two miles via ropes attached by steel hooks to his back and chest. He was taking part in the annual
Aadi festival during which Hindus thank the gods for giving them insight into life. To help with that insight, believers
spend several days fasting on water and milk while being skewered with steel rods, hooks, needles, pins, and other sharp
objects.
It could be worse. If you are Muslim and believe that pigs are Satan in disguise, you naturally would not eat pork, but you
might also become upset simply at the sight of a pig. This is what happened in a United Press story entitled, “Pig Wanders
In, 27 Humans Die.” Seems that a pig walked into a Moslem religious festival in New Delhi, sparking bloody fighting
between Moslems and Hindus with police eventually firing into the warring groups. Twenty-four people were fatally shot,
including six children, and 200 were wounded by iron rods and rocks. The excesses of Muslim fundamentalism have not
gone unnoticed in the western media since 9/11. Nigeria has a long history of Muslim/Christian clashes in which
thousands have died in recent years. The best-known events and perhaps most absurd to westerners involved the Miss
World beauty pageant in 2002 which had to be moved to London after a newspaper article wondered if Muhammad
might have picked one of the contestants as a bride. Riots followed the publication of cartoons depicting Muhammad in
European newspapers (for example, one showed him with a burning fuse rising from a bomb-shaped turban). Zealots
demanded death for the reporter, death for the cartoonists, death for the Danish embassy staff, death for Christians.
Then came the Afghan man who converted from Islam to Christianity. What do you suppose was the response to that?
How about death for him, too, and for the British teacher whose Muslim students named a class mascot teddy bear
“Muhammad” (both were secretly removed to Europe to save their lives). Or how about Muslim women arrested for
dating men not chosen by their families or pregnant rape victims accused of adultery and sentenced to death by stoning.
Then there is the case of a recent rape victim in Saudi Arabia who was sentenced by America’s Saudi “allies” to 200 lashes
(which can be lethal) just for riding in a car with a man who was not a relative. Such faith-based extremes seem beyond
comprehension, leading author Sam Harris in Letter to a Christian Nation to conclude that young men raised in the
Muslim faith are difficult to deal with on such issues because their religious indoctrination leaves them “utterly
deranged.” Harris came in for some lumps for this comment because he could be suggesting that they are all insane. An
alternative interpretation is that they simply believe things that make them unable to deal rationally with a complex and
changing world. As a diagnostic device, I offer the following scale to measure the level of Muslim male derangement (the
more “yes” answers the higher the level of derangement):
1. Do you believe as stated in the Koran that there is an Angel behind each shoulder, recording everything you do
throughout your entire life?
2. Do you believe as stated in the Koran that the sight of a woman’s hair is injurious to men, inflaming their passions, and



is a disgrace to the woman, worthy of a beating?
3. Do you believe as stated in the Koran that if anyonechooses to renounce their Muslim faith, the appropriate response
from believers is to kill them?
4. Do you believe as stated in the Koran that a lifetime of good works is not nearly as pleasing to Allah as is a life devoted
to killing unbelievers?
5. Do you agree with the sign that appears over the entrance to some mosques stating: “Women and dogs and other
impure animals are prohibited from entering here.”
6. Do you believe that in our perhaps infinite universe, with light coming to us from places ten billion light years away, an
individual on Earth (a tiny dot in a remote galaxy in an obscure corner of a vast cosmos) must five times a day stretch out
on the floor and pray facing Mecca or else Allah will be displeased?
Does anyone really imagine that Mecca in Saudi Arabia is the center of the universe? Besides, on a round planet a
worshipper’s outstretched arms wouldn’t actually be pointing at Mecca unless it was nearby, but instead would be
pointing out toward infinite space. Apparently the all-knowing Prophet was not aware that the surface of the earth is
curved.
Fundamentalists of any faith can seem bizarre to non-believers. Sitting on my desk is an Associated Press photo of an
ultra-orthodox Jewish man performing the kaparot ceremony in Jerusalem. The caption on the photo says, “Cleansing the
soul,” the ceremony reportedly carried out in preparation for the Day of Atonement, Yom Kippur. The man is holding a
live chicken by its feet and twirling it in the air above his head, wings flapping, while he recites prayer verses. The chicken
does not look enthusiastic, although the caption fails to mention if the ceremony also erases its sins. (Perhaps the chicken
could try waving an arm-flapping, ultra-orthodox Jew over its head to achieve a similar result.)
Do you remember the many unquestioning faith-filled believers around the world who were convinced that everything
was suddenly going to end on New Year’s Day, 2000? Failed predictions of the end of the world are nothing new to
religion and the faithful. Even Christopher Columbus made a prediction that the world would end in 1656 (he didn’t stick
around to see it). Of course 1656 came and went without any surprise and the world remained intact. Thirteen years later
a Russian religious sect set themselves on fire to prepare for their predicted doomsday. Some 20,000 of them became
toast while the good old earth and our solar system stubbornly trudged on unchanged. Religious groups that predict an
end-to-it-all often make elaborate preparations, sometimes giving away or destroying all their worldly goods. When the
anticipated catastrophic event fails to materialize they usually invent a creative explanation. (I have yet to hear any of
them conclude, “Gee, my religion was wrong and I was stupid to believe it.”) Most often they conclude that their
calculations must have been slightly off, re-do the numbers and announce a new date for world destruction, days, years
or even decades hence. Sometimes they modestly determine that due entirely to their faith and commitment, God
decided to give the world a reprieve, so in effect, their piety saved the world. A nice, feel-good, face-saving way out.
Earthquakes, battles of Armageddon, floods, the return of Christ, you name it, someone out there this very minute is
sincerely babbling about it and filling eager ears of faith-besotted believers.
Want more? In 1910 a group called the Select Followers decided they needed to sacrifice a virgin to appease Halley’s
Comet (which they saw as a threat to the planet), but their little party was spoiled when some killjoy cops were tipped off
and intervened. In 1998 Chen Heng-Ming took 150 followers of God’s Salvation Church to Garland, Texas, where the deity
was supposed to arrive in a flying saucer on March 31 at 10 A.M., while simultaneously appearing on TV. Chen said, “I
guarantee this on my life.” Nothing happened as March 31 came and went. In response, Chen quietly moved to Lockport,
New York. Perhaps he considers residing in Lockport akin to the end of life. Paris designer Paco Rabane also came up with
an important prediction, this one based on the arcane twaddle contained in the writings of Nostradamus: the Russian
space station Mir would crash into Paris during a solar eclipse on August 11, 1999. A poll conducted that year reported
that ten percent of Parisians believed him. If you check the latest world map, I think you will discover that Paris remains
intact. My favorite end-of-the-world prediction involves an American religious denomination which, after several previous
failed end-of-the-world predictions, finally announced that the world would definitely, absolutely, without fail end in
1916. When that year came and went they remained unperturbed. How could that be when their prediction had
obviously failed again? Easy. They concluded that in fact, the world actually had ended, and the rest of humanity outside
their church just failed to notice!
The late T.V. evangelist Jerry Falwell was among the religious luminaries who predicted terrible events at the millennium,
describing Y2K as, “God’s instrument to shake this nation.” Big blooming shake, eh? Christian alarm-sounding books like,
Armageddon: Earth’s Last Days, or The Millennium Bug: How to Survive the Coming Chaos, predicted terrible crises and
sold like hotcakes. The remainders probably are not selling really big right now. Maybe they picked the wrong millennium,
so just wait around another thousand years and you can find out.
Recently there has been a loud clamor from the terminally faithful to put prayer back in the schools and thereby magically
solve all of society’s ills. I nominate the following prayer:
“Almighty God, in thy name let us now pray in pious spirit, enlighten us, teach us all truth, strengthen us in all that is
good. Lead us not into temptation, deliver us from all evil in order that as good human beings we may faithfully perform



our duty in time and eternity.”

Sound good? Might such a prayer help our kids grow up to be moral adults? This was in fact the national school prayer
mouthed daily by children throughout Nazi Germany in the 1930’s. Those pious words harmonized nicely with the
standard-issue World War II German army belt buckle which sports a swastika ringed by the words, “Gott Mit Uns,” or
“God is with us.” But how could God have been on the side of God-fearing Germans when Americans know full well that
God actually supported America in that and all other wars? There is a historical flavor of the absurd when you
contemplate two world wars in which American, German, Russian, Italian, French, and English soldiers slaughtered each
other along with innocent civilians by the tens of millions, each army praying to the same God for victory, each nation
fully convinced that God was on their side. How much of the horror of those wars could have occurred without those self-
serving beliefs and the sincere faith that nourished them? During the first “Gulf War” between Iraq and the U.S. and its
allies, Saddam Hussein announced, “God is on our side, and Satan is on the side of the United States.” Does that mean
that Saddam’s enemies won the war with Satan’s help? Or perhaps that the whole notion of God taking sides in a war is
idiotic?
During 2007 Newsweek magazine did a cover story on faith, religion and war, with copies of letters written to their
families by American soldiers who ended up casualties. They included notions of marines guarding the streets in heaven,
of going to a “better place” if killed, and being welcomed by God with “open arms” saying, “Well done, good and faithful
servant.” It was not pointed out by Newsweek that these beliefs are hardly different from the pie-in-the-sky instant
nirvana belief systems of Islamic suicide bombers... who we like to label “insane.” If our young patriots understood that
they have only one life to live in the here and now, might it eventually become impossible for politicians to convince them
to willingly die in ill-conceived wars? How about having our military chaplains teach them that?
The late columnist Mike Royko once wrote an informative letter to God in which he gave the deity an update on what was
being done in his name down here on earth during the Irish “troubles”:
“I hardly know where to start, there’s so much going on. So I might as well start in Northern Ireland where you’ve always
been very big. Ah, what religious fervor can be found there. The Irish Protestants are so devoted to you that they do
everything possible to make life miserable for the Irish Catholics, because they don’t think the Irish Catholics have the
right approach toward worshiping you. And the Irish Catholics do what they can to make life miserable for the Irish
Protestants for essentially the same reasons. In their love for you, they shoot at one another, bomb one another, kill little
children, bystanders, cops, soldiers, old ladies, and some are now committing suicide by starvation. Then each side buries
its dead, goes to church and gives fervent thanks to you for being on its side. It is very touching.”

Let’s consider a World War II topic that is rarely mentioned because it whiffs of being politically incorrect: the role that
religious faith played in facilitating the deaths of six million European Jews. They were of course targeted because of their
faith, but how many actually became sitting ducks thanks to that faith? Books on the holocaust chronicle the widespread
evaporation of belief in the death camps. In one example, naked, half-starved women were being packed in trucks to be
hauled to the death chambers. “A terrible noise arose, the death cry of thousands of young women,” and a Rabbi’s son
called out to God: “God, show them your power, this is against You!” When nothing happened and the trucks drove away,
the young man cried out, “There is no God”2 . But some maintained their faith to the end. A suicidal woman in the
Warsaw Ghetto split her son’s head with a pipe, then shouted, “They won’t get him now,” as she hurled herself from a
high apartment window. On the street below a woman prayed, “May God forgive her for what she has done,” but
another spoke out: “Forgive her? Why it was His will, or else this would not have been allowed to happen.” Helene
Moszkiewiez was a courageous young woman who worked for a spy network within Gestapo headquarters in Brussels,
Belgium. Using inside information she warned many Jews of impending arrests so they could escape. A petite woman
barely five feet tall, she once personally plunged a knife into the stomach of a Gestapo officer. Moszkiewiez was in
constant danger, not just for being part of a spy network, but because she herself was actually a Jew. If the Germans had
found out, she said, “they would have cut me to pieces.” She reports her most bitter memory of the war years: watching
Belgian Jews submit to deportation to death camps without a struggle.
“We wanted to train these people, but they just refused. You couldn’t communicate with them. They said, ‘God is going
to protect us.’ That made me mad. They went like sheep. I saw them go and that is exactly the way it was. I cannot say it
differently.”

It was Moszkiewiez’ hope that her published memoirs, Inside the Gestapo: A Jewish Woman’s Secret War, would inspire
future generations of Jews to fight back against persecution. “I want to reach young Jews and tell them not to sit at home
and wait. They should learn to defend themselves.” Many Americans viewing films of mid-1930’s Nazi Germany shake
their heads in disbelief, wondering why more Jews didn’t fight or flee since Hitler was only doing what he had promised a
decade earlier in Mein Kampf. There were many reasons of course, personal, social and economic. But some were simply
blinded by a faith that made them feel special in the eyes of God. They ignored obvious emerging political realities that



eventually swallowed up their lives.
Misguided religious faith has not only harmed human beings. It has also been hard on animals, particularly cats. Cats?
Indeed, because religion-spouting humans often wield the power of life and death over animals. In the 15th century,
Pope Innocent VIII (talk about an oxymoronic name) issued a “bull” declaring that cats were possessed by the devil. (What
better name for the published pronouncements of medieval popes than “bulls”?) It has been estimated that this brilliant
bit of theological insight led to more than 100,000 women who owned cats being burned at the stake... and their pets
along with them. It also ushered in four centuries during which cats were routinely tortured, tried for crimes against God,
and executed, often burned alive in celebration of religious holidays. Author Robert Darnton used one such episode as
the basis for his study of 18th century French history: The great Cat Massacre and Other Episodes in French Cultural
History. I have yet to find a book summarizing the opinion of cats about the historical value of human religious faith, but
the feline consensus must surely be at least as jaundiced as mine.
The negative historical impact of faith upon history itself is incalculable. Consider the great ancient library at Alexandria,
Egypt, which housed the complete works of many Greek, Roman, and Egyptian writers. At the order of Christian Emperor
Theodosius, the Bishop of Alexandria (Theophilus) sent a mob to burn the library and purge humanity of its pagan books.
While they were at it they also took time to murder Hypatia, the brilliant female scholar who directed the library. A major
portion of written human history, these being in some cases the only existing copies from the ancient world, was utterly
destroyed in this one sweep of idiotic faith-based fervor. Practice makes perfect: in the 16th century the Bishop of
Mexico, Diego De Landa, had the entire known collection of Mayan books burned. They contained the sum total of Mayan
history, astronomy, and philosophy... all gone. Three Mayan books survive today.
Most Saturday newspapers include a “Religion” section containing announcements about local worship, meetings,
church-based events, and articles about religious issues. Rarely do they print anything remotely critical of religious faith. If
they do, you can be sure that the next week’s section will contain outraged letters to the editor from offended believers. I
often find humor in these pages although I doubt that the editors plan them that way. My local small-town newspaper
runs a weekly column authored by rotating local preachers. As a psychologist I was naturally interested in one preacher’s
take on stress. He encouraged readers to release emotions when under stress rather than bottling them up. And when
extreme stress pushed us to the breaking point he offered a simple answer: gratitude. “No matter what happens, always
be thankful, for this is God’s will for you.” Okay, let’s try this out: “Thanks a lot God for sending me terminal cancer, I am
grateful because I know it’s Your will.” Or how about, “I really am pleased you decided to let my wife murder our children
and burn down the house, since if it is Your will it must be something to be thankful for.” Great spiritual advice... or
doofus faith-based absurdity?
Michael Feldman, host of a National Public Radio quiz show, once commented on a survey concerning “the most boring
day of the week.” Which day do you suppose came out as the dullest? Sunday, and it was rated eight times more boring
than Saturday. They didn’t discuss why Sunday is so boring, but all one has to do is think about the interminable hours
many of us have spent in church to come up with a pretty good guess. I would also bet that Jews and Seventh Day
Adventists, who attend church on Saturday, would rate the boredom level of Saturdays and Sundays the other way
around.
Earlier in these pages I mentioned the Freedom From Religion Foundation’s convention held a few years ago in San
Antonio, Texas. Plunked square in the middle of the bible-belt, the faithful community of old San Antone was not entirely
thrilled by an influx of vocal doubters publicly proclaiming religion to be harmful nonsense. During the convention the
local newspaper ran a feature article entitled, “Religion Seen as Essential,” with the subtitle, “Laureate’s views opposed
here.” They were referring to physicist Steven Weinberg’s assertion quoted in the previous chapter that religion is “an
insult to human dignity” that results in good people doing bad things. A sub-headline over the long article proclaimed,
“Religious leaders see faith as helpful to humanity.” It is ironic that this same newspaper included a graphic story of
religious rioting in India where Catholics were being murdered by Hindus, plus an article about a “Holy war” in Chiapas,
Mexico, where Catholics were driving Protestants from their homes. Not one of the pro-religion commentators in the
lengthy feature article saw fit to comment on how such current events might challenge their “religion is essential” theme.
Essential for what, hatred, mayhem and murder?
How else to explain why on the first day of year 2000, newspapers nationwide reported, “Thousands flee religious strife”
occurring in Indonesia between Christians and Muslims, with hundreds dead. Or consider an article entitled, “Hindus
attacked in Old Delhi,” describing their murder by Muslims armed with daggers and swords. How about an Associated
Press story entitled, “Holy Wars: From Belfast to Beirut, believers kill in the name of Christ, Allah, Other Gods”, or
“Guerrillas slay 150 in Sri Lanka,” in this case Hindus slaughtering Buddhists. Consider a Time magazine article, “Plague of
religious wars around the globe,” or the Scripps Howard News summary of the 20th century: “Death, violence mark
century’s religion events.”
Another headline trumpets, “India’s religious violence spreads; death toll at 485,” as Muslims and Hindus continue a
decades-long tradition of mutual slaughter and hatred, including burning each other alive in shops, homes and trains.
“Army Called Out as Religious Strife Hits Nigerian City,” describes local Christians and Muslims in their dance of death,



both sides burning churches, slitting throats, beating and hacking strangers to death simply for giving the wrong answer
to the question, “Are you Christian or Muslim?” And it hardly seems worth mentioning the unending spiral of murders
and reprisals involving Muslims and Jews in the West Bank, threatening to spread war throughout the entire middle east.
You would have to have been in a coma for years to be unaware of the newsmedia stories about the scandals in the
Catholic Church. New revelations appear daily of priestly child sexual abuse and the Church’s systematic effort over
decades to cover it up and protect their own, even moving offending priests to new locations where the abuse continued
(while paying out millions in hush money).
A somewhat different consideration: Religion may be bad for your intelligence. It has long been known that in scientific
fields, the best and the brightest have been the least religious. But a study at the University of Houston found that while
race did not affect kids’ intelligence scores, having parents with strict religious beliefs goes hand in hand with lower I.Q.s,
as much as 10 points. The suggestion is that mothers who are members of “high-control religious institutions” provide a
home environment that is detrimental to their child’s intellectual development. Could this mean that if you quit going to
church and listening to preachers, you’ll get smarter? But then, a decision to quit going to church and listening to
preachers could show that you already are smarter. I have presented a variety of examples of faith leading to foolishness
and folly. I could go on, but why bother? You get the picture. Can anybody seriously argue that the entirety of human
history would not have been better off without the bitter world-wide harvest of religion-inspired hatred and violence? Yet
faith somehow retains a positive connotation. In a “My Turn” essay in Newsweek magazine the author expressed
concern about her younger sister’s acceptance of fundamentalist Christianity, but concluded that, “In fact, I greatly
respect her for having such a strong faith in something.” I wrote Newsweek questioning that conclusion, pointing out
that Jim Jones’ followers all had “strong faith in something” and look where it got them. “Rather than honoring those who
blissfully accept faith-based pie-in-the-sky, we should instead respect those individuals who have the courage to think
critically and discard wishful thinking as a toxic poisoning of the intellect.” Want to bet whether or not the magazine
published my letter to the editor?
Bottom line: if faith is not a useful way to determine what to believe, then how can we sort the wheat from the chaff and
reach rational decisions about conflicting ideas and the confusing world out there that bombards us all? There is a
practical alternative to unquestioning belief: a life of questioning disbelief. It means using your capable brain for “critical
thinking” and a practical application of the tested and proven methods of science. We will explore a practical and easy-to-
remember approach to critical thought in the next chapter.
I’ll conclude this chapter with my favorite faith quotation:
“The alchemist may doubtthe shining goldhis crucible pours outbut faith, fanatic faithonce wedded fastto some dear
falsehoodhugs it to the last.” -Browne

CHAPTER 4
Critical Thinking: The Amiable Skeptic’s Toolbox

Some years ago the American Psychological Association was asked, along with other professional organizations, to
summarize exactly what students were supposed to get from a Bachelor’s Degree in the field. They concluded that the
major objective of undergraduate training in psychology is to produce “amiable skeptics about most of what they
encounter.” You don’t need a psychology degree to be an “amiable skeptic,” just a willingness to observe the world in a
critical way. Introductory psychology textbooks commonly urge “healthy skepticism” in dealing with important life issues.
(Remember Clarence Darrow’s insight: “Doubt is the beginning of wisdom.”) But what is a “skeptic?” The Greek root
skeptos contains three aspects: to examine critically; to doubt and speculate; to be thoughtful. Ideally, the reflective
reader will become more skeptical during the course of reading this book — by embracing a questioning outlook and
thinking critically before reaching conclusions. To adopt the role of amiable skeptic, you must automatically reject the
opposite role of “credulous believer,” or someone “apt to believe without sufficient evidence.” Most societies encourage
credulous belief (faith) and consequently the world is filled with credulous believers. There is no pressing need for more
believers. The shortage is in skeptics.
The methods of science are nothing more than organized skepticism, a way of formulating answerable questions, with
conclusions built upon evidence rather than opinion, inspiration, insight, or authority. Since skeptics, by definition, reject
faith (unquestioning belief) in reaching conclusions about the world, they must rely instead on their capacity for critical
thought. Critical thinking is admittedly more labor-intensive than credulous belief. After all, what could be easier than
letting some authority tell you what to believe? So critical thinking requires more work and can in addition be frustrating



since science does not guarantee reaching the truth or even a tentative answer to every question. Cornell astronomer
Carl Sagan observed that while the method of science is not perfect, “...it’s just the best we have... and to abandon it with
its skeptical protocol is the pathway to a dark age.”
It is a hard fact that thinking for yourself may provide less of a feeling of certainty and complacency, and can lead to
awareness that there are no clear answers for some of life’s most important questions (at least not yet). So if thinking
critically requires more work and may sometimes fail to comfort us with ready answers, why bother? Because it also
naturally pushes us in the direction of reality, seeing the world as it is rather than drifting rudderless in an ocean of
wishful thinking. If you prefer the comfort and bogus certainty of wishful thinking, fine, go for it... most people do. But
keep in mind Louis Pasteur’s warning: “The greatest derangement of the mind is to believe in something because one
wishes it to be so.” If vacuous contentment accompanied by a sappy “I-have-all-the-answers” grin does not appeal to you,
then critical thinking is the practical alternative, the antidote for faith.
You can quickly improve your current critical thinking skills through systematic application of the acronym “CRITIC.” It is
easy to remember and can effectively be applied to ideas, questions or arguments encountered in daily life. To see how
CRITIC works, so you can apply it, let’s consider critically a recent controversy in the field of special education. This
example involves a training method called “facilitated communication” or “F.C.,” and a little background is necessary.
Facilitated communication was an educational fad that went from boom to bust in the 1990’s. In its heyday it was hailed
as a miraculous training breakthrough which allowed developmentally-disabled individuals, including autistic children, to
suddenly and dramatically begin communicating with teachers, parents, and society. It involved use of a keyboard, like we
all use on computers, placed or held in front of the disabled person. That individual would peck out one-finger messages,
a letter at a time, using a hand that was assisted (“facilitated”) by a parent or teacher. The typed messages often were
simple, for example, the child was shown a picture of a cat and asked, “What’s that?” Imagine the surprise and
encouragement when a child of low intelligence, mute for life, suddenly types out C-A-T. Some children seemingly
demonstrated instantaneous understanding of math: “What is nine plus seven?” The waving finger, wrist supported by
the teacher, pokes out “16.” Autistic or severely retarded individuals began producing messages of complex poetry,
insightful reflections on living with a handicap, and first expressions of love for parents or teachers. Kids who had never
uttered a word were suddenly mastering math, literature, and self-exploration.
Facilitated communication was hailed as a revolutionary discovery, opening up a vast, untapped intellectual goldmine
hidden in the brains of physically and mentally handicapped kids. Special education staffers who had previously spent
months training children to eat with a fork were now apparently teaching them math in days or even hours. Parents
whose hugs had been resisted by a struggling autistic child were now being told by that same child that he loved them.
The emotional high experienced by parents and teachers was palpable, and their enthusiasm boundless. A national center
to promote facilitated communication was established at Syracuse University. Conferences were held, training sessions
proliferated, keyboards and related materials were produced at ever increasing rates. It is estimated that more than a
hundred million dollars, most of it public funds, was poured into this “breakthrough technology” in the late 1980’s and
early 1990’s. It seemed too good to be true. Of course it was.
A dark side of facilitated communication began to emerge. Along with math and poetry, students began typing disturbing
messages. In these messages, the children described how teachers, parents, siblings and other relatives sexually abused
them, mistreated them, or used them in terrible ways. Alarmed facilitators called child-protective services, police arrested
relatives, took custody of children, and it was happening all over the country. Cases went to trial in which disabled
children were allowed to testify by typing out responses to questions on the witness stand, always with the aid of a
“facilitator.” The key legal question was, and really always had been, who was producing the messages, the
developmentally-disabled child or the facilitator?
Facilitators were adamant that they produced nothing, merely helped steady children’s arms as they moved their hands
to type messages. But that claim could easily be put to the test. How? With a bit of critical examination and a simple
system of “blind” tests. Children and their facilitators were placed in a situation where they were shown a picture of
familiar objects such as a shoe. The child was asked to type out what he or she saw. When both student and facilitator
were shown a picture of a shoe the typed answers were virtually a hundred percent accurate: S-H-O-E. But what if
different pictures were shown separately to the child and the facilitator without their knowledge? For example, the child
saw a picture of a shoe but the facilitator was shown a picture of a dog and thought the child had seen the same photo.
Which word do you suppose was typed out? D-O-G. The children’s fingers typed out what the facilitator had seen, not
what they had seen. In some test situations hundreds of trials were run under these conditions and every single answer
spelled out the object seen by the facilitator, not the object seen by the handicapped child. It became obvious through
such “blind” testing (student and facilitator were both “blind” to what the other saw) that the messages were being
produced by the facilitators, not by the disabled children. The math, vocabulary, poetry, expressions of love, reflections
on life with a handicap, and allegations of sexual abuse were all bogus.
A hundred million dollars, endless hours invested in training seminars at Syracuse or on the job, weeks or months devoted
to application of the technique, the soaring hopes of teachers and parents who believed they were communicating with



their children for the first time — all was needlessly wasted because of a simple lack of critical thought. For this kind of
fiasco to occur in fringe treatment areas like fad diets, quack nutrition, spiritualism, or psychic claims is commonplace. But
in this case it occurred within a professional field where workers are rigorously trained in critical thought and the
scientific method. Researchers today look back on facilitated communication in disbelief, acknowledging that the ideas
were so appealing and emotionally gratifying that even trained professionals simply set aside their basic skeptical and
critical outlook. They were swept away in a tidal wave of wishful thinking.
What kind of critical thought should have been applied to facilitated communication from the start? The CRITIC acronym
can be used to ask the following questions:
C - CLAIM?
R - ROLE OF CLAIMANT?
I - INFORMATION BACKING CLAIM?
T - TEST?
I - INDEPENDENT TESTING?
C - CAUSE PROPOSED?
C - CLAIM: What is the claim being made by supporters of the idea? Exactly what is being proposed? It must be spelled
out in specific enough detail to be observable and measurable. For example, a proponent might say, “Facilitated
communication enables handicapped children to communicate.” That’s a start, but it’s unclear. Communicate how, under
what conditions? An improvement would be, “Facilitated communication enables handicapped children to produce
messages letter by letter via a keyboard with the aid of a facilitator who steadies their hands.” This describes the claim in
a way that allows observation and measurement.
R - ROLE OF CLAIMANT: Who is making the claim? What are his or her background and credentials, and is there any
reason to suspect bias? Could he or she profit financially or in reputation from acceptance of the claim? Note that just
because there is something in it for the person making the claim does not mean their idea should be rejected out of hand.
Edison, for example, claimed to have produced electric light. He was correct, changed the world and also became a
wealthy man. But history urges caution when individuals or groups have something to gain from what they are “selling.”
For every brilliant Edison with a great new idea there are legions of dim bulbs spouting worthless notions. In the case of
facilitated communication, the original ideas came from an Australian woman who had written a book about her
technique. It was picked up in the United States by teachers and educators eager to find better and more effective ways
of working with the handicapped. As F.C. became more popular, however, it drew people emotionally into its seductive
promise so that more and more practitioners evolved into zealous believers. Facilitators said things like, “Facilitated
communication is my life,” and, “If the methods of science don’t support facilitated communication, then we’ll just have
to change the methods of science.” Such outspoken zealotry in support of any claim should make a critical observer take a
long, hard look at what is being proposed. There were, in retrospect, plenty of reasons to question the objectivity of those
making this claim and pushing facilitated communication. The original book, for example, portrayed its author facilitating
messages from individuals in a coma, a blatantly preposterous proposition.
I - INFORMATION BACKING CLAIM: What is being offered as evidence in support of the claim? Is it a testimonial from a
true believer? Is it anecdotal, based upon unconfirmed stories? Is published information found in reputable scientific
journals, such as the New England Journal of Medicine, or does it only appear in books, articles or pamphlets published
and pushed by its proponents? Facilitated communication was backed mainly by information in publications supplied by
F.C.’s national center. But these were basically case histories, unconfirmed stories of individuals supposedly benefiting
from treatment. How do we know they were true and that anyone actually did benefit? Family members and teachers
were enthusiastic and vocal supporters, but no matter how glowingly presented, personal testimonials are of little value
as evidence backing a claim. Science has painstakingly developed a gold standard for information required to herald a
scientific breakthrough: publication of well-designed research studies in peer-reviewed journals. Before such research
sees print, a panel of independent experts in the field goes over the claim and the methods used to back the claim,
carefully checking for flaws or errors. Every field of science has peer-reviewed journals, where researchers report new
ideas or breakthrough methods to others in the field, spelling out the evidence they have accumulated. This evidence
must be gathered using scientifically valid conditions under which wishful thinking, errors, or fudging data cannot
influence the results. After publication, those findings will then be tested and replicated by other experts in the field, who
have nothing to gain personally, and only then do we begin to talk about having sound evidence backing up the claim.
What is striking about facilitated communication is that the claimed success of the method was not offered in peer-
reviewed journals and its vocal supporters failed to provide the careful tests required to validate their methods. Its
appearance was largely word-of-mouth, promoted by publications from those wishing to spread the technique. The
normal procedure of careful scientific scrutiny via peer-reviewed journals before acceptance of a new technique was
sidestepped. The results were painful.
T - TEST: How might we design an adequate test of the claim? What conditions of testing would guarantee that the results
are unbiased? In the case of facilitated communication, an example of a well-designed test procedure was given above. If



the facilitator and disabled student saw the same photo, the typed description was always correct. If the facilitator saw a
different photo than did the disabled student, the typed message always identified the object seen by the facilitator,
clearly demonstrating that the message did not come from the student. In later chapters we will look at tests designed to
challenge other claims. It is not always a simple matter to design an adequate test, and that is why training in the various
scientific specialties universally emphasizes careful experimental design and proper use of statistical analysis. A serious
consideration of statistical analysis is beyond the scope of this book, but a brief overview cannot hurt: An adequate test
of a claim will produce outcome data, usually in the form of numbers, and researchers must then reach a conclusion
about what they mean. If, for example, our handicapped students had correctly identified 20% of the objects shown to
them, it would not immediately be obvious what those results mean. Statistical analysis allows reaching a decision on
whether such a score could be explained as random guessing or was more likely the result of something systematic (in
this case, viewing the photo). Statistical analysis also provides an estimate of how likely is it that our conclusion is correct.
It is rare in scientific studies to achieve 100% certainty, but more commonly we look for 95% or, better yet, 99%
confidence that we are correct when reaching a conclusion about our test.
I - INDEPENDENT TESTING: Has an unbiased source actually already carried out a sound independent investigation of the
claim? Have objective data already been gathered? Have controlled tests been done? Who did them and might those
involved “have an ax to grind”? Are the results of multiple tests in agreement, or is there some dispute among “experts”
in the field? In the case of facilitated communication, as the booming new method became something of a phenomenon,
independent researchers began testing the claims and publishing their findings in reputable peer-reviewed journals,
journals that were not owned or controlled by the people pushing facilitated communication. Test after test showed the
method did not work as claimed, that the typed messages came from the facilitators and not the students. This
immediately cast serious doubt on the messages accusing parents, relatives, or teachers of abuse. The balloon came
crashing down and institutions for training developmentally-delayed and autistic children returned to the painstaking
(and less glamorous) methods of mainstream special education.
C - CAUSE PROPOSED: What is proposed as a causal explanation for the claim? (Note that the word is causal, not casual
- it is easily misread.) Is the proposed cause in harmony with what is currently known about the laws of the physical
universe? How could holding a keyboard in front of a developmentally-disabled person while steadying his or her hand
suddenly result in accelerated learning? How might this performance be rationally explained? Were there previously
unknown, but fully-developed pathways of nerves in the brain just waiting to be accessed? Or might students possess
language and math skills that they have never been able to express? Neither sounds likely. Moreover, there is a simple
and reasonable causal explanation that would fully account for the typed messages: The facilitator and not the student
was influencing the hand to type out a desired or expected message. There is a principle in science known as “Occam’s
Razor”: When two explanations for an unusual event are proposed, the simpler explanation is more likely to be the
correct one. So, which explanation is simpler: A) brain-injured children possess an amazing ability to suddenly excel in
math, English, and composition by poking letters on a keyboard (with a little “neutral” help from a facilitator), or, B) the
hands of brain-injured children can be held and directed to poke letters on a keyboard, spelling out messages selected by
the adults holding their hands. Any kind of serious critical analysis would have favored the latter conclusion and saved
much time, trouble, and expense wasted on facilitated communication.
Critical thinking can be helpful almost anywhere. Let’s try applying CRITIC to another real-world situation. Some years ago
Phil Donahue’s TV talk-show featured Roger Smith, then President of General Motors, as the guest. Mr. Smith asserted,
“General Motors builds the best quality vehicles in the world.” Now use CRITIC:
C - CLAIM: To consider Smith’s claim critically we must first ask if it is possible to define “quality” in a way that makes it
observable and measurable. For a motor vehicle that can indeed be done by looking at data on longevity, frequency of
repair, number of problems encountered in new vehicles requiring warranty work, and so forth. Thus, Smith’s claim is
something that could be investigated and might indeed prove to be correct, so we can proceed with our CRITIC analysis.
But sometimes claims cannot be adequately defined in an observable or countable manner and therefore are impossible
to pin down as being either correct or incorrect. For example, I might insist that an invisible eight-foot tall dinosaur
accompanies me everywhere I go. I can see him but you can’t. He takes up no space because he is made of ethereal
matter and can walk through walls. Anything he does, and he does a lot, simply can’t be detected by you. Prove that I’m
wrong. This is an “unfalsifiable” proposition, such as “God is in the middle, Jesus is on his right, and I’m on his left.”
Almost all supernatural claims are similar, being unmeasurable, thus untestable and unfalsifiable. If we cannot describe a
claim in a measurable and observable manner, the claim is probably immune to critical (scientific) analysis, testing, or
investigation. Another example: God created the entire world five minutes ago, complete with you and all your
memories. Prove me wrong. Any unfalsifiable claim can immediately be dismissed with a horselaugh as unworthy of your
time or serious attention.
R - ROLE: When a president of General Motors asserts on a popular television program that his company manufactures
the highest quality vehicles produced in the world, might there be something in it for him if millions of viewers believe his
claim? For example, does he earn sales-based cash bonuses? (Smith in fact collected huge yearly bonuses even during the



years that GM plants were closing and workers were being laid off in large numbers.) Why would anyone of normal
intelligence take the word of a corporate executive about the quality of products produced by his or her company?
(Remember Ken Lay and Enron?)
I - INFORMATION: To back up his quality claim, Smith whipped out a letter supposedly sent to him by a satisfied Buick
owner. It was a glowing testimonial describing 300,000 trouble-free miles. Does such a letter prove him to be correct
about GM quality? First, how do we know the letter is genuine? We don’t. Even if the letter were genuine, how do we
know that Mr. Smith doesn’t also have a drawer filled with hundreds of complaints from irate Buick owners describing the
disintegration of their cars as they sputtered down the highway? We don’t. All Smith provided was a testimonial, maybe
genuine, maybe not, maybe relevant, maybe not. It is useless information.
T - TEST: If you had the time and money to actually test the proposition that General Motors makes the world’s top
quality vehicles, how might it be done? First, we could purchase 100 new Cadillacs, Pontiacs, Chevys, and Buicks, then for
comparison, we could get 100 new Fords, Mercedes, Lexus, and so on. It could certainly be done, and might actually be
fun. It also would clearly be extremely costly and time consuming, therefore not feasible, at least for any interested
individual.
I - INDEPENDENT TESTING: Perhaps independent testing of motor vehicles, including those manufactured by General
Motors, has already been done. Why go to the trouble and expense of designing and carrying out a test if some unbiased
party has already completed it for us? The federal government has in fact accumulated mountains of vehicle reliability
data over decades. They purchase hundreds of thousands of vehicles yearly for government service and keep long-term
service records. It’s all in government files, but not available for public scrutiny. Such information might influence
consumer buying habits, you see, and that wouldn’t be good for business. At least for those businesses that produce the
junkiest vehicles. So the federal government has already used taxpayers’ money and man-hours to find out who produces
the lemons, but they aren’t about to tell us. Fortunately for consumers, other sources of information exist that do not
kowtow to pressure from powerful industry lobbies. Consumer Reports magazine (no advertising is accepted by them)
can certainly be assumed to be less biased than the president of General Motors in its assessment of GM products. They
too have gathered owner-satisfaction data on automobiles for decades. Each year they publish their accumulated findings
in the April issue. Pick up a copy at your local library and look at the dubious reliability of GM cars over the years.
Consumer Reports’ data base suggests Roger Smith was peddling old-fashioned grade-A snake oil on the Donahue Show.
C - CAUSE: If in fact the claim of world-class quality for GM cars were true, how might it be rationally explained? (Some
car manufactured somewhere has to be number one, and presumably we could come up with a rational explanation - it
shouldn’t be an unsolvable mystery.) Perhaps the company developed a revolutionary method of quality-control on the
assembly line, or worked out a unique union-management agreement that resulted in significantly greater worker pride,
or maybe the company set up a new automated assembly-line that reduces chances of worker error and guarantees a
higher quality product. Any of these causal explanations is feasible and could conceivably contribute to a top-quality
product. But what if Roger Smith had said, “General Motors has found a way of harnessing newly-discovered N-rays to
specially harden and strengthen all metal, plastic, and glass used in its vehicles. N-rays are an invisible, undetectable
energy source emanating from the core of the earth, an energy previously unknown to science, and thanks to our patents
it is now the province solely of GM.” Of course Mr. Smith never said any such thing, but if he had done so it should
immediately raise a red flag for the critical thinker. When a revolutionary new, previously unknown force or energy is
proposed to explain a claim being made, it is not necessarily impossible, but must be considered highly suspect. It
demands especially rigorous proof before being taken seriously (“extraordinary claims demand extraordinary evidence”).
This is because bizarre causal mechanisms are commonly invoked by those who make bogus, pseudoscientific or quack
claims, examples include “energy meridians,” “vibrational frequencies,” “thought fields,” or “channels of light.” Such
blather may sound vaguely scientific but it is actually gobbledygook.
An even simpler dodge is sometimes used to explain amazing events: “I don’t know how it could work, it just does!” This
non-explanation has been offered for astrology, palmistry, numerology, iridology, and countless other claims from the
fecund world of pseudoscientific hokum. If the proposed cause of a claimed event does not make sense, is not in harmony
with the known forces in nature, or is simply missing, beware. That claim most likely can be analyzed simply: it’s bogus.
That is the essence of the CRITIC method of assessing interesting claims. Next time you hear something curious or
startling from a friend, on TV, radio, or in the news, try it out and see if you get in trouble.

CHAPTER 5
Psychics, Seers and Other Silly Persons

If the topic is faith, why look at “psychics” and folks of that ilk? Because belief in mysterious forces that go bump in the



night is widespread and, like religion, based largely on faith and wishful thinking. The “paranormal” world offers willing
believers the pretense of gaining control over life’s unpredictable and sometimes painful events. (“Paranormal” is a catch-
all phrase referring to any ability or activity that falls outside explanations provided by ordinary science.)
According to recent polls, more than half of all Americans believe in the reality of ESP and the proportion consulting
psychics or fortunetellers actually increased in the 1990’s. A Gallup poll reported in Scientific American found that
acceptance of most paranormal notions has risen since 1990. For example, belief in psychic or spiritual healing rose 8
percent; belief in communication with the dead went up 10 percent; and belief in visits by extraterrestrials gained 6
percent. Incredibly, belief in haunted houses, ghosts, and spirits increased 13 percent. About a third of all Americans give
credence to astrology and consider it to be “somewhat” or “very” scientific. Up to half of all Americans believe in UFOs
and many are convinced that aliens have already landed. It is interesting to note that women are more likely to believe in
most of these claimed phenomena than are men, and that in general such beliefs correlate negatively with education
(more education means less likelihood of belief). But even among college students the findings are surprising: James A.
Wilson at Oklahoma State University reported in 2001 that 35 percent of polled O.S.U. students believe UFOs are genuine
alien spacecraft; 43 percent accept the notion that psychics can correctly predict the future; 42 percent think it is possible
to communicate with the dead; and 36 percent are convinced that black magic exists.
For decades magician James Randi carried a dog-eared check for $10,000 tucked away in his wallet. It was offered to
anyone who could demonstrate “paranormal” powers under conditions that ruled out cheating or self-deception.
Appropriate powers would include the topics listed above, plus reading minds, water-witching, predicting the future, or
moving objects via mental powers. Hundreds claiming to possess “special powers” have attempted to collect Randi’s
prize, but when put to the test under rigorous conditions their “powers” have in every case evaporated. Today, through
the James Randi Educational Foundation, the award has grown to over $1.2 million and remains uncollected. With all
those self-proclaimed “psychics” and miracle-workers on TV insisting they have paranormal abilities, why hasn’t even one
of them bothered to pick up Randi’s large chunk of change? Perhaps Randi himself has a paranormal power: the ability to
emit a deadly “paranormal power evaporation force.”
An acquaintance of mine recently expressed the belief that she can see “auras” surrounding human beings. If so, she
could collect Randi’s money. Let’s apply CRITIC to this possibility:
The CLAIM is a common one among proponents of the paranormal: A mysterious energy unknown to science surrounds
all living things and can be detected by certain gifted individuals or perhaps through unorthodox technology (for example,
“Kirilian photography”). If someone could actually measure this energy field, it would be a true scientific breakthrough
and allow them to walk away with $1.2 Mil. Actually, several “aura-readers” have already taken a shot at Randi’s award. A
decade ago he was featured in a network TV show based on a $100,000 challenge. People claiming paranormal talents
were invited to be publicly tested and they would pocket Randi’s $100K if successful. Included were an “aura reader,” a
“dowser” (or “water-witcher”) who waved a stick around to find water, a “psychic” who attempted to predict the order of
cards in a shuffled deck, and a “psychometrist” who tried to divine things about people by holding personal objects such
as keys.
What is the ROLE of people making these claims? Typically they have something to sell, usually paid appointments
during which they will inspect your aura, wave a stick and tell you where to dig for water or gold, diagnose illness, provide
insights into your psychological problems, or offer help with relationships. Some aura readers will even “tune up” your
aura (it’s tough to make it through the day with a droopy aura). A Sacramento area aura-reader even offered aura-tuning
by mail: You simply send 20 bucks and he tweaks your aura at long distance. Great service. A traveling aura visualizer
explained to a curious Sacramento Bee reporter that he sees colored auras (for a fee) via “electromagnetic energy
surrounding the physical body.” According to the interview, different colored auras represent various personality and
psychological types: A blue aura represents “healing energy,” red shows “decisive and directive” people, and a purple
aura reveals individuals blessed with “dedication and loyalty.”
The INFORMATION given to support unlikely paranormal claims is typically anecdotal: “I am 95 percent correct in my
aura readings,” or, “The other day a woman came to me and I could see from her aura that she was having lower spine
problems.” Such statements are easy to say, but they are useless information because they typically supply no verifiable
evidence to back up the claims being made. It is curious that while almost none of us would accept at face value a glowing
report given by a used car salesman, many are willing to uncritically accept claims about dubious paranormal products.
How might we TEST an aura reader? It’s easy, and Randi did so live on his TV show. If someone is truly able to see auras
(in technicolor or plain old black and white), they should be perfectly able to detect auras radiating above the heads of
people who are standing behind opaque screens. Ten volunteers lined up behind numbered screens. The aura reader
confirmed that she could not see the people behind the screens but could see an aura for each of them projecting above.
Randi then told her that some of the volunteers would leave the stage. After that was completed the aura-reader had
only to announce which screens continued to have auras above them because people remained behind them. She studied
the screens and then confidently announced that all still showed auras. When the remaining people actually standing
behind the screens were asked to raise their hands, only four hands appeared. No auras could possibly have been seen



behind the other six screens because those spaces were empty. Yet the aura-reader identified six that didn’t exist, which
of course demonstrates that the auras she reports are the product of her own imagination. (By the way, the dowser, the
psychic and the psychometrist also failed miserably under Randi’s test conditions).
If we request convincing INDEPENDENT verification of the abilities claimed by aura readers and other proponents of
paranormal powers, no such verification is ever forthcoming. Occasionally they will say evasive things like, “Scientists are
carefully studying my work at this very minute,” or, “I can show you a file full of letters from my satisfied clients.” When a
“Scientology” speaker in one of my psychology classes asserted that their methods reliably increase intelligence, I
interrupted his talk to note that this is one of the most important discoveries in the history of psychology and asked to
see some sound research backing up this claim. In reply he asserted, “We are too busy helping people to have time for
research.” Positive support for paranormal claims from unbiased independent testing sources is naturally difficult to
produce because it does not exist.
Finally, when we raise the CAUSE question and ask promoters of aura readings and other paranormal claims to explain
how they can do what the rest of us cannot, their causal explanation is typically flimsy or non-existent: It is a “gift from
God,” or produced by “celestial energy,” “it’s spiritual,” “I can teach it to you if you attend my seminars,” or, “Gee, I don’t
know. Isn’t it a wonderful mystery?” I once invited a representative of Eckankar, the “ancient science of soul travel,” to
speak to my class. He announced that Eckankar worked because it is “the perfect marriage of science and religion.” I
asked how that could be possible since religion is based upon the supernatural and science rejects all explanations relying
upon the supernatural. He responded without batting an eye, “You’re right, it is impossible to be both a science and a
religion, but nevertheless Eckankar is... and that’s just one of the wonderful things about Eckankar!”
A brief application of CRITIC deflates most paranormal claims in short order. Nevertheless, the popular media are awash
in such nonsense. Talk show host Montel Williams gushes over his favorite guest “psychic,” Sylvia Browne, who takes one
glance at audience members and starts predicting their future. She certainly ought to know - she announced in 1999 that,
“Democrats will win the (2000 presidential) election with Bill Bradley, with close competition from the Reform Party.”
During a one-night visit to Sacramento, Sylvia pocketed, according to the Sacramento Bee, over $73,000 in fees. To earn
that tidy sum she informed her rapt audience that the “other side” is here with us all the time, floating three feet above
ground level, inhabited by spirits who are all 30 years old and have very busy social lives, “full of parties and music and
sporting events and fashion shows and lectures.” Despite her ability to spout such codwallop, she proudly notes that she
gets $400 for a personal reading and does 20 or more a day ($8000+), mostly over the phone. How could anyone pass up
a bargain like that?
In January the tabloids always feature the upcoming year’s predictions from so-called “Top Psychics.” Gene Emery, a
reporter for the Providence Journal, has been tracking those predictions for more than 20 years and demonstrating that
psychics’ crystal balls are thoroughly cracked. Predictions for 1999 and 2000 included such gems as Prince Charles flying in
the space shuttle, Satan being identified as a famous person, two jumbo jets colliding over Atlanta Airport, a large
dinosaur turning up in Africa, an earthquake destroying Los Angeles and San Francisco, John F. Kennedy Jr. flying on the
space shuttle with John Glenn, and John-John’s wife Carolyn Bessette-Kennedy giving birth to twins. How come these
“top psychics” failed to predict the plane crash that killed John Jr., his wife, and her sister?. In case those groaners don’t
make the point, psychics also predicted that Christopher Reeve would rise from his wheelchair and walk, Muhammad Ali
would miraculously recover from Parkinson’s disease, Caroline Kennedy would run for Congress, a terrible new plague
would kill millions in Africa, Jerry Springer would become an outspoken Jew for Jesus, Prince Andrew and Fergie would re-
wed, and the Pope would drop dead (considering the age of recent popes, that is a good bet any year). Another really
impressive job by the “top psychics.” Mark Twain had little tolerance for prophets. In Connecticut Yankee he noted that
it’s a simple job since, “A prophet doesn’t have to have any brains... It is the restfulest vocation there is. When the spirit
of prophecy comes upon you, you merely take your intellect and lay it off somewhere in a cool place for a rest, and
unship your jaw and leave it alone; it will work itself. The result is prophecy.”
The “features” section in many newspapers routinely touts local paranormal claims to amuse readers. When I complained
to the Sacramento Bee about their uncritical publication of articles that seemed to endorse paranormal crackpots, I was
informed that about once a year the paper runs an article debunking the “squishheads” (as they are privately referred to
by the editor). Apparently he figured that a once-a-year caveat lets the newspaper off the troublesome “journalistic
integrity” hook, so meanwhile they can publish just about anything, as long as it helps sell papers. Don’t be surprised
when you see feature articles in your local paper about people claiming X-ray vision, folks who can tell about your past
lives, or “animal sensitives” who can read your dog’s mind. (I know exactly what you are thinking at this moment, Fido:
It’s “Arf!, Arf!”)
Network TV is no better. Dan Rather with a straight face interviewed one of the growing crop of modern-day mediums
who insist they can communicate directly with the dead (invariably the dearly-departed announce that things are hunky
dory on the other side and everybody is healthy and happy). The best-known pair, John Edward and James Van Praagh,
are cashing in on the same scam that none other than Mark Twain laughed about 130 years ago in Life on the Mississippi.
During his travels, Twain personally quizzed a popular and highly-paid medium named Manchester about the death of a



friend. Twain described Manchester’s responses as “sloppy twaddle” and concluded that, “If this man is not the paltriest
fraud that lives, I owe him an apology.” Manchester was unable to answer a single question in a manner that suggested
that he knew a thing about the person in question, how he died, or what was going on in paradise. Mark Twain lamented
the fact that Manchester had plenty of clients eager to get advice from spirits, “...who don’t know as much as a tadpole -
and this advice is religiously followed by the receivers.”
Not only do the media generally fail to arrange a simple test of outlandish claimed abilities, they often do not even raise
the possibility that what you are hearing is nonsense. Why? Because psychics, seers, and mystics are good media
business. The public loves miracle mongers and the media naturally are eager to provide exposure if it gains viewers,
ratings, and revenue. There is only one bottom line for the media, despite any romantic notions the public might harbor
about their sacred mission to air the truth: sales revenue, as in number of papers, magazines, or advertising minutes sold.
The FOX television network aired a series “The Powers of the Paranormal,” featuring the usual hodge-podge of psychic
stunts (most of which could easily have been explained and dismissed by professional magicians). FOX ran a brief
disclaimer which appeared on the screen for a few seconds in tiny letters:
“The following program deals with a controversial subject. The theories expressed are not the only possible
interpretation. The viewer is invited to make a judgment based on all available information.”
But the viewer was not provided with “all available information,” nor even a smattering of it. All the audience saw was a
credulous, uncritical promotion of supernatural hokum and most viewers would not be aware that simple, alternative
explanations were well-known and readily available to the producers. A mind-boggling mystery is always better for
ratings than is a factual explanation of simple trickery.
National radio and TV networks and the publishing industry are not likely to respond to individual concerns about what
they produce, but when your local media pander to individuals claiming paranormal abilities it is sometimes possible to
challenge them and get results. Some years ago a Sacramento television “Noon News” program began airing appearances
by a woman who was introduced as a “gifted psychic.” A concerned viewer wrote to the station and asked why this
nonsense was being included in a purported news hour. The program’s producer answered with a letter defending their
programming and making some impressive statements about this guest. The producer noted that, “Before we asked her
to appear on our Noon News, we carefully checked her credentials.” They determined that she had, “...earned a Master’s
Degree in Parapsychology from the University of California, Berkeley.” The News producer went on to state that their
guest psychic also held credentials from the states of California and Nevada permitting her to “practice psychological
counseling,” and had participated in projects with Carl Sagan, the Cornell astronomer of “Cosmos” fame. She also was
reportedly “on retainer with the Washoe County Sheriff’s Department, where she assists law enforcement authorities in
solving particularly difficult crimes.” The producer closed her letter with the observation that her guest’s “...credentials
are impeccable... her references were thoroughly checked before we asked her to appear regularly on our Noon News.”
Impressive, eh? Maybe a little too impressive?
As a founding member of a local skeptics organization, I was sent a copy of the producer’s letter and asked if it might
merit some scrutiny. Why not, I figured, could be fun. First, earned degrees from State Universities are a matter of public
record. I called the registrar’s office at U.C. Berkeley and found they had no record of any degree being earned by this
individual, either undergraduate or graduate, and they do not offer degrees in parapsychology. Next, I checked her
credentials to practice psychological counseling in California and Nevada. In order to offer yourself as a psychological
counselor in either state you must be licensed as either a psychologist, social worker, physician, or MFCC (Marriage,
Family and Child-guidance Counselor). I phoned the appropriate state agencies and found that neither state has a record
of this individual holding any license whatsoever. Not only was this claim pure fabrication, but to be unlicensed and assert
that you are qualified to do counseling is a violation of the law in both states. I then sent a copy of the producer’s letter to
Carl Sagan at Cornell University asking if this person had ever worked with him. Dr. Sagan responded by writing directly to
the producer of the Noon News:
“While I believe that the entire psychic field is rife with fraud, and that there has not been a single repeatable
scientifically credible demonstration of psychic ability in the history of science, I should here only like to say that contrary
to what your letter states, (Ms. X) has, to the best of my knowledge, not studied with me or participated in any project
under my direction....It would be heartwarming if (your station) were to give at least equal prominence to a systematic
presentation of the skeptical point of view, which is the hallmark of the scientific enterprise.”

Next I checked out the psychic’s claim to be “on retainer” (on the payroll) with the Washoe County Sheriff’s Department
in Nevada, as well as supposedly working with local police organizations. I spoke with the head of the detective division at
Washoe County. He had worked there for 19 years and had never heard of this individual. He noted that in all that time
his department had never asked a psychic to help with a criminal investigation and said he was “...surprised and disturbed
that someone would make such a claim.” Since the producer claimed that her guest psychic also helped other police
organizations, I called the Sacramento City Police, the Sacramento County Sheriff’s Department, the California State



Police, and the California Highway Patrol. None of them had ever heard of her and each organization’s spokesperson
assured me that they had never had a single crime solved by a psychic nor did they ever seek help from or employ
psychics. I was told, however, by one police agency that they had on a single occasion a decade earlier “wasted some
valuable manpower” following up an unsolicited tip phoned in by a psychic. It seems self-proclaimed “cop-psychics”
frequently ring up police switchboards with tips on current crimes: “Look near water,” or, “I see trees,” or “There’s a big
pipe nearby, and grass.” Of course no matter where the body, missing child or crime suspect turns up, there will
invariably be water nearby (a stream, faucet, lake, puddle), a tree, a pipe, some grass, and the happy psychic may then
announce that he or she “solved” the crime. After the disappearance in 2001 of Chandra Levy, with suspicions directed
toward Congressman Gary Condit, newspaper accounts announced that, “Astrologers, psychics join the search for Levy.”
Some psychics called her parents, demanding money for their “insights.” Others just wanted to help. Ben Ermini, director
of the missing children program at the National Center for Missing and Exploited Children said, “I think these people are
well-intentioned, and I think they believe the information they have will be useful.” But he noted that during the twelve
years he has spent with the federally-funded center, “I can’t think of a case where a psychic has led to the recovery of a
child.” So much for cop-psychics.
After confirming that the credentials “carefully checked” by the TV station were bogus, it was with admittedly gleeful
anticipation that I wrote the producer to fill her in on my findings. A week later I received her reply. The producer
informed me that the psychic was “no longer appearing on our Noon News.” I was thanked for writing and even offered
the opportunity to appear on the show:
“Dr. Bartz, I invite you or someone of your choosing to appear on our Noon News Program. We would be most delighted
to provide a guest segment for your point of view. I am sure the subject would be of great interest and of use to our
viewers.”
Could it be that Dr. Sagan’s chiding on the need for balance had struck home? I immediately called the station and offered
to appear at their convenience. I was assured I would be scheduled in the near future. Receiving no call during the next
couple of weeks, I rang back and was again told I would be contacted. Actually, they had no intention of airing my “point
of view” because psychics and other miracle-mongers are too important for ratings. I never did get that call.
About that same time a local morning call-in TV talk show at a different station began booking several “psychics” who did
“readings” for callers and members of the audience. They would spout the usual blather about the subject’s future,
financial prospects, health hazards, love affairs, and personality. I called the producer of that program and offered to
appear on their show with a challenge to the psychics to have their abilities tested and possibly win $10,000. After some
discussion his reluctance became apparent and finally he blurted out in exasperation:
“Look, Bartz, let me give it to you straight, but if you say I said it, I’ll deny it. We know this stuff is all bullshit, but when we
schedule psychics on this show our phones start ringing at 6 A.M. with people willing to wait on the line for hours to have
a reading done. There is no way in hell we’re going to put you on the show taking potshots at the source of our best
ratings.”
At least he was honest. That show eventually went belly-up, but one of their regular guests, a self-anointed “psychic-
astrologer” turned up on another channel’s daytime news program. People would call in, give their first name and birth
date and she would prattle on while callers “oooh’d” and “ahhh’d” about how accurate she was. “I see travel, either now
or in the future.” “I see a possible job or career change.” “I sense a shift in your leisure interests.” “I see a move to a
better living arrangement.” She announced her availability to the audience for “private readings” at the bargain rate of
$85 an hour. Let’s try CRITIC on her:
Her CLAIM is that by simply being given your birthdate she can describe personality traits and events occurring or coming
up in your life. Her primary ROLE as the person making this claim is to promote her abilities and increase the demand for
lucrative private appointments. The only INFORMATION given to back up her claims was an eager endorsement from the
TV show hostess who boldly proclaimed, “She is psychic!” Let’s look at how we TESTed her, noting that she never
provided any credible INDEPENDENT verification of her claimed ability nor explained how knowing someone’s birthdate
could possibly tell her anything about their personality or life situation (astrologers have never been able to come up with
any feasible CAUSE that would explain how the location of the planets in the heavens at the time of our birth and since
could possibly influence our lives... “They just do”).
On a TV program like this where the guest throws out statements about anonymous callers, there is no way to confirm or
disconfirm the accuracy of her statements. We cannot obtain an independent rating from unknown individuals. But one
day an opportunity for a test did arise because she made a number of statements that she declared applied specifically to
all Libras. If she were correct, those statements should logically fit people who are Libras better than they would fit
people who are not, e.g., Leos, Capricorns, Pisces, etc. So what I did was take the Libra statements and mix them with a
variety of other statements our TV seer made about callers who were not Libras. I then asked a large group of adults
(232) to rate all 15 statements for accuracy of fit in their current lives (they were told nothing about the purpose of the
questionnaire). Since the subjects gave their age, sex and birthdate on the questionnaire, I could then compare the Libras
with everybody else to see if the claimed “Libra statements” were indeed particularly germane to Libras. For example,



you can rate how well one of her statements fits your life on the same 5-point scale, from a low of 1 (almost dead
wrong), midpoint of 3 (50/50, fair fit) to a high of 5 (almost perfect fit):
“You are kicking over old traces for a new image.”
If that statement really does particularly fit Libras, the average rating given by Libras should be higher than the average
rating from non-Libras. If our psychic-astrologer is wrong about her insights into Libras, the average rating would be
similar for Libras or non-Libras. Want to guess what happened?
It turned out that all but one of the Libra statements actually were a slightly poorer fit for Libras than non-Libras, in other
words were scored in the wrong direction. But those differences were small and within the expectation of chance
variation. Bottom line: the statements she claimed fit Libras did not. So much for $85-an-hour psychic insights.
We did turn up some interesting unrelated results: First, the average rating given by women to all the statements was
significantly higher than the average rating given by men. That could suggest that females are perhaps more willing than
men to agree with vague statements about their lives, or it could be that this particular set of life statements, coming
from a woman, really were more in tune with female experience and fit women better. More revealing, though, was the
demonstration of how easy it is for individuals to find a fit between their life and vague statements made about someone
else’s life: only four of the fifteen statements earned an average rating below the scale’s midpoint (50/50, fair fit). All the
rest scored higher, the average rating falling between “fair fit” and “good fit.” So the psychic-astrologer’s statements,
supposedly relevant to a particular person calling the program, actually more or less fit everybody. Is it surprising then
that impressed callers would blurt out, “Wow, you are really right on target.”
A willingness to accept vague statements as being applicable to our lives is the stock in trade of “cold readers” such as
palm-readers, psychics, mediums, astrologers, graphologists, and similar practicing “pseudo-scientists” (people who
pretend to use scientific concepts and methods as they consult with clients face-to-face). The wonderful article, “Fortune
Tellers Never Starve,” written by William Gresham more than half a century ago1, tells exactly how to do it: The cold
reader first checks out his target’s appearance and manner for hints about wealth, marital status, education, health,
mental state, etc. These impressions are combined with the obvious factors of age, sex and attractiveness to come up
with a working hypothesis, e.g., “Middle-aged woman with health and romance concerns.” The fortune-teller then starts
tossing out statements that might fit, paying careful attention to the subject’s expression (few of us can truly remain
stone-faced). He/She watches for signs of “hits” that can be followed up and instantly drops topics that are “misses.” “I
see a small boy...,” the subject’s eyebrows rise slightly, showing interest, “and a small girl...,” the subject frowns slightly,
hinting this one is off target. “The small boy could be your son or a relative.” The small girl will not be mentioned again. If
a cold reader offers mostly bland and slightly positive statements, zeroing in continuously on the areas that obviously
connect with the listener, some customers will leave the reading greatly impressed by the cold reader’s “gifts” and
“insight.” That client will also probably come back.
Among the statements made to callers by our self-anointed TV psychic-astrologer, was the following. See if it fits you:
“You have a tendency to push yourself too much and/or worry too much sometimes.”
This was the highest-rated statement of the bunch. Almost everybody among our 232 subjects said it fit them, with
women rating it even higher than men. But then, who would it not fit? Only someone who would insist, “Gee, I’m really a
lazy-butt so I never push myself and since I don’t care about anything I never really worry.” There may be people who are
actually like that, but I doubt that you could get many to admit it. I don’t know how often I have heard cold-readers
spout, “You are a musical person.” “Yes, you’re right!” is the typical delighted response. But think about it - how many
people would disagree? “No, I’m not a musical person. I hate all types of music and never listen to it.” Cold-readers’
universally-applicable statements do not demonstrate insight into the life of the individual in question, but rather reflect
their understanding of the human tendency to agree with statements that fit anybody. Some “gift.”
How about palm-readers? University of Oregon psychologist Ray Hyman helped support himself during his college years
by reading palms. He didn’t really think there was anything to it, but college students are always short of money so he
read up on what palmistry “experts” claimed the lines and marks on the palms meant, and started doing readings. Hyman
was astonished to find his customers genuinely impressed by his insights into their personalities and lives. He actually
started believing in palmistry until a friend suggested that he test his accuracy by telling subjects exactly the opposite of
what the palmistry books said. At his next reading he did just that. Dr. Hyman reports that the woman into whose palm he
raptly gazed showed no response at all, just sat staring silently at him. He found this somewhat creepy because subjects
usually responded, so he assumed it was because he had bombed on her reading. In fact, she was so stunned by his
accuracy that she found herself unable to speak! That was Dr. Hyman’s personal education on the power of the “cold
read” and the desire of subjects to believe.
Sorting out the difference between fact and fiction when extraordinary claims are being made can sometimes require
little more than making a call or writing a letter. I once arranged a college debate between a “new age” supporter and a
skeptical journalist. During the debate the new-ager stated:
“Parapsychology, for starters, is one of the most rapidly growing curriculums in all the major universities, including
Stanford, and Harvard... and Duke University has one of the most advanced parapsychology programs, very successful as



a matter of fact...”
Since this was news to me, I wrote to the chairperson of the psychology department at each of these universities and
queried about their supposedly booming parapsychology programs. Each wrote back. The chairman of the psychology
department at Stanford, Herbert H. Clark, informed me that while there had been an endowment for parapsychology in
the late 1800’s, Stanford researchers looking at parapsychology, “...since I have been here at Stanford have all been either
neutral or skeptical of parapsychological research, and their work has added to the criticisms of parapsychology rather
than its support.” The administrative secretary to the chairman of the psychology department at Duke University notified
me that, “...neither Duke University nor the American Psychological Association has had any association with this field in
the last 30 years. I hope this clears up the question about the accuracy of this person’s statements.” Finally, I got a letter
from Brendan Maher, Chairman of the Psychology Department at Harvard:
“Thank you for your letter of March 11th regarding the claim that parapsychology is ‘one of the most rapidly growing
curricula’ at Harvard University. Parapsychology has no part now, nor has it had at any time for many years, in the
curriculum of this Department. To the best of my knowledge, parapsychology plays no part in the curricula of any other
Department or Faculty in the University. I hope that this answers your question. In return, I would be grateful if you could
let me know the name and address of the speaker making this claim, so that I may correct him or her directly.”
Dr. Maher sent me a copy of the letter he then wrote to her, stating that, “...I would be grateful if you would direct me to
the factual evidence upon which your claim was based.” I have no knowledge about whether she responded, but I’m
willing to bet she did not.
Why spend so much time looking at the world of paranormal nonsense? Because the fantasy world of psychics and seers
nicely illustrates and actively fosters the folly of faith and wishful thinking, capitalizing on the understandable human
desire to find certainty in life, to make sense out of the sometimes unbearable randomness of existence. The problem is
that there is no sense to be made. Life is random, we sometimes get screwed over by simple flukes of chance, nobody
has the answers, and we all hate it. I wish it were otherwise, but it’s not, and no amount of pretending or dependence on
self-proclaimed psychics or crystal-ball gazers will change that.
Years ago Andy Rooney, the popular commentator on the 60 Minutes TV program, wrote a column entitled, “On Psychics
and Fraud.” He concluded with this observation about psychic predictions:
“It’s just all too ridiculous for any grown-up person to spend any time thinking about unless he’s as angered by it as I am.I
honestly believe it’s the kind of thinking that hampers progress in the world. That’s what makes me angry, not the money
these people make off the suckers who believe in it.
Too many people are too willing to believe in magic and the supernatural. If there are ghosts and poltergeists and flying
saucers and exorcists, and if psychics know what’s going to happen or if astrologists can predict what kind of a day you’ll
have, why go to work? Why not sit back and relax? Maybe something wonderful will happen.”
Then again, maybe it won’t.

CHAPTER 6
Religious Gurus Who Demand Your Money

Recorded history illustrates an all-too-human willingness to place life and fortune in the hands of others, be they
politicians, kings, warlords, or religious gurus. Doing so almost always requires one prerequisite: absolute faith in the
mission and the message of the leader. Much of history is a litany of disasters that could never have occurred without the
complicity of willing masses who blindly followed and obeyed charismatic individuals. Many tragic episodes stem from
misguided religious fervor, prime examples being the crusades to reclaim the Holy Land, the Spanish Inquisition, and a
series of savage religious wars that tormented Medieval Europe. While few in the western world today would volunteer
for life-risking crusades against real or imagined sectarian enemies, religious gurus on a smaller scale continue to lure the
faithful into dubious and sometimes ruinous belief systems, occasionally leading to the forfeit of life itself. Let’s focus a
critical eye on TV evangelists who flamboyantly demand viewers’ money in service of their cathode-ray god.
During the 1980’s I was privileged to briefly participate in magician James Randi’s expose’ of TV evangelist con-artist Peter
Popoff. Popoff still appears on religious radio and TV begging for money from gullible listeners, but thanks to Randi he
was forced to modify his claimed special connection with the Big Guy upstairs, and I am sure he has also experienced a
shrunken monthly collection plate (the details of Randi’s investigation of Popoff and several other bunko-evangelists is
available in his book, The Faith Healers). I became involved when Randi requested that a few academics from northern
California colleges accompany him to a Peter Popoff religious extravaganza scheduled at the San Francisco Convention



Center. Randi wanted some local respectable individuals to attend because of the possibility of being sued by Popoff. If
that happened we could serve as credible, non-believer witnesses and testify about what happened. I had never attended
a mass religious meeting so I eagerly volunteered and was accompanied by a law-student friend and a psychology
professor colleague from Sacramento State University. We were joined in the Bay Area by similarly-recruited faculty
members from U.C. Berkeley and Stanford University Medical School.
Popoff at that time was one of a number of medium-profile bible-pounders working the lucrative world of TV-believers,
pulling in several million bucks a year and paying almost nothing in taxes because he proclaimed himself a man of God
running a “church.” While not part of the top-rank, right-wing political evangelical hustlers like Jerry Falwell, James
Dobson, or Pat Robertson (who took in $186 Million in 2004), Popoff had nevertheless carved out a comfortable specialty
for himself with an apparent miraculous gift of communicating directly with God to obtain information about believers
attending his meetings. He would stride back and forth before his audience wearing an expression of intense
concentration, his slicked-back black pompadour, custom-tailored dark suit and glittering jewelry testifying to his earthly
success. Suddenly halting in his tracks, he would look up as if hearing the voice of God and call out: “Who is Albert?”
When Albert identified himself, often with a shocked expression, Popoff would step up to him and with great sincerity
begin talking about Albert’s suffering: it could be a heart problem, liver disease, or perhaps a back injury. Whatever the
case, Popoff invariably knew all about it and would describe Albert’s affliction for all to hear. He might also loudly
announce Albert’s street address, identify his doctor by name, ask about a sick relative, or describe someone else near
and dear who needed God’s blessing. Audience members were astonished, often bursting into tearful praise, welcoming
with hallelujahs Popoff’s assurance that Albert was at that very moment being healed by the Lord.
Impressive, highly-emotional stuff — but how likely was it to be explained via some special conduit between God and
brother Popoff? Let’s apply CRITIC: Popoff’s CLAIM is that he receives detailed personal information at his meetings
directly from God or the “Holy Spirit.” His ROLE in the performance could not reflect greater self-interest. If he can
convince those in attendance or watching on TV that he is in direct contact with God, they would certainly be more likely
to contribute money to his ministry in hope of receiving God’s blessings in return. What sort of INFORMATION did he
provide to back up the claim? All we have to go on is Popoff’s claims of miracles published in his own newsletter along
with the appearance of stunned and emotional people, testifying on the spot to the accuracy of everything he said.
The fun part was coming up with a practical TEST of this claimed ability. First came a bit of speculation about alternative
explanations for Popoff’s instant knowledge about people attending his meetings. There are a variety of ways a performer
can access information about audience members’ illnesses, addresses, or doctors’ names. Some attendees at religious
meetings have previously written to the evangelist asking for help. These letters typically contain detailed information
about sickness, physicians, family problems, and of course names and addresses. Perhaps “Albert” had sent such a letter.
Or, the evangelist’s staff may wander around the hall before the show and ask questions like, “Is Jesus going to heal you
today? And just what is your problem?” Popoff’s wife, Elizabeth, did exactly that before the meeting I attended (the
audience sat for over an hour before things got started). These sympathetic interviewers simply take a few notes
describing the person’s location in the hall, name, age, illness, and manner of dress so he or she can be easily identified
later during the “service.”
Another method of information-gathering, also used by Popoff, is to distribute “prayer cards” to everyone coming
through the door, asking that they be filled out and returned before the meeting begins. Members of our group were
instructed by Randi to submit phony names and illnesses, reasoning that one test of Popoff would be to see if he called
out any of the bogus names and illnesses listed on our cards. God certainly would not mistakenly think my name was
Mark Williams or that I was suffering from cancer just because I had written that on a prayer card. However, if
information from prayer cards was being directly accessed by Popoff, he would make precisely those mistakes. Another
way to test Popoff was to get him to call out the same person at different meetings, each time using a different name,
address and ailment. God would hardly be so error-prone. This was done by Randi with the help of a middle-aged male
accomplice who was called-out by Popoff at four separate meetings under four aliases and supposedly healed of four
different ailments. In the final instance he posed as a woman suffering from uterine cancer and was “healed” of that
female ailment by Popoff!
However Popoff’s information might be gathered, the key question in testing him was to discover how it was being
accessed as he pranced about in full view of a thousand people, sometimes calling out information about one person
after another for over an hour at a stretch. He couldn’t simply be looking at a crib sheet, since that would be obvious
(although other evangelists have been spotted using notes written on bible page markers). Information about a few
audience members could be memorized before a performance began, but to go through one after another without a
mistake would require a memory expert and only a handful of gifted individuals possess that remarkable skill. We
doubted that Popoff was one of them. A more likely explanation, Randi realized, was that Popoff was getting his
information by short-wave radio, someone sitting at a transmitter sending information read from interview notes or
prayer cards as needed. A definitive test proving that Popoff’s messages did not come from God would be to demonstrate
that a radio transmitter was in fact being used.



So, the day before Popoff’s big meeting an electronics expert carted a radio-frequency scanning device into the San
Francisco convention center and simply recorded all active local broadcast frequencies. The next day before Popoff’s
meeting began he entered the convention center dressed as a janitor, set up the electronic device and scanned the
airways seeking a new signal that had not been present the previous day. He quickly found it, a clear, strong radio channel
waiting to feed a voice to Popoff... not God’s voice of course, unless God sounds exactly like Elizabeth Popoff. A recording
was secretly made of all transmissions during the meeting. That evening the electronics whiz joined the rest of us at a
local residence, excitedly announcing, “I think I got it.” He set up a tape player and punched “play.” On tape we could
hear Popoff entering the hall greeted by the audience and then by his wife’s voice sending an intimate message to a tiny
receiver in his left ear:
“Hello Petey, I love you... this thing better be working or you’re in big trouble.”
Petey’s radio was working just fine and Randi recorded him going from one person to another spouting information
transmitted by his wife.
Before and during the meeting, of course, pitches were made for members of the audience to contribute cash or write
checks for God’s work, whether they could afford it or not, with assurance that they would be greatly rewarded by God’s
celestial auditors. Many of those attending were shabbily-dressed, apparently poor, and really could not afford to
contribute, but they were verbally arm-twisted with promises of later blessings. Some suffered serious physical afflictions,
being blind or in wheel-chairs, eager in their need and desire to be saved and healed. Popoff carefully avoided those hard
cases.
To briefly complete our CRITIC analysis, we must ask if any sort of INDEPENDENT information could be found to verify
Popoff’s miracles? We attempted to follow-up some cases we witnessed and typically found these people convinced that
Popoff had spoken directly with God. I contacted one such individual several days after Popoff’s rally. When I asked if he
thought Popoff had a gift of special communication with God, he responded:
“Peter Popoff came toward me, called me by name, told my address, asked about my son-in-law. There is no way he
could have done this.”
The man reluctantly explained that it must have been a sort of “prophecy.” When I asked him if he had talked to anyone
or filled out information on a prayer card before the program he said “No,” but then acknowledged that he had been “in
touch with Popoff” before this meeting, apparently by letter.
An elderly woman at the crusade, seated between her two daughters, was so disabled she needed two canes and could
barely walk. While “healing” her, Popoff snatched her canes, broke them dramatically over his knee, and tossed the
pieces to the front of the hall, assuring her above the cheers that she would never need them again. At the end of the
session, I rushed over to see how “healed” she might be. She was struggling to stand up, moaning, “I ain’t any better, I
ain’t any better,” while her daughters lifted her by the arms, insisting, “No, Mama, you’re a lot better. The Lord has
worked a miracle today!” I heard the old lady muttering as they half-carried her up the aisle, “I ain’t healed, I need my
canes.”
We also attempted to obtain independent verification by tracking down physicians mentioned in connection with
miracles featured on Popoff’s TV show. Efforts to question these doctors revealed no such persons in practice, or if they
were practicing physicians, they refused comment. I called Popoff’s office several times to obtain the phone number of
one particular doctor, but was told the person with that information was unavailable. I was repeatedly assured he would
call back. He never did. I then wrote a letter asking for that information. No reply was forthcoming. So even though
Popoff claimed independent verification of his miracles, upon close scrutiny his sources evaporated along with any
credible verification.
As for a CAUSE that would explain Popoff’s messages, look to the simple explanation. Which was more likely to allow him
access to information about strangers’ private lives?: A) Peter Popoff is getting information directly from heaven, listening
to the audible voice of God or B) He is hearing the voice of his wife Elizabeth, coming by radio to a tiny receiver planted in
his ear. When looked at via CRITIC the true explanation for Popoff’s scam is a no-brainer.
Once Randi had proof that Popoff was receiving messages from his wife rather than tapping into a heavenly modem, the
question became what to do with the tapes. Creative ideas were tossed about: why not use his radio frequency to send
false messages from earlier tapes, so he would call out the wrong addresses, doctors, or ailments? The look on his face as
he kept getting things wrong could be priceless. Or how about putting sudden loud feedback onto his frequency, the
receiver squealing at high decibels and forcing Popoff to yank it out of his ear in the midst of some revelation? The idea I
liked best was to have a deep, booming male voice suddenly break into his wife’s messages announcing, “This is God
speaking and I don’t like what you are doing down there!”
But Randi came up with something better. He called Johnny Carson and offered to break the story on The Tonight Show,
but it had to be scheduled immediately because Popoff’s flim-flam had been leaked by someone in our undercover group
to the Los Angeles Times and their upcoming article would ruin Randi’s opportunity to personally expose him. Carson
had Randi flown to Burbank to appear on his show that night. After a brief lead-in discussion of evangelists’ methods of
fleecing their flocks, Randi played a videotape of an emotional healing encounter with a middle-aged man which had



been broadcast on Popoff’s TV show. He then replayed the segment, but this time in addition to hearing what Popoff was
saying, viewers could also hear what his wife broadcast into his ear: “His name is Harold and he has eye problems.”
Popoff calls out, “Where is Harold?”, and then walks up to a somewhat apprehensive fellow who had identified himself.
Popoff’s wife: “He’s got glaucoma.” Popoff, laying a hand on the man’s forehead announces, “God is going to use his
power to heal your eye problems today.” Popoff’s wife: “His wife has eye trouble too.” Popoff, now gazing sincerely at
her: “And you’ve got eye problems too, sister.” Harold and his wife gasp, gazing at each other with tears in their eyes,
thrilled that God was dealing with their problem first-hand through Popoff. Popoff’s wife: “They live at 1488 Seventeenth
Avenue.” Popoff announces, “One-four-eight-eight Seventeenth Avenue, the angels of the Lord are surrounding your
home with their blessings.” Popoff suddenly reaches out and presses vigorously on the man’s forehead while yelling his
favorite magic healing word, “RAMDA!” The man swoons and is lowered to the floor. Popoff prances about waving his
arms, “Taa-Daa, that’s it, the anointing of the holy spirit!” Audience members at the “healing” burst into tears, praising
God, believing they had just witnessed a miracle. Johnny Carson’s audience members also burst out, but with laughter.
They too had witnessed a miracle, a miracle of miniaturized space-age communication.
Popoff was alerted to what was happening on Carson’s show only as it was being aired. At first he denied everything,
suggesting that Randi had hired an actress who sounded like his wife. When more tapes were made available, he began to
waffle, admitting that he used a transmitter to send messages to cameramen, then finally Popoff acknowledged that he
received information from his wife, but denied that he had done anything wrong or misled viewers in any way. When
asked by a newsman why he used a secret transmitter, Popoff explained that this was simply the way the “holy spirit” had
led him to run his meetings. So if anyone misunderstood what was going on, apparently God was responsible, not Popoff.
Try that dodge next time you get caught with your meathook in the cookie jar and see how far it gets you.
Live appearances showcasing E-mails from God were not the primary source of income supporting Popoff’s lavish lifestyle
(he has a taste for diamonds, mansions, limos and Dom Perignon champagne). Videotaped mass meetings did provide
valuable hours of filler for his regular TV shows, but the main goal of evangelists’ TV programs, tent shows, revivals, and
other public appearances is to obtain names and addresses for mailing lists. These mailing lists are a literal gold mine,
being used for direct mail appeals that bring in millions (subsidized by taxpayers at bulk postage rates unavailable to you
or me). According to Randi, Popoff was hauling in about $900,000 a month by mail before his exposure. These religious
sucker lists can be sold or rented to allow other vampires temporary access to proven bloodlines. Direct mail pitches
include a variety of goofy gimmicks so absurd it’s hard to imagine that they could separate anyone from a penny, but they
work, sometimes to the tune of hundreds of thousands of dollars per mass-mailing.
Since I placed my address on Popoff’s prayer card, within days of attending his revival I began receiving mail, apparently
sent by Petey himself. They included handwritten notes on the envelope and in the margins of printed pages. The first
envelope sported a bold announcement in red ink, just below my address. Based upon the phony name I had used, it
reads:
“Brother Anderson. God wants you to have the MIRACLE you need. Please read the enclosed... Peter.”
I couldn’t wait... it was like being a kid again opening the envelope containing a genuine Kellogg’s Cornflakes six-boxtop
atom bomb ring. I wasn’t disappointed. Popoff informed me that he had been awakened by God in the middle of the
night and, “...sat up in my bed with tears running down my cheeks, crying out to God---for YOU!” That’s because God
informed Popoff that I needed a miracle for my family, the kind of miracle required by “dear Sister Hall in Pittsburgh” who
had sent him the largest bill in her wallet, a fifty, and was subsequently blessed by God with $50,000 she desperately
needed. Wow, here was a celestial lottery and I was invited to play!
To facilitate my miracle, Popoff enclosed an “Anointed Faith Handkerchief” along with printed instructions for its use.
First, I was told that he was only lending me the handkerchief, because he would be sending it on to another family for
their family miracle after I returned it to him. I was to print my name on the handkerchief (I wondered what the next
family would think of my name appearing in big letters on their miracle handkerchief). I was then to open my bible to a
specific verse, spread the handkerchief over it and leave it, “only one night without fail.” The next morning I should place
the handkerchief in the self-addressed, stamped envelope and send it back to Popoff so he could “...hold it in my hands
and pray a special prayer for you.” But miracles are not that easy and all the rules must be carefully followed. One
additional step was essential:
“Right now, I am asking you to get out your largest bill. God sees your sacrifice, and it will be a sacrifice. God sees. It may
be a $50.00 bill or $27 dollars. It may be a check.
But step out in faith and give it to the work of Jesus Christ as a seed. Now give God a sacrificial offering.”
If I opened my wallet and found both a $20 bill and a $100 bill, it sounds like I better not select the $20 because God will
be personally watching and he could zap me good if I withdrew it. Also, I wondered where in my wallet I might come up
with a $27 bill? Perhaps God uses a different form of currency. I hated to disappoint Peter, as well as pass up a sure-fire
$50 grand return, but I kept the hankie and still have it. It works fine... for blowing my nose.
My failure to return the anointed faith handkerchief did not deter Peter from his saintly efforts to save me. A few days
later I received a green string “faith necklace” made just for me featuring a “golden coin” (actually a fiber washer sprayed



with gold paint). I was instructed to wear it for 24 hours and then return it to him with $50 so he could work a miracle and
let me receive many times my offering (his letter explained that one believer who followed through was handed an
envelope containing $700 by an elderly white-haired stranger... do you suppose it might have been God himself?). The
next Popoff missive actually contained a deposit slip for his bank account and a pre-addressed (but not stamped)
envelope marked RUSH and URGENT so I could send my donation directly to his account to immediately begin doing its
holy work. I then was sent an inch-square plastic baggie filled with cement and a request for money to build a stone and
cement bunker to house bibles just outside the Soviet Union. If I returned the cement packet with an offering it would be
used to set the bible-bunker cornerstone... with my name inscribed on it. The bunker would be used to distribute bibles
so I could start saving those atheist Ruskies for Jesus. Enclosed photos showed boxes filled with helium balloons that
would be dumped from jumbo jets to airlift bibles over the iron curtain. Also pictured were cartons of new testaments
sealed in waterproof plastic packs. These were to be dropped from boats to float in with the tide until the Russian
beaches became “white with tons of gospel packets.” Popoff assured me he had faith-filled Russians waiting to make sure
this spirit-building material actually made it across the “boarder” - apparently God’s inspiration does not encompass
correct spelling. After telling me (and thousands of others) about this secret plan for the spiritual invasion of Russia, he
offered a word of caution: “Be very careful with this secret information.” I wondered if perhaps it should all be coded and
later decoded using my trusty Ovaltine Little Orphan Annie Home Decoder kit.
Another Popoff envelope arrived carrying additional treasure: a small packet of salt, with instructions to place some on
my tongue each day for three days, then write out my prayer requests and send them to him (with a check). On the
following Monday if I noticed a sweet taste in my mouth it meant my prayers were being answered. I next received a
wafer described as “heavenly manna prepared by the angel of the Lord.” I was to place this wafer in my mouth, take out
my wallet, then.... These mailings went on and on.
The niftiest novelty I received from Petey was a genuine “Sacrificial Spot,” sent in a big, gaudy cardboard mailer. Printed
on a 2 x 3 foot foldout, the “spot” is a large red circle where I am to stand or kneel (following removal of my shoes... after
all, it is a holy spot). Ringing the outside of the circle are “ANGELS ANGELS ANGELS” in block letters, with a drawing of an
angel flitting about in one corner. Inside the circle is printed:
Your Instructions...
#1. Pull off your shoes and stand or kneel in this circle.
#2. Be alone when you do this.
Be holding a Bible.
#3. Set your Billfold in the circle also.
At this point, of course, instruction #4 explains at some length how I am to make a “sacrifice,” extracting money from my
billfold and mailing it back to Popoff along with the Sacrificial Spot, so Popoff and his father George could then kneel and
pray for my needs. I’m not sure how all those angels would like being placed in the U.S. mail and pounded by a stamp-
canceling machine, but I guess if Petey wasn’t concerned I needn’t be either.
Popoff himself was well aware of the basic absurdity of his postal barrage because in one of his letters he admitted that:
“God will ask you to do something that doesn’t correspond to human reasoning, that doesn’t make any sense to the
natural mind, but it’s the thing you’ll have to do if you ever want God’s blessing upon you and your life.”
It was at about this point in Popoff’s mailings that his electronic trickery was exposed on the Tonight Show and
widespread media coverage began taking a toll on his audience. The last begging letter I received from him was a real
tear-jerker. Popoff described praying at his mansion in Upland, California, kneeling with my name before him as he asked
God what to do about the “crisis” facing him and his wife. A “satanic conspiracy to stop God’s work” was afoot. Popoff
had fought the devil for 27 years, “But now the devil, through the media of radio, television and newspapers, has
declared war on me and this ministry, mocking the miraculous things God is doing in lives.” But all was not lost. God had
provided a plan for a miracle and I could be part of it! The “devil and his demons would like to silence Peter Popoff and
this ministry forever,” a truly horrible thought, and guess how I could help halt that nasty old devil in his tracks? By
sending money, of course, in the self-addressed envelope so thoughtfully provided. He closed with the promise, “I will be
praying until your answer comes back.” I presume Petey is still praying as he waits by his mailbox for my reply.
Shortly thereafter Peter Popoff disappeared temporarily from the media scene, filing bankruptcy and probably dodging
most of his $2 million of debt to more than 800 creditors. But lo and behold, a year or so later he was back on the radio
offering to mail needy listeners miraculous anointing healing oil from the Holy Land along with other valuable items no
God-fearing home should be without. If listeners happened to be short of cash, he suggested giving Jesus “a loan of $500”
on their Visa card. He announced that Russian miners digging deep into the earth’s crust suddenly became frightened and
ran out of the mine. Why? Because they had dug so deep that they could hear the screams coming from hell. Rest assured
Peter Popoff is still out there, sucking dollars from gullible listeners. Most likely he continues to avoid paying income taxes
on most of the donations spent by his “church” to provide the simple necessities of a modern religious guru’s life. (If the
whole Popoff story sounds a bit familiar but you can’t quite place it, you may have seen Steve Martin’s film “Leap of
Faith” in which he played an evangelist using Popoff’s scam.)



One day following a classroom discussion of the Popoff follies, a student brought in a religious pitch she had received in
the mail that equaled the twaddle sent out by Popoff. Opening the envelope I encountered a color illustration of an open
wallet, a picture of Jesus showing in the I.D. window, credit cards inserted in the appropriate slots, and several $1000 bills
jutting out the side. Unfolding the letter reveals the wallet’s flip side, also with the big bills protruding, plus a page-wide
rendering of Grover Cleveland serenely gazing from the top of a stack of $1000 bills (have you ever seen a thousand dollar
bill?). As the page was unfolded, a piece of purple cloth and a chunk of fuzzy white material fell out. They were
accompanied by instructions in big letters announcing: “Please do this T-O-N-I-G-H-T.” Reading through the written
material I learned that my student was apparently suffering from a “financial curse” which could only be broken by using
the “miracle billfold” pictured on the other side. The purple cloth was a piece of “Joseph’s Coat” and the white fuzz was a
“Bible Cloud.” My student was directed to set the bible cloud on the instruction sheet, place her wallet over the cloud, set
the purple square of Joseph’s coat on top of that, and then fold the paper around all of these (making a sandwich) so that
the $1000 bills were pictured on the outside. She must then place this packet under her pillow for one night, allowing
“Divine Power” to flow through her wallet and “money be drawn to it like harvests are drawn to planted seeds, to break
any financial curses.” Oh, by the way, “planted seeds” refers to the cash she is instructed to remove from her wallet and
mail back wrapped in the spiritual billfold. Mind you, this should not be just any offering, it must be her “biggest and best
seed offering, as a seed of your honor toward God’s word.” In return she may “ask God for his biggest and best.”
Presumably God is well-stocked with $1000 bills and would be happy to toss a few down to her in the near future.
This bit of creative money-grubbing came from “Reverend Ike,” a religious guru who has been riding high for decades on
donations wheedled from faithful suckers. Ike once sent an apparent telegram to my wife, on bright yellow paper with a
matching official-looking envelope, inscribed “TEL-A-GRAM” across the top. The tel-a-gram informed her that Ike had
enclosed a “BLESSED RED STRING WHICH I’VE CUT IN HALF.” She was urged to tie each piece into a knot and send one
piece back by “not later than 4:39 PM tomorrow with a faith donation.” (If postmarked 4:40 PM, I wonder if he would
refuse it?) Ike would then send her, by return mail, a “POWERFUL GOOD LUCK PACKAGE.” Why the pieces of string?
Because by tying each piece in a knot she would be “binding and STOPPING THE DEVIL” along with “witchcraft,” “bad
luck,” and “crossed conditions.” Rev. Ike revealed that certain unfortunate people suffer a “NO MONEY CURSE” and
declared that he had cured such cases on the spot. He guaranteed that if my wife sent money God would bless her just as
he had blessed a woman who was broke but nevertheless borrowed a hundred dollars and mailed it to him. Consequently
God sent her “THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS.” Then comes the Academy Award, sleaze-ball capper:
“Even if you have to borrow MONEY TO GIVE, do it! God will work wonders for you!”
How’s that for encouraging financial responsibility? I’m confident that the only financial miracles Rev. Ike has ever seen
can be found in his bank account, his closetful of custom Italian suits, and his multi-million dollar classic-car collection.
The fact that pious leeches like Peter Popoff and Reverend Ike target folks who have health problems or are in financial
trouble, and even encourage them to borrow money, use credit cards or their rent money for contributions, reflects a
callousness that defies description. This is not unusual among such charlatans. Some of the things said by Popoff’s wife
about suffering audience members during taped transmissions reflect her total lack of empathy or concern. As a large
woman struggled to get out of her wheelchair when told to do so by Popoff, his wife commented:
“Oh, look at that butt, big boobs and a big butt to go with it.”
A probable cancer victim was called out at the San Francisco assembly I attended, information about her condition rushed
by one of Popoff’s lieutenants to where Elizabeth was broadcasting to Petey:
“Reeford’s got a hot one (laughter). Reeford’s so excited he came running back here and scared us half to death. Ready
for a hot one? Hot off the press! Sandra Ann. She’s standing in the back where there’s no chairs... She’s against the back
wall. (Meanwhile, Popoff is calling out, “Who is Sandra Ann?”) Sandra Ann Jones. She’s got lumps in her breast. You might
want to whisper it. Have her walk down. Have her run up there. (Popoff does so.) Run! Oh, look at her run! (More
laughter.) She’s got knots in her breast! (Laughter and giggles.) A home run! A home run!”
In addition to laughing about people suffering grim life-threatening illnesses, Popoff and his wife also would tell audience
members to toss their medications to the front of the hall. Since he had healed them it made sense they would have no
further need for medicine of any kind. Randi later collected discarded bottles from the trash and found life-sustaining
prescription drugs like digitalis. But to Popoff, this was all just part of the show. Finagling money from sick and poor
victims to provide an opulent lifestyle for “men of God” can only be understood as a con game, pure and simple.
Ike and Popoff never made the big leagues. Jim and Tammy Bakker squandered a hundred million bucks, including little
items like a $67,000 clothes bill for her, a million dollar salary for him, an $800 Gucci briefcase to carry it in, gold-plated
toilet plumbing, plus their infamous air-conditioned doghouse for Fido. Jim Bakker eventually ended up in the doghouse
himself after a sexual scandal broke, revealing hundreds of thousands of dollars he paid out in hush-money. That
doghouse eventually became a jail cell. Do you suppose contributors to Jim and Tammy Faye got refunds?
The late columnist Mike Royko wrote about a rare case where a faithful contributor eventually did manage to get a
refund from a TV huckster, with a little help from the law. The man was broke but letters kept rolling in from bible-
pounder Rex Humbard assuring him he would be rewarded many times over if he would just send a donation. So, taking



this promise seriously, the man opened a checking account, wrote phony checks to the tune of $1,500, and sent half of it
to Humbard. He figured that when God blessed him as promised he could easily cover the bad checks. God failed to come
through in a timely manner and the long arm of the law eventually caught up with him. The man was tried and found
guilty of kiting checks. But his lawyer argued that he wasn’t really a swindler, he was just responding to God’s financial
counseling a la brother Humbard. The judge ordered Humbard to appear in his court and the check-writer’s lawyer
contacted Humbard’s office. Apparently not eager to explain their postal mooching methods in open court, Humbard’s
lawyers agreed to return the money. The judge ruled that the faithful dolt could pay the remainder back over time from
his welfare checks to avoid a trip to the slammer.
Evangelists never run out of creative ways to wheedle bucks from believers. Consider Oral Roberts, who claimed to have
brought the dead back to life and who baldly stated that he himself will rise from the dead and return to earth to rule
with Jesus. In 1986 he got a message from God to raise $8 million within a year or else his life would be forfeited.
Naturally he appealed to his viewers for help with what sounds a lot like divine extortion. A few weeks before the
deadline he was making daily trips to his 100-foot-high “prayer tower” for private chats with God about how to come up
with the $1.3 million he was short. Must be God heard him because a Florida millionaire wrote out a check. So Oral
Roberts got the loot and God was happy to leave him shuffling around his tower a while longer. It would have been a lot
more fun to withhold the money and then see if God followed through on his promise, perhaps with a lightning bolt to
the prayer tower while Oral was inside. On his NPR radio program Michael Feldman offered another explanation,
suggesting that after God had threatened to “call him home,” God took some time to think about just what that actually
meant, and quickly changed his mind. Feldman noted that Roberts spent some of the windfall on his hospital and medical
center, and then asked the obvious question: Why should a faith-healer even need a hospital?
Brother Roberts has been up to this sort of nonsense for decades. Many years ago an uncle of mine raced to the airport
just in time to prevent his elderly mother from boarding a plane. She carried a suitcase containing her life savings,
intending to take it to Roberts in Oklahoma because he promised to “heal” her. That healing would have been impressive:
She was a double amputee and had been convinced that Roberts was going to make her missing legs sprout back good as
new.
How about that energetic man-of-God Jimmy Swaggart, pulling in tens of millions a year, spending at least part of it on
prostitutes picked up cruising seedy neighborhoods in his limo, looking for action. When a prostitute recognized him and
the story got out, Swaggart used the whole affair as an excuse for blubbering crocodile tears on his TV show, asking
forgiveness from God and the blubbering-in-harmony audience as well as from faithful TV viewers, presumably also
blubbering at home. Then, of course, Swaggart capitalized on the sordid episode, making it the basis for further appeals
for contributions.
In fairness we must not forget one-time presidential candidate Pat Robertson, the biggest-buck TV evangelist of all, who
told viewers they could be healed of serious medical problems by touching their TV screens while he prayed for them.
Apparently his video-taped image on TV has as much healing power as he does in person (actually, I’m confident it does).
This goofy religious guru aspired to the most powerful political office in the world and for a while was considered a
serious contender for President of the United States. Feature that for prime-time entertainment!
While a wide variety of bible-toting clowns like those described above use the media daily in their pitches for money, the
IRS and U.S. government give them virtually carte blanche to do as they please, and even subsidize them with millions of
tax-payers’ dollars through Bush-inspired “faith-based program” funding. As this book was being written the news
covered the death of Jerry Falwell, one-time mover and shaker in Republican politics through his so-called “moral
majority.” But even his millions of faithful began raising eyebrows when he assigned blame for the 9/11 terrorist attacks:
“I really believe that the pagans, and the abortionists, and the feminists, and the gays and the lesbians who are actively
trying to make that an alternative lifestyle, the ACLU, People for the American Way - all of them who have tried to
secularize America - I point the finger in their face and say, ‘You helped this happen.’”
To Falwell, AIDS was God’s punishment for homosexuals, global warming was a myth, the churches should take over all
public schools, God doesn’t listen to Jews, Tinky Winky is gay, and good Christians, “like slaves and soldiers, ask no
questions.” Such wonderful advice.
In the U.S. today religious scammers can legally float almost any kind of goofy pitch to con money from believers, spend
their contributions on luxury homes, yachts, limos, hookers, or whatever their hearts’ desire, all in the name of God. They
are not legally required to account to anyone for the baskets-full of bucks they take in, because they are holy purveyors of
tax-exempt religion and certainly would not do anything wrong. Why should any of them be exempt from our most
careful critical thought?
Apparently God does work — pay —in mysterious ways.



CHAPTER 7
Religious Zealots Who Demand Your Life

Following the 1978 mass suicide of religious leader Jim Jones and 913 of his followers at Jonestown, Guyana, syndicated
columnist Carl Rowan asked,
“How and when are we going to face up to the fact that ‘religion’ is America’s greatest sanctuary for people who engage
in systematic theft, tax evasion, rape, torture and even murder?”
His comments were part of a lengthy consideration in the media of the threat to society posed by “cults,” inspired of
course by the bizarre events at Jonestown. The eventual consensus seemed to be that, tragic as Jonestown was, it would
serve as a permanent warning and prevent similar tragedies in the future.
How wrong could we be? Since Jonestown, we have seen David Koresh and his followers perish in the flames of Waco;
Aum Supreme Truth zealots release nerve gas in a Tokyo train station, killing eleven and injuring five thousand; the
Movement for the Restoration of the Ten Commandments of God slaughtering nearly a thousand believers in Uganda;
and almost daily the list continues to grow. Religious fringe groups, often labeled “cults,” that inspire mass murders
always get widespread media coverage, but for every one of those big events there are scores of small faith-based groups
controlling, abusing, sometimes torturing and murdering believers and their families. Of course it’s always done under the
proud banner of God’s love.
Someone once quipped, “A cult is any group I don’t like.” Certainly that term is generally used in a negative manner,
prompting suggestions that it has become meaningless and should be replaced with a more neutral label such as “new
religious movement,” “intense socialization group,” or, “revitalization movement.” But no alternative term has caught on
and “cult” continues to be widely applied to religious organizations outside the mainstream that get into serious trouble.
Author and social critic Barbara Ehrenreich questions even the distinction between cults and mainstream religions:
“The difference between a religion and a cult is chiefly a matter of size. Forty-eight people donning plastic bags and
shooting themselves in the head is a ‘cult,’ while a hundred million people bowing before a flesh-hating elderly celibate is
obviously a world-class religion.”
She has a point, since all religions incorporate some version of unquestioning faith, group activity, and kowtowing to
authority. So, is there really a difference? Are all religions cults? Perhaps the question of diagnosing a cult can be
considered in the same manner a U.S. Supreme Court Justice once described pornography: it may be difficult to define,
but we know it when we see it. Just what do we see in cults that sets them apart from mainstream religions? All social
groups, including cults and religions, share basic group dynamics, so the deciding dimension is the extremes to which
groups we label cults are willing to go in pursuit of their goals. Most organized groups incorporate the following features,
but in each of these areas of social interaction, “cults” tend to push the envelope:
Recruitment: Successful organizations have to attract new members to ensure long-term survival. Varying degrees of
honesty are possible in any recruitment endeavor. For example, every branch of the military service has active recruiting
offices staffed by officers who give public talks, distribute written material encouraging enlistment, and are evaluated by
the number of new recruits they manage to pry out of the woodwork. How honest are recruitment officers? Check out
the advertising for our military organizations: it stresses education, high-tech adventure, travel, and achievement. Young
people are offered an opportunity to “be all you can be.” But reality is that the armed forces are organizations that exist
for the purpose of fighting and killing people, and those who sign up may well be maimed or even die during their tour of
duty. Yet the recruiter will never show prospective recruits grisly films of battle, with close-ups of screaming, bloody,
wounded soldiers surrounded by corpses and body parts. Don’t expect to be shown footage of the infamous howling mob
in Somalia dragging a dead, naked and bloody American serviceman through the streets. Every recruit knows there may
be frightening aspects to military service, but doesn’t expect to discuss such matters until well after papers are signed.
Complete honesty is not a prime consideration in the recruitment efforts of the military nor, for that matter, of many
groups.
“Hi there. Would you like to join the re-election campaign for Senator Johnson? We really need you to come down to
campaign headquarters and work the phones. You’ll be making boring and repetitive calls in order to pry money out of
reluctant and sometimes verbally abusive voters. Sound like fun? Just come on in...”
Most groups, political, social, military, or religious, recruit new members in part by offering something attractive, a
wiggling worm riding on some type of “hook.” The military offers education, travel and adventure, certainly appealing to
young folks who dream of escape from home and community. AMWAY and other door-to-door selling schemes offer
prospective salespersons financial independence and freedom from the tyranny of an office, boss, and the dreaded 8-to-5
meat grinder. Cults typically offer more, including immediate acceptance, room and board, perhaps sex, love, peace, and
eternal life — promises that appeal to young and old alike.



Indoctrination: Once you take the hook, be it AMWAY’s, the Marines’, or Brother Billy Bob’s, inevitably the next step
involves some form of indoctrination. AMWAY will put you in a training program with rah-rah lectures, tapes, and written
materials. “Boot camp” is the military version, a place where the upbeat promises of cheerful recruiters will fade,
becoming distant and fantasy-like. The groups we like to call cults often place recruits in an indoctrination situation much
like a military boot-camp, isolated from family and friends, with daily life totally under the control of a new “family.”
Recruits are told when to eat, sleep, wake, pray, and work, what to read, watch, say, and ultimately, what to think. They
may be sleep-deprived, isolated, screamed at, prayed for, deprived of food or water, all of which is unexpected,
unfamiliar, and emotionally intense.
Some cults use outright trickery to lure prospects into high pressure indoctrination. Imagine you are a young man
stepping off a bus in an unfamiliar city. You look around the bus station and an attractive young woman strolling by stops,
smiles and says, “Hi, you look like you’re lost. Need directions?” If you are a typical young male, your eager hormones pop
to attention and you wonder if this friendly town might be the right place for you. After some chit-chat (during which
Honey Sweetcakes determines that you are from out of town and on your own), she dangles a hook covered with
attractive bait. “Hey, if you haven’t got a place to stay, I’m living with some great people at a beautiful ranch outside
town. We can always make room for one more. Like to come along?” Gee, a tough decision. Once you get to the “ranch”
you find yourself inside a remote, fenced and gated compound, and if you ask to return to the city you discover that
unfortunately no vehicles are going back tonight... maybe tomorrow? You also quickly discover that indoctrination begins
tonight.
This is a prime example of a cult extreme. While most branches of the Armed Forces don’t exactly tell you the whole truth
about military life, neither do they fabricate a phony story to get you into boot camp. Imagine the Marine Corps using cult
recruitment methods: They rent an office, hang a sign outside announcing, “Men and Women aged 18 to 28 needed for
executive training, starting salary $100,000 plus - Inquire within.” You walk in and are told by an impeccably groomed
businessman in an Armani suit that he works for a multi-national corporation that is recruiting management trainees. He
assures you that you qualify and there is no limit to eventual opportunity and salary. You eagerly sign up and a few days
later are picked up by a limo and eventually roll through the gates of a military base. As you climb out of the limo in some
confusion, a drill-sergeant steps forward, orders you to stand at attention, and informs you that you just signed up for
four years in the Marines. If you don’t like it that’s tough because they have your signature and you are not about to
escape from this high-security compound. That would be a cult version of military recruitment.
To recap, most groups recruit new members by offering something (perhaps bending the truth a bit) and provide some
form of indoctrination (“training”) after a recruit signs up. That is true of the Boy Scouts, the Democratic Party, the
Catholic Church, the Elvis Fan Club, you name it. But only the groups we are calling cults systematically distort who they
are, what they offer, and how you will get it. Only cults will try to separate you permanently from friends, family, your
savings, and attempt to take control of every aspect of your life.
Inspiration: Many groups offer an inspirational message that attempts to provide meaning to life beyond the mundane
cycle of eat/work/sleep/die. They offer a sense of purpose, be it through patriotism, belongingness, financial
independence, the “truth,” or perhaps God. An inspirational message can be highly motivating, not only as a reason for
joining a group, but also as a reason for remaining in a group and standing up for it in times of need. (“It’s them or us.”) At
the cult extreme, the inspirational message offers eternal salvation in exchange for absolute loyalty, total submission to
the group and its leader, and non-thought as a virtue. Psychiatrist Louis West at UCLA, an expert on cults, notes that,
“...cults are run by control freaks and a siege mentality is common.” If you truly believe that your group is uniquely
chosen for heaven and eternal life, is it any surprise that you might be willing to defend your leader and the group’s
doctrine at all costs?
Ritualistic Behavior: Most groups routinely engage in rituals, from reading the minutes of previous meetings to singing the
school song or reciting a group prayer. Cults tend to embrace and celebrate ritual, often lengthy, repetitive and mind-
numbing. Recruits may spend hours in individual or group chants, prayers, listening to tapes of “father,” sitting silently
and contemplating eternity, or engaging in intensive repetitious activity such as farming, begging money, or
manufacturing products for sale to the public. In a cult, your role is always spelled out for you, assigned and required of
you to the letter. Ritual may include even the most trivial aspects of life, such as what kind of toothpaste to use, how to
trim your toenails or comb your hair. If you spend all your time doing exactly what you are told, precisely in the manner
spelled out, you may be left with little time to think for yourself. In fact, you have no need to.
Anti-Intellectualism: Most groups to some degree discourage independent critical thought. You don’t challenge the sales
methods spelled out by Mary Kay, you don’t suggest to an Army drill sergeant a better way of stripping and cleaning your
weapon, and you don’t inform your scoutmaster that you have serious doubts about the benefit of marching around in
para-military uniforms saluting elderly authority figures. But the anti-intellectualism of cults again jumps ahead of other
groups, embracing what physicist and science historian Jacob Bronowski called The Eleventh Commandment: “Thou Shalt
Not Question!” All religions embrace the 11th commandment to some degree and discourage openly questioning
accepted doctrine, but cults push it to the limit. A cult-compound wall-poster summarized one group’s zealous approach



in no uncertain terms: “THE MIND IS SATAN AND THINKING IS THE MACHINERY OF THE DEVIL.” Cult members are typically
required to have absolute faith in the leader, the group, and its teachings, and to keep wayward thoughts quiet or face
the consequences. Those could involve verbal abuse, expulsion from the group, being given the silent treatment, being
physically punished, or locked up. Branch Davidians who questioned Waco-whacko David Koresh and his biblical
revelations were subject to being dropped into a septic tank and left soaking for hours in human waste.
Loyalty: While loyalty to family, friends, and country is often held up as a virtue, unbridled and unlimited loyalty may be
more appealing in a pet than in a human being. Excessive loyalty is embodied in the slogan, “My country, right or wrong!”
Good Americans should stand up for America no matter what, right? Yet we look at Germany during World War II and
wonder why its citizens didn’t turn against their government. Weren’t they demonstrating loyalty by standing behind
their country, right or wrong, thus being “good Germans”? And if they had turned away, wouldn’t they have been guilty
of treason? Obsessive nationalism, loyalty to one’s country no matter what, has long been a sad human weakness. When
Hitler came to power in Germany, loyalty was carried to another level. Before Hitler, German soldiers, as is true for
soldiers of most nations, were required to swear an oath of loyalty to their country. But after the Nazis seized power in
the 1930s, the German military oath was rewritten. Instead of swearing allegiance to the Fatherland, new soldiers were
now required to swear personal loyalty to Adolf Hitler. Such extreme loyalty is held up as a golden virtue in most cults.
Members are expected to publicly proclaim their belief in their leader, sometimes including the notion that he or she is
God, Messiah, or the rebirth of Christ (Reverend Moon and David Koresh are prime examples of the recurrent second-
coming fantasy).
Members of Jim Jones’ People’s Temple were required to show absolute loyalty by reporting negative comments uttered
by anyone. If someone heard something negative and failed to report it, that failure was a punishable offense, including
for children who failed to rat out their parents (shades of the Hitler Youth). Jones reveled in meting out physical
punishment at public events in which he applied a 2 1/2 foot paddle to children and adults alike. Microphones were held
near their mouths so everyone could listen to the screams. He secretly instituted a loyalty-testing program in which
selected members voiced scripted negative comments to random individuals who were then monitored to see if the
tainted opinions were reported as required. Failing to rat brought that person’s loyalty under suspicion. Through this
devious ploy Jones made it almost impossible for organized resistance to develop within his community, since nobody
knew if someone talking negatively was speaking in confidence and expressing genuine opinions or was instead putting
them to the test. Rank-and-file group members could trust nobody, effectively neutralizing the power of friendship and
even family loyalty. Group members were reduced to isolated individuals who remained safe only if they kept mum about
their own critical thoughts and dutifully squealed on anyone they heard express a negative viewpoint.
Money, Sex & Power Pyramid: Most organized groups extract money from members and use it to further their cause.
Those who are members of the large group called “Americans” know about this firsthand via our annual interaction with
the Internal Revenue Service. Clubs, unions, political parties, and religions all solicit funds from members. But cults often
do more, sometimes demanding that members sign over all their worldly goods to the group. Jim Jones and David Koresh
accumulated healthy bankrolls simply by appropriating everything their believers possessed. One family in Jones’ trusting
flock signed over savings accounts, 22 houses, life insurance policies, all their jewelry, and then worked full-time without
pay. Columnist Carl Rowan reported that a million dollars worth of gold, jewelry, and cash was found in Jonestown
following the mass suicide, and one People’s Temple member was later seized carrying $60,000 in cash and a million
dollar draft on a bank in Panama. Cult leaders also sometimes demand not only what members own, but also everything
they earn, making them work long hours while living a spartan personal existence. It is typical of a cult for the leader to
enjoy an opulent lifestyle while followers wallow in the muck below. The devotees of Reverend Moon (“Moonies”) are
expected to live in dorms, eat beans, and labor diligently for the organization, while Moon lives in a mansion, has a fleet
of limos at his beck and call, and dines on lobster and fine French cuisine (messiahs rarely opt for beans). The most
flamboyant example of a cult money pyramid was Bhagwan Shree Rajneesh, the leader of an Oregon free-love cult who at
one time owned a hundred Rolls-Royce convertibles donated by adoring followers. It was just as well Rajneesh owned so
many cars since he was devoid of driving skill, frequently sailing off the highway and reducing another new Rolls to a pile
of polished scrap metal.
When it comes to sex, cult leaders have been poster-boys for equal-opportunity perversion. Historically they have had a
penchant for glomming onto followers’ wives and daughters. My earliest memory of a sex scandal involves a cult leader
whose name, as I recall from childhood, was Krishna Aventa. He got blown away by a husband who for some reason
objected to the revered guru sleeping with his wife. Jim Jones apparently was sexually titillated by both women and men,
young and old, and demanded sex from followers at his whim. He preached that he was the only man who could really
satisfy women:
“I have so much sperm that I have to ejaculate at least 25 times a day.”
It is not uncommon for cult leaders to claim the virginity of believers’ pubescent daughters. The leader of a Michigan cult
in the early 1900’s ritually took the virginity of all the young girls when they turned thirteen. One of them would, had she
survived, have been the aunt of a lifelong friend of mine, if not for the fact that while stealing her virginity the old letch



gave her a fatal infection. She was quietly buried on cult property. No investigation was ever carried out and the
child-rapist cult-leader lived comfortably to a ripe old age. “Branch Davidian” David Koresh had sex with unknown
numbers of his followers’ wives and daughters in his Waco, Texas, compound. Some of the unfortunate girls reportedly
gave birth as young as age 12. By the time Attorney General Janet Reno ordered a forceful entry by the FBI and ATF,
Koresh had fathered more than 20 children, all of whom perished in the compound fire set on his orders. Part of the
reason for federal forces storming this cult compound was repeated reports of child abuse and sexual molestation. It is
not surprising that when individuals come to believe they are divine or the reincarnation of Christ himself, they should
consider their every whim, including sexual whims, to be the will of God. If God hadn’t given his stamp of approval, why
would the thought even occur to them, and if God approved, who are mere husbands and parents to object? The logic
makes perfect sense, if you are dimbulbed enough to accept the “Gee-Whiz-Looky-Here-I’m-A-God” premise.
In cults, power, money and sex all reside at the top. If that weren’t the case there would be fewer problems with these
groups. Leaders command and followers obey. The corruptive nature of power was illustrated in a PBS Inspector Morse
presentation: An elderly British university headmaster offered his personal support for granting a department
chairmanship to an ambitious professor — provided the prof’s attractive young wife would have sex with him. When he
proposed this bargain to her, she recoiled, shocked, and asked how he could even consider such a devilish proposition. He
calmly explained with a big smile, “My dear, what is the point of achieving power if one can’t abuse it?” That could well
be the official motto of cult leaders.
In the final analysis cults earn their pejorative label by their own manipulative extremes. The leader wields absolute
power over followers’ lives, fortunes, and bodies. Members are recruited dishonestly, often conned and caught in a web
they cannot escape. They are given inspiration and a purpose in life, but it is perverted to produce total dedication and
unthinking loyalty, even when that means destruction of the individual. And, like all extreme forms of religious
involvement, it could not happen without blind faith and a lack of critical thought.
Unfortunately, the suicidal excesses of Jim Jones and David Koresh had little impact upon religion-based cults, either in
the U.S. or around the world. There are more such groups today than at any time in history (some experts estimate about
3,000 worldwide with a total membership of some 3 million). A common thread involving child abuse is the most
troubling aspect of religious-zealot groups. While one might expect parents to be unbending in protecting their children,
we often find that in cults parents are willing and even eager to inflict physical and psychological punishment, condone
child sexual abuse, and withhold medical care from their suffering children if ordered to do so by the leader. When the
FBI assaulted David Koresh’s Waco compound, they reportedly expected parents to run from the buildings and carry their
children to safety. But just the opposite happened: parents held their children inside the burning buildings and caused
their deaths. At Jonestown the parents didn’t grab their kids and run into the jungle. Rather, they stood in line and forced
their kids to drink the poison or restrained them so poison could be squirted down their throats. Sacramento Bee editor
John Jacobs, who had visited Jonestown, described the FBI experts’ subsequent miscalculation about Waco as, “...a
profound misreading of how cultists and charismatic, psychopathic leaders behave.” We simply cannot count on parental
devotion surviving in a cult atmosphere.
Americans may enjoy a constitutional right to freedom of religion, but that does not give them carte blanche to neglect or
abuse their children in the name of God. Should the “Christ Miracle Healing Center and Church” near Tucson have had the
right to refuse medical care for children based upon their leader’s belief that the outcome of untreated illness is God’s
will? Should the neighbors have done something instead of just listening to the screams of a six-year-old slowly dying of
an untreated hernia (one of five children who died in that community)?
A midwestern church called “Faith Assembly,” headquartered in Wilmot, Indiana, reportedly is responsible for 52 deaths
among its followers. According to the Fort Wayne News-Sentinel, their leader, Hobart Freeman, claims he will never die
and threatens followers who turn away from his teachings with going to hell. Freeman decreed that people of faith don’t
need doctors. As a result, 28 babies ended up born dead because their mothers refused medical care during pregnancy,
along with seven children who died of chicken pox, pneumonia, cancer, or burns, plus seven mothers during childbirth
and ten other adults who died of various untreated illnesses. These are only the known dead in a secretive church that
may exert influence over 2000 believers in six states. When Christian Scientist parents of a 4-year-old California girl with
meningitis provided no treatment except prayer, they were charged with criminal neglect after she died. They claimed
freedom of religion as their primary defense. But clearly, even though the tragic outcome was based upon the best of
intentions, their daughter needlessly lost her life (meningitis is easily treated). With prompt medical treatment she
probably would be alive today. The California Supreme Court rejected their religious-freedom argument, ruling that while
adults are free to martyr themselves for religious beliefs, “...parents have no right to free exercise of religion at the price
of a child’s life.”
While this chapter was being written, the TV newsmagazine Dateline ran the story of a religious-zealot group in
Attleborough, Massachusetts, led by Roland Robideau, yet another guru claiming to receive messages directly from God.
Among those inspired messages were demands that believers throw away their glasses, wedding rings and photo albums,
and that they sever all family ties. His followers are, you see, another “chosen people” and he is convinced that



Armageddon lies right around the corner (here it comes again). Among God’s reported commands was for mothers to
feed young children only breast milk with no solid food. Not surprisingly a toddler in Robideau’s flock starved to death
and ended up secretly and illegally buried in Baxter State Park. A guilt-ridden group member eventually blabbed and took
authorities to the burial site where they found the toddler’s body along with the bodies of two other infants who
apparently died during childbirth. Thirteen group members’ children were seized by authorities and found to be bruised,
underfed, and neglected. The leader refused to answer questions about these abused children, saying it was “between
myself and God.” While the starved child’s young father (the leader’s son) faces life in prison for first-degree murder, the
young mother is looking at 15 years for second-degree murder. But Roland Robideau, the goofy guru responsible for the
whole mess, was not charged with anything.
The previous case mentioned bruises found on kids. Some religious types consider beating children and leaving black and
blue marks to be virtuous because of Biblical statements about ‘sparing the rod and spoiling the child,’ the ‘blueing of
wounds cleansing the soul,’ and other abusive prescriptions. A popular book for Christian parents by fundamentalist
author J. Richard Fugate urges routine parental “chastisement” of children with a rod, suggesting it would even be
appropriate for an infant of six or seven months who “consciously rebels” against his parents. Child psychologists will
assure you that no infant less than a year old “consciously rebels” against anything. Two Jehovah’s Witness parents
followed the Bible and systematically beat their 12-year-old daughter to death by lashing her 160 times with a piece of
inch-thick rubberized electrical cable filled with wire. Why? They were upset that she was “uncooperative” (she had failed
to put away the laundry), so they tied her down and began meting out the biblical punishment of “40 lashes minus one,
three times.” When she began to scream, they stuffed a towel in her mouth, tore off her clothes, and continued the
beating. When her back started bleeding, they rolled her over and continued lashing her stomach and chest. The little girl
died of internal bleeding and her parents were charged with first-degree murder plus aggravated battery (while they
were at it, they had also beaten an 8-year-old son, but he survived).
When “The Prophet,” who ran a rural Michigan commune of “Black Hebrews,” ordered chastisement of kids in his group
“according to the Bible,” the teenaged son of a follower was beaten to death, with “...part of his buttocks being torn
away.” His mother, along with a couple of other eager beaters, promptly took a trip to the slammer, but once again, the
morally-responsible big fish simply wiggled away unscathed.
In Grand Rapids, Michigan, creative Baptist minister Dwight Wymer designed a chair with an electric grid to shock
youngsters (as young as 7) into “learning about God:”
“I can tell you the effectiveness of it just from Monday night. Just as soon as I said God wants to speak to you, are you
listening, they immediately quieted down.”
Could this have been after hearing screams along with “snap, crackle and pop?” He warned his kid victims:
“Sometimes God talks to you and calls you, and we just don’t listen. But sometimes he can shock you into hearing his
word, and this just makes that demonstration clear.”
At the time the Associated Press broke this story, Wymer had been zapping kids for six years and apparently nobody had
considered complaining to authorities about his blatant child abuse.
Some of the yahoos described above are no match for members of the “Church of God in Christ Through the Holy Spirit,
Inc.,” of Jasper, Arkansas. They had their own prophet, Mark Harris, and his pronouncements came fast and furious. It
seems the congregation was on a camping trip when Harris suddenly got an inspiration, prophesying that a woman in the
group would be burned at the stake by satan-worshippers if the group didn’t immediately kill her three-year-old
daughter. With Mom’s approval, two members of the group took little Stephanie into the woods to pick berries, pumped
eight bullets into her body, wrapped her in plastic, stuffed her in a bucket and then buried her. The little girl’s mother
later explained that she was afraid to disobey the prophet because she could become “anathema,” meaning “God has
turned his face away from you, and you can never get into heaven.” Sounds like an excellent reason to stand aside as your
daughter is led away to be murdered.
Recently the Jonestown head count of 913 fatalities (some sources say 911) was actually surpassed in the world
sweepstakes for contemporary mass religious-nut deaths. Nearly a thousand religion-based murders occurred at Kampala
and Kanungu, Uganda, in compounds run by the “Movement for the Restoration of the Ten Commandments of God.” Its
leader, a one-time devout Roman Catholic named Joseph Kibwetere, believed that the Virgin Mary had selected him to
save the world. He predicted the world would end before January 1, 2000, but then pushed the date back a year when
the millennium came and went with no surprises from on high. Kibwetere prohibited smoking or drinking, claimed that
AIDS was God’s punishment for quaffing beer, and informed believers that Uganda had been chosen by God as “New
Israel” where believers would survive three days of darkness and eventually live peacefully in a flat world connected
directly to heaven. Group members were forbidden to ever speak to each other and were denied sex, music, snacks or
soap. They lived on a rigid schedule, starting at 3 A.M., with hard daytime field work capped off by hours-long evening
sermons. Those sermons were the only words permitted to be spoken, so it was impossible for anyone to criticize or
question the leader. If an individual attempted to do so, Kibwetere would go into a quaking rage and threaten death.
Eventually authorities were tipped off and stacks of bodies were recovered in mass graves at four sites, some hacked to



death, some hanged (ropes still attached), and others showed no apparent cause of death (probably poisoned). More
than three hundred followers were roasted alive in a sealed building that was set afire. The final list of the dead included
hundreds of children. It seems that cult members had sold all their belongings and given the money to the church to
guarantee their entry into heaven at world’s end. But when January 1st, 2000, rolled by, the world remained irritatingly
intact and some followers demanded a refund. That request may have cost them their lives. It is not known if Kibwetere
and his henchmen survived or died among the followers, but international warrants have been issued for their arrest.
It’s not only Christian nut-groups that do innocent people in. The Muslim world has its share of whackos. Consider the
March, 2002, report of a school fire in Mecca, Saudi Arabia, where male firefighters and paramedics were forcibly
prevented from rescuing schoolgirls by the religious police, the “Committee for the Propagation of Virtue and the
Prevention of Vice.” Why? Because some of the girls were not wearing mandatory Islamic dress, which covers the entire
body and hair. Consequently, fourteen girls died in the fire and fifty others were injured. In 2009 Pakistani lawmaker Israr
Ullah Zehri defended in Parliament tribesmen who had beaten and buried alive five women, three of them teenagers.
Their offense? Wishing to choose their own husbands. “These are centuries-old traditions and I will continue to defend
them. Only those who indulge in immoral acts should be afraid.” Thanks for the tip, Israr. How about Suzan Carson and
her husband Michael, who went on their own personal holy war ordered by Allah. It seems Suzan was convinced she had
a psychic gift for recognizing “witches” and her husband was quite happy to kill them. One of their three victims was
determined to be a “psychic vampire who used witchcraft,” so the “law of Islam” decreed her execution. They argued that
the killings were carried out in self-defense since as fundamentalist Muslims they accepted literally the parts of scripture
condemning witches. Then there is the case of 20-year-old Naima Melody Johnson, of San Francisco, shot several times in
the face by her boyfriend. Why? Because the day before her murder she had put on makeup and taken off her traditional
Muslim headdress, the Kamar, to serve as a maid of honor at a friend’s wedding. Her 23-year-old boyfriend, who strictly
follows the codes of Islam, apparently considered her violation of Muslim tenets to be a capital offence and carried out
the execution himself.
Apparently there is no end to the creative ways of convincing slack-jawed, religion-besotted followers to do in themselves
or others. The best known recent example of religious group suicide is the “Heaven’s Gate” cult (mentioned briefly in a
previous chapter) and its 38 members who “shed their containers” to follow Marshall Applewhite into death via
phenobarbital. They lived in a lock-step society inside a southern California mansion, both men and women sporting buzz
cuts, black jump-suits, and wearing surgical booties around the house. They swore off sex and some of the men even
castrated themselves, all the while spouting a mixture of Christianity and UFO-buff fantasy. The extensive nationwide
media coverage of the Heaven’s Gate mass suicide failed to turn up their 20-year-old connection to strange happenings in
Oregon. At that time, a number of residents of the coastal village of Waldport attended a public lecture presented by
“The Two.” Fliers for their talk promised answers to questions about, “UFOs - why they are here, who they have come for,
when they will leave.” Most of those who heard the presentation returned to their homes, “...laughing off the crazy talk.”
But a number were enthralled and promptly gave up their property, bank accounts, children, and jobs to follow “The
Two”... all in preparation for travel on a UFO. Estimates put followers in the hundreds as the leaders traveled around the
country spouting Bible-based messages demanding that followers forsake their worldly lives, including spouses, children,
alcohol, sex, and money. The mysterious speakers were none other than Marshall Applewhite and Bonnie Nettles. Nettles
died in 1985, still recruiting UFO travelers, but Applewhite continued recruiting believers and eventually became the
Heaven’s Gate’s suicide leader named “Bo.” A late ‘70s article in the Baltimore Sun commented, “...instead of the
martyrdom they predicted, the couple simply slipped out of sight, some said with thousands of dollars their followers had
relinquished to them.” That article concluded by noting that some of Applewhite’s followers never returned to their small
Oregon home town and added with an irony provided only by today’s perfect hindsight:
“The fate of Applewhite and Nettles is similarly lost. Police officials said they broke no laws with their preaching, so they
were left to drift unmolested into history.”
They may have drifted into history, but the 37 recruits whose lives drifted into death along with Applewhite’s were hardly
“unmolested.”
And, the beat goes on. With only minor media fanfare the “Order of the Solar Temple” managed during the past decade
to convince 74 European and Canadian believers to commit suicide, the most recent incident involving five members
burned alive in a Quebec house torched by rigged propane tanks.
Newspapers some time ago carried the story of Jeffry Don Lundgren, the 40-year-old lay minister of the “Reorganized
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints,” located near Cleveland. He decreed that several members of his flock must be
killed in order to bring much-needed blessings from God. He was convicted of five counts of aggravated kidnapping and
murder for shooting a young mother, father, and their three small daughters. Doesn’t that sound like a great plan,
guaranteed to produce godly blessings?
Some religious zealots prefer to target outsiders rather than their own dedicated members. Lindberg Sanders of Memphis
got the brilliant idea, not exactly original, that the world was going to end following a lunar eclipse. When his prophecy
failed he explained this meant the anti-Christ was coming after his group in the guise of a police officer. So it makes sense



that his followers grabbed a 34-year-old policeman and slowly beat him to death while other officers gathering outside
the house listened to his screams. When police finally stormed the place they killed Sanders and six of his followers,
including a son. It later came out that Sanders considered himself to be a “black Jesus,” his believers apparently eagerly
swallowing that bullpuckey and betting their future on it. The lack of critical thought in this situation cost the lives of a
police officer and seven members of the group.
When police in Philadelphia stormed the fortress headquarters of MOVE, a radical back-to-nature religious cult, the fire
resulting from a police bomb incinerated 60 other homes. Cult leader John Africa and five of his estimated one hundred
followers also went up in smoke. His group believed in eating raw food, never bathing, dumping garbage in their yard and
welcoming rats in the house. When police eventually showed up with an eviction notice, Africa’s armed followers fired at
them, precipitating the eventual shootout and firestorm.
Then there is Ervil LeBaron, the leader of a Salt Lake City polygamist group, who convinced his “Church of the Lamb of
God” members that he had the power to discover “false prophets” who must be sentenced to death. Two of his followers
(themselves threatened with a death sentence if they failed their mission) blew away a rival polygamist group leader
named Rulon C. Allred, whose own group of gullible believers reportedly numbered more than 2000. Allred was credited
with being the father of 40. In addition, LeBaron planned to knock off his own brother, Verlan LeBaron, leader of yet
another flock of dedicated polygamists.
Gary Heidnik, minister of a Pennsylvania doofus-group called the “United Church of the Ministers of God,” was charged
with kidnapping and raping three women and murdering two others. It was difficult for him to deny the charges because
police found three half-naked and malnourished women chained in his basement where they had been confined for as
long as three months. Human limbs were stored in Heidnik’s refrigerator and other body parts sat in a pot on the stove.
They were believed to be pieces of a 24-year-old woman who had died after being dangled for several days tied by one
hand to a beam. One of the rescued women told police that Heidnik had bragged that he had ground up part of the
woman’s flesh in a food processor, mixed it with dog food, and fed it to his captives. Must be he figured cannibalism is
part of God’s master plan.
Fortunately most cults do not promote child abuse, suicide, human sacrifice, cannibalism or taking pot-shots at cops. But
what they do promote can still be pretty damned silly. My favorite example is the “Children of Light,” a group committed
to living a regimented life in an isolated desert commune without benefit of sex, meat or other “sins.” They were
promised back in the 1950’s that if they did so they would live forever. Eleven of the original 18 members have since died,
apparently not living forever, but that doesn’t deter the faithful survivors. They reason that those who died must
somehow have strayed from the correct path or perhaps God had other plans for them. At last report their preacher,
“Elect Gold,” was nearing 100 years of age and bedridden by illness, so “Elect Star,” another of the group’s doddering
founders, had taken over. She assured interviewers, “I think the sun will stop shining before this fades out.” Sure thing,
Star.
Another anti-sex religious group called the “Esoteric Fraternity” is located just a few miles from my home. By the late 20th
century they were experiencing considerable difficulty attracting new recruits willing to become hermits and sign on for a
lifetime of sexual abstinence. “When man gives up the sex act the kingdom of God will be established on earth,” spouted
the group’s founder, Hiram Erastus Butler, back in 1887. Believers accepted his revealed doctrine specifying that when
the Fraternity eventually grew to 144,000 members they would become the “order of Melchizedek as prophesied in the
revelations of the Bible.” Their current leader admitted to being a bit disheartened at the time of his last interview since
only three members survived, leaving the fraternity precisely 143,997 members short of its goal. When asked if lifting the
celibacy vow might help to bring in new followers, Fred Peterson said:
“All our doctrine is based on life totally without sex. That is what we are all about. To remove that would mean the end of
our purpose on earth.... Heaven on earth will never be achieved until people quit having sex.”
Peterson was named successor by the fraternity’s previous leader, William Corecco, shortly before his death (even though
Peterson was not at that time a member of the group). Peterson noted, “I have been stuck here ever since Corecco died. I
cannot leave. I cannot contravene cosmic will.” Since this newspaper interview was conducted some years ago, I drove by
the headquarters to check on their current status. The sign still stands and the gate remains locked. I was told by a
neighbor that “Esoteric Fred” is today the sole survivor.
True believers sometimes hang in there tenaciously, which brings to mind Bill Maupin and his “Lighthouse Gospel Tract
Foundation” of Tucson. Based upon careful calculations, he and his followers were all set to be raptured up to heaven on
June 28, 1981. Maupin planned to await the world’s end in the nude, “dressed in the robes of righteousness,” looking
skyward where Christ was expected to appear with a great shout and an angel tooting a trumpet. Some of his dedicated
church members quit jobs and sold their homes in preparation for the June liftoff. When nothing appeared in the sky on
the 28th except a few clouds, Maupin announced the rapture would surely occur the next day at noon. Next day a few
disciples shed tears as their time to float skyward came and went without any sign of levitation. So Maupin gave the
problem more thought and concluded that he had miscalculated because of a failure to take into account the 40 days of
Noah’s flood.



“When we didn’t get raptured, the Lord showed us that we were off by 40 days. August 7 is the day. We’re even more
confident now than ever. Truly this is the last 40 days... We just missed it by a bit, and from what I see, there can be no
other date after this one. You cannot go past this.”
By this point some followers who had dumped jobs and liquidated property were borrowing money to make ends meet,
but that was O.K. because, insisted Maupin, “Everybody is even more steadfast than before.” Again they waited. When
their big day, Friday, August 7th, came and went, Maupin extended the deadline another day, citing a slight error in
calculation having to do with international time-zones. Finally, Saturday, August 8th also passed without incident, the
world endured and nobody floated anywhere. Steadfast prophet Maupin remained undaunted, insisting, “We’re thrilled
to death, not that the deadline passed, but that we haven’t lost faith.” Who could possibly see any reason to lose faith in
this guy?
Instead of waiting to be raptured up to heaven at the end of the world, perhaps we might prefer to stay right here on
earth and assure ourselves of that right by being armed to the teeth. That’s what the followers of Jim Ellison in Zarephath-
Horeb, Arkansas, are doing. They envision themselves on a mission from a militaristic God who has chosen them to be the
sole survivors of Armageddon. The men stroll about their encampment wearing camouflage uniforms, army boots, ammo
clips, knives, sidearms and assault rifles slung over their shoulders. Their spiritual leader lives in the biggest home (one of
the few with running water and electricity). The rest reside in beat-up trailers or spartan log homes (sound familiar?). The
women cheerily accept their role of total subservience to men, one insisting, “Women who want equality are messing up
bad,” while her husband adds, “We can talk about equal rights all day long, but when it gets down to the fist-fighting, see
who overcomes whom.” Sunday is mainly a day to practice military maneuvers, drilling in techniques of wilderness and
urban survival, shooting up human silhouette targets in a phony town constructed for that purpose, practicing home
defense tactics, “Christian martial arts,” and house-to-house combat. Those interested can take a course in “Christian
military truths” in order to “...learn Bible truths for the use of force and defense.” These gun-happy Christians are even
willing to train friendly outsiders, insisting, “We’ll teach anybody,” with leader Ellison somewhat limiting the qualifications
required for “anybody”: “If they’re white, Christian or sensible, any of those three, I’ll try to teach them.” Praise the Lord
and pass the ammunition!
Those folks don’t sound far removed from the “Christian Identity” movement, a coalition of white supremacist and anti-
government groups that include the “Aryan Nation,” “The Order,” “The Covenant,” and “The Sword and the Arm of the
Lord.” They all believe that northern Europeans (white Anglo-Saxons) are the lost tribes of Israel, Jews are “children of
Satan,” and people of color are “pre-Adamic,” a lower form of life.
For those who might suggest that cults such as those described here have been thoroughly exposed and no longer remain
a menace to society, just look around. As I sat proofreading this chapter on April 7, 2008, NBC’s Evening News showed
women with braided hair and pioneer-style floor-length dresses being escorted by authorities from a polygamist “armed
compound” in Eldorado, Texas. Over 400 children were taken into custody following charges of sexual and physical abuse,
including forced marriage to middle-aged men and childbearing as early as age 14. Leader Warren Jeffs was already in jail,
convicted of involvement in the rape of a 14-year-old. Carolyn Jessup, who had escaped with her eight children after 35
years, described a life of total control, including even “water-boarding” of infants in order to “break them” from crying.
During the interview she charged that mothers were kept subservient to men and “on their knees” through beatings of
their children.
The message of the religious-zealot groups discussed in this chapter is clear. They desire your property, your thoughts,
and your life. While some of them may not actually murder you or engineer your suicide, they nevertheless will
effectively steal your life through a twisted application of their grandiose beliefs, ideally leaving you a subservient,
unthinking, faithful puppet.
A fitting wrap for this chapter is a 2006 poem by Philip Appleman, first published in Freethought Today, the newsletter of
the Freedom From Religion Foundation in Madison, Wisconsin:

When the Syrians came down like a wolf on the fold,
Ahab of Israel sharpened his sword,

And soon the Jordan was running with blood.
Why did they kill?

They’d kill for the Lord.
When Mohammed ran off to Medina, he swore

He would roar back to Mecca, this time with a horde
Of warriors thirsting for infidel gore.

And why would they kill?
They’d kill for the Lord.

When the Pope’s Inquisition put thousands in chains
Where their bodies were broken and branded and gored,

The innocent perished in horrible pain.



Why did they kill?
Why, they killed for the Lord.

When Puritans filled all New England with dread
To persecute women whose thoughts they abhorred,
They strung up the “witches” until they were dead.

Why did they kill them?
They killed for the Lord.

Now our President says that God gives him the word:
Send infidels off to their blazing reward!

So now the Euphrates is running with blood,
And our born-again Prez says

We kill for the Lord.

CHAPTER 8
Miracles, Healing and Health Hokum

“A MIRACLE FROM GOD,” declares the bold Arizona Star headline over a color photo of an image supposed to be the
Virgin Mary. She appeared on a rusty water heater - in a stain starting near the top, spreading down the front and shaped
vaguely like a woman in a nun’s habit. The water heater’s owner insisted the image is the Virgin of Guadalupe, a Mary
apparition who last appeared to Mexican peasants back in 153l. The rotting tank stands nobly in a specially-prepared
shrine, surrounded by flowers and candles that were left by visiting faith-filled believers after word of the “miracle” got
out (several women from the community assist in maintaining the shrine).
Mary on a water heater is almost as impressive as Jesus on a tortilla (mentioned briefly in an earlier chapter). Maria
Rubio, who spotted Christ residing in a frying pan as she cooked burritos, enthused, “This is a miracle, it is meant to
change my life.”
Apparently it did - she resigned from her job as a maid and began tending to the tortilla full time (apparently a holy
tortilla, its chapel and shrine require considerable maintenance work). Thousands of visitors trekked to Maria’s New
Mexico tortilla shrine from as far away as California and New York. Most viewers could indeed make out a scorched image
of a bearded face, and a reporter from the Albuquerque Journal quipped, “It looks more like Leon Spinks to me.”
Undaunted, Maria gushed, “God has come into my life through this tortilla.”
Holy images can turn up almost anywhere, including forkfuls of spaghetti pictured on 70 Atlanta-area Pizza Hut billboards.
A woman reported driving by one of them, looking up and suddenly losing her breath:
“...I saw the Michelangelo version of Christ. I saw the crown of thorns. I saw the deep-set eyes. I saw the nose, the
moustache. I saw just the total vision of Christ.”
As word spread, groups of miracle-lovers gathered on their knees in front of billboards, hugging and praying together.
Jesus also made a surprise visit to a screen door in Port Neches, Texas. According to Time, the image of Christ on the
weathered screen drew more than 50,000 visitors. When African-American observers insisted that instead of Jesus they
saw Martin Luther King, Bobby Kennedy, or J.F.K., a local white farmer scoffed, “Boy, those people sure have an
imagination.” Jesus may be partial to screens. When a kitchen screen in Delcambre, Louisiana, was blessed with an image
of Jesus, it additionally provided enthusiastic visitors with visions of the cross, a crown of thorns, long-lost relatives, and
even dead children. The resident of the blessed house became so frightened she moved out.
Mary travels a bit too. If you drive through Elsa, Texas, stop and see her. She turned up there a few years ago reflected
from the bumper of a Camaro, spotted by the automobile’s owner as he worked on it. Thousands have since visited the
“Holy Camaro” which is safely housed in its own mini-chapel.
When Mary showed up two stories high on the side of a glass building in Clearwater, Florida, the resulting crush of
450,000 viewers cost the city over $40,000 for the extra police required to handle crowds and direct traffic. A “Miracle
Task Force” was set up to organize events, provide portable bathrooms, and arrange for mobile police and fire command
posts (awed viewers lighting candles in front of the building managed to spark a number of fires). Mary also appeared to
believers on the marble floor of a Mexico City subway station as well as on the stump of a large sawed-off branch at a
cemetery in Colma, California (wearing a white halo and dripping tears of sap).
The meandering Virgin managed to visit a Catholic church in tiny Colfax, California, appearing each morning for about an
hour, her bright image on an interior church wall. Overnight, sleepy Colfax became awash with traffic, reporters, and lines



of the faithful, cramming the choir-loft and church aisles to partake in the miracle. The holy mother was viewed by
thousands including Sacramento’s Bishop Francis Quinn who said: “It could be the image of the Blessed Mary in a
silhouette pose. She is holding the infant Jesus in her arms to the left side.” The Sacramento Bee featured a large photo
of the image, a figure-eight of light on the wall. A believer insisted, “I think it looks like Mary holding Jesus and she is
wearing a crown.” As crowds increased, people waiting outside began to see visions of angels above the church, silver
crucifixes turning gold, and a spinning sun with colors emanating from it (blissful believers sometimes stare too long at
the sun, causing permanent retinal damage and “visions”). An official church investigation was promised if the miracle
continued, and it did for eighteen days. Then the clouds rolled in. On the first gloomy morning, 400 of the faithful waited
for hours, but nothing happened. This was exactly as predicted by a Sacramento State University physics professor who
had determined that the “miracle” was caused by sunlight shining through the stained-glass window and reflecting from a
hanging light fixture. Eventually the local bishop accepted this mundane explanation and acknowledged that the image
was not, “...something that was direct intervention of God.” But visitors and local believers were undeterred. A woman
from Santa Cruz, who drove several hours and saw nothing, discarded all naturalistic explanations, concluding,
“We are not worthy I guess. The cloudy day has nothing to do with it. I don’t believe in that. She does appear, for that I’m
sure. We are not all worthy to see things sometimes.”
Talk about taking personal responsibility. A church member also found little merit in the physicist’s explanation and
commented to a reporter: “Well, that’s the theory according to the scientific community, but as a good Christian, I believe
we experienced in the city of Colfax a miracle.” As winter clouds continued and the miracle failed to reappear, the crowds
dispersed and Colfax returned to its normal semi-conscious state.
For psychologists who study human perception, there is nothing miraculous about religious visions. When human beings
look at vague and ambiguous stimuli, like clouds or patterns of light, we see different things at different times depending
upon who we are, our expectations, background, beliefs, and desires. Lights on walls, swirls of spaghetti, tree stumps,
screen doors, or patterns on marble floors can function as natural inkblots for impromptu Rorschach tests. What is seen
in them reflects the thoughts of the observer and peer-group pressure (projection), not anything miraculous or divine.
Another version of the media-proclaimed miracle involves events interpreted by believers to be “signs” purposely placed
on earth by God for all to see. The “shroud of Turin” is a fine example, supposedly displaying a miraculous negative image
of Christ imprinted on a cloth that is claimed to have covered his dead body. Shroud supporters remain unconcerned that
carbon dating places the shroud’s age at only 600 years, or that a Papal investigation following its first public display in
the 1400’s concluded it was a forged relic promoted to coax contributions from faithful pilgrims. As I am writing this
chapter in 2008 the shroud has hit the news again, with a group of supporters insisting that the carbon-dating tests
completed in the 1980’s were in error and the shroud may be genuine after all.
The media carry endless stories about weeping or bleeding statues and paintings, even though several have been exposed
as outright hoaxes. The olive-oil tears are designed to draw the faithful... and encourage donations. Advocates of “sign
from God” miracles maintain that these are powerful proofs offered by God to convince a skeptical world of his existence.
But if you were God, all-powerful and able to do anything, would you select a puny miracle like tears on a statue or
smudges on a cloth to convincingly demonstrate your existence? Instead, why not have Jesus and Mary suddenly appear
all over the world, standing fifty miles tall and booming out in voices that shake the earth: “HARK, YE SKEPTICS, GRAB A
GANDER AT THIS!” Wouldn’t that be a tad more convincing as a “sign from God.” (This worthy suggestion for a convincing
god-demo came from an article in the Vermont Vanguard Press - I am sorry to say I misplaced the author’s name and am
unable to give that individual proper credit for helping out God.) Yet another type of media-hyped miraculous event could
be labeled “the finger of God” miracle. In this case a bad situation occurs and, it is claimed, God directly intervenes,
purposely poking his mighty finger into the worldly pie to save someone from disaster. For example, consider the two
nuns who survived a spectacular freeway wreck, emerging with only scratches and bruises after their demolished car was
dragged hundreds of feet beneath a big rig. Newspaper accounts reflected their belief in a miracle: “Have you seen the
car? It’s a mess, a bit of accordion. I thought to myself, there’s living proof God wasn’t ready for me yet.” Nice of busy old
God to intervene on their behalf, but as long as He was in attendance, why did God stand idly by while an innocent
passenger in another passing vehicle died horribly? That person was riding in a pickup truck traveling in the other
direction. When the truck’s driver slowed to gawk at the nuns’ mangled car, they were rear-ended, the pickup exploded
in flames, and the poor woman was incinerated. Was God too pooped out from his nun-saving exertions to protect other
passing motorists? Does he care more about nuns than non-nuns? Does he limit himself to a single miracle per disaster?
Whenever “miracles” are publicly proclaimed, we invariably encounter this variety of tunnel vision concerning related
events. While God supposedly made a special effort to help one person, he appears to have been uncaring about others.
A Sacramento Bee headline in 1994 announced, “BOY FOUND ALIVE NEXT TO MOM’S BODY 5 DAYS AFTER CRASH.” The
subheadline said, “GOD’S HAND WAS ON THAT BABY,” which was a quote from the 3-year-old’s great grandmother.
Really? Now let’s get this straight: The boy’s mother drove off a cliff with him at her side, the car sailed 40 feet down an
embankment and smashed into a tree. The boy was unhurt but mom was busted up so badly that internal injuries slowly
killed her. The toddler then spent five days suffering hunger, thirst, and exposure in temperatures approaching 100



degrees, huddled next to the bloating corpse of his dead mother. God’s hand was on him? Sounds more like God’s foot,
with a twisting and grinding motion. If God’s hand was so eager to spring into action, why didn’t it prevent Mom’s car
from going off the road in the first place, or over the cliff, or hitting a tree, or producing fatal injuries for the innocent
young woman? Why did that slow-to-act divine hand allow a helpless 3-year-old to experience five terrifying days clinging
to his dead mother? Gee, great miracle, big guy, I’m really impressed!
Another front-page Sacramento Bee headline trumpeted, “A ‘MIRACLE’: GIRL FOUND ALIVE.” The case involved a 12-
year-old girl taken from her home at knife-point by a parolee. Three different sections in the article proclaimed a
“miracle.” The cops (who actually caught the culprit) played right along, one of the first to reach the naked but unharmed
girl saying, “You never quit praying and you never quit hoping... and sometimes you get a miracle to happen.” An FBI
agent stuck in his theological oar, commenting, “There were tears at the police command post and we all thanked God
and that made it a very satisfying day.” The local police described the girl’s parents erupting with shouts of “Thank God!”
when they heard their daughter was safe, Dad later insisting, “God answered our prayers.” But if God cared so much
about this youngster that he decided to intervene directly, why didn’t he step in earlier and stop the abduction from
being carried out in the first place? Why should he need to be talked into it by tearful prayers from relatives, friends, and
police? How come he ignored similar heartfelt prayers in the infamous Polly Klass abduction case, or, even closer to
home, the fervent prayers for two other local teenaged girls who were also abducted and eventually murdered? The only
miracle occurring in this case is that the police and volunteer searchers who actually saved the girl’s life didn’t throw a fit
when everyone kept giving God credit for their hard work.
Maybe God, being a really, REALLY old guy, suffers from hearing loss. How else might we explain his allowing a tornado to
destroy an Alabama Methodist church right in the middle of a Palm-Sunday service while 140 earnest worshippers were
praising him and his son? At the moment the storm slammed into the church, they were ironically singing, “The Lord will
Provide.” The Lord provided a flattened building, burying dozens beneath collapsed brick walls. Six children were among
the twenty dead while ninety others were injured. This carnage hardly reflects a divine sense of music appreciation.
Where was God when 39 died in a stampede at a Hindu festival at Nasik, India, or when a rope snapped at a Hindu shrine
in southern India and 51 pilgrims died in a landslide? Or how about the event that inspired Voltaire to write “Candide”
which questions the idea of an all-seeing benevolent God: A huge earthquake in Lisbon, Portugal, occurred during Mass
on All Saints’ Day in 1755 and killed perhaps 30,000 people. Was God on vacation?
Following a devastating tornado in the Midwest a few years ago, a TV news interviewer questioned a woman who had
been right in its path. He asked if she had been scared and she replied, “No, I wasn’t, ‘cause when God is with you he puts
a shield around you.” You might wonder why another woman who got caught in the same tornado didn’t have God’s
shield around her because she ended up dead as a mackerel.
Almost everyone in America followed the news about the infamous Columbine High shootings in Littleton, Colorado,
where two rampaging students killed a teacher and twelve fellow students, wounded dozens more, then committed
suicide. When 70,000 people showed up at a Denver memorial service for the victims, the newsmedia zeroed in on a large
sign held by audience members proclaiming, “ANGELS ARE AMONG US.” If so, why didn’t one of them show up a few days
earlier and do something to stop the slaughter? Why bother to be “among us” at a memorial service for the dead after
they uselessly flapped around and did nothing during the killings? A Columbine student interviewed on the Today Show
emotionally described events: He and a friend were inside when the shooting started so they ran for the exits and
managed to escape the building. Each then realized that his sister remained trapped inside. One suggested, “Let’s pray for
them!” They prayed together for half an hour, then burst into cheers as one sister sprinted out safe and sound. “See,
prayer works!,” they agreed when they spotted her. But later in the interview the young guest acknowledged that while
his friend’s sister had indeed escaped unharmed, his sister was among those found murdered inside. Yet nobody on the
Today show suggested the obvious for her case: “See, prayer doesn’t work!”
It is silly stuff like this that inspired Dan Barker (who was an evangelical preacher for 17 years) of the Freedom From
Religion Foundation to write his most popular song: “Nothing Fails Like Prayer.” (Dan credits Robert Ingersoll, the famous
American freethinker of the late 1800’s, with the last four lines.) It goes like this:

NOTHING FAILS LIKE PRAYER
Chorus: Nothing fails like prayer

Nothing fails like prayer
Use your mind and you will find...

Nothing fails like prayer.
The farmers pray for precipitation,

and say, “In God We Trust.”
Then along comes a drought and dries the crops out

And turns their prayers to dust.
The next time they need some assistance,
They should take the advice of Mark Twain,



Who said, “It’s better to check the weather report
Before you pray for rain.”

You buy a hundred lottery tickets,
Then you ask the Holy Ghost

To influence the gods to better your odds
Because you deserve it the most.
Then reality teaches you a lesson
About hoping for heavenly grants:

The success rate of prayer happens to fare
No better than chance.

You reach the final week of the school year,
And you haven’t studied your best,

So you stay up and cram for the final exam,
And pray for God’s help on the test.

Then you answer the questions with assurance
That the Lord will help you sail through.

When the results are returned, what have youlearned? God is no smarter than you!
You ask a supernatural power

For sunshine on your wedding day,
Then along comes a thunder shower
And washes your prayers away.

When things go right, you praise the Almighty,
And give thanks in Jesus’ name.

But when things go wrong, you change your song...
God never gets the blame.

How many centuries will it take us
Before we realize

There are no magic forces in nature,
No watchful eyes in the sky?

A single plow is much more effective
Than a hundred prayers a day.

The hands that help are better far
Than lips that pray.

(Copyright 1994 by Dan Barker)

Another popular category of supposed divine intervention is the “healing miracle.” Proponents make extravagant claims
of miracle cures which run the gamut of ailments from tooth decay to hypertension, AIDS, and cancer. Many involve a
“healer” who is purported to be gifted with special healing powers. These folks generally provide the disclaimer that God
is behind whatever benefits might derive from their mumbo-jumbo (a ploy to avoid prosecution for practicing medicine
without a license). This species of hokum includes “faith healers,” those slick-talking hucksters described in Chapter 6,
who use electronic gimmicks or sleight of hand to con money out of gullible followers. Healers tend to yell, prance, and
wave their arms a lot, commanding the afflicted to “Heal!” Showbiz at heart, they often capitalize on their target’s center-
stage adrenaline burst and get him or her to engage in an activity that would normally be avoided (as if that proved
healing had truly occurred): “Look at him walk... look at him run, the devil and his terrible arr-thurr-eye-tis are gone,
praise the Lord!”
As in most fields of professional endeavor, the world of miraculous healing has specialists who claim expertise within a
specific area of bodily malfunction. My favorite (meaning the most conducive to laughter) is the practice of “divine
dentistry.” Most of us do not relish the prospect of having our teeth scraped, drilled, filled, or yanked. Miraculous dental
healers assure us these are all unnecessary since they (with God’s assistance) can repair teeth and even make new ones
pop into your head, all painlessly. No blood, sweat, or tears necessary. They require only prayer and donations. Willard
and Margaret Fuller traveled the world ministering to needy mouths with, as their posters proclaimed, “An Evening of
Spiritual Dental Healing and Healing of Maladies, Malfunctions, and Malformities.” (Actually, there is no such word as
“malformity,” but never mind, the Fullers will heal it for you anyway.) Willard appeared in Sacramento as part of a
northern California tour. According to the Sacramento Bee, 150 local hopefuls parted with $10 each to have him lay
hands on their jaws, “In the name of Jesus.” Fuller assured his audience he had caused 28 perfect teeth to suddenly “pop



through like popcorn” into a poor Brooklyn boy’s mouth, and also claimed that in Berkeley the previous evening a
believer’s crooked tooth “moved right away into place.” Sacramento attendees peered eagerly into each others’ mouths
with flashlights to see if, as promised, fillings were growing in and polishing themselves. One woman announced she saw
a new porcelain cap on a rear molar while a friend insisted, “She’s getting gold, oh, look at that gold, that is really neat.” A
Sacramento chiropractor insisted he could feel new enamel growing over the top halves of two worn teeth he planned to
have capped. (Gosh, what does growing enamel feel like?) One of two attending dentists observed that audience
proclamations about improved teeth might be, “...a little bit of mass hysteria.”
Enthusiasm for divine dentistry worked nicely in a small church in Weatherford, Texas, near Fort Worth. It seems 8,000
people from around Texas and six neighboring states attended dental healing services over a 10-week period. The faithful
insisted that gold teeth, crowns, plates, bridges and bands had materialized, and one church elder even had a “short leg”
grow out, while another attendee lost chronic back pain. The main focus, though, was gold teeth, the pastor explaining,
“Why gold teeth? Why not perfect health? We just feel God is touching and saying, ‘Have a little Gold.’ It’s a sign.” No
mention was made of the gold collected in offering plates during the Texas dental extravaganza, but they probably did
just fine. Willard Fuller’s one night visit to Sacramento netted him $1,500. Not bad for an evening’s work — if you call
spouting drivel “work.”
Before you hang out your own divine dentistry shingle and cash in on eager-believers, beware the hazards in this line of
endeavor. Claims of miracle dentistry are not tough to tackle using CRITIC. The CLAIM of new teeth or fillings is one that
can clearly be defined and verified. His ROLE is obvious: money. INFORMATION backing his claims was entirely anecdotal,
comprised of testimonials from supposedly healed believers. A TEST was not difficult to arrange. When Brother Fuller
showed up in Australia to market mouth miracles, subjects with known dental problems were sent to be carefully
assessed at Sydney University’s dental school. Before and after full-mouth x-rays showed that Fuller produced no change
in dental conditions. He was arrested for practicing bogus dentistry, fined $400, and placed on probation. Fuller promptly
returned to the U.S., ending little worse for the wear since it is estimated that his Aussie trip raked in about $30,000
before he was pinched. Even if we subtract his fine, plus a grand for a round-trip airline ticket, and a couple of G’s for food
and lodging, he still netted over $25,000 for a three-week effort. In his case there was of course no INDEPENDENT
verification of his claimed powers, and the CAUSE could only be based on the old religious-huckster fallback position,
“God does it!”
Speaking of Australia, a couple of curious cases there demonstrate that strange things can happen when hokey-miracle
healers become entangled in the legal system. One involved a “psychic surgeon of the Philippines,” and before we get to
his Australia adventure we must take a look at how the scam works. This special brand of miracle “surgery” takes only a
few minutes and supposedly involves no pain, scars or post-operative discomfort. Whatever your medical problem,
psychic surgeons claim they can cure it by psychically reaching their hands inside your abdomen, mucking about a bit (as
blood froths around their churning fingers), and then extracting bloody bits and pieces of whatever is supposedly wrong
internally (such as cancer). They then dramatically wipe clean your blood-drenched stomach and presto, the “psychic
incision” miraculously disappears and you are restored to health — minus hundreds or thousands of dollars. (One of
these grifters operating in Los Angeles reportedly was pocketing a hundred bucks a minute for his valuable time.) It’s not
hard to apply CRITIC to this scam and of course follow-up studies have shown that genuinely ill people were not healed.
Some victims actually canceled scheduled life-saving surgery because they truly believed the “psychic surgeon” had
already done it, learning later to their dismay that it was by then too late to be saved by real surgery. What sleight-of-
hand psychic-surgeons do, of course, is simply palm packets of blood and bits of animal tissue, smearing them around
your abdomen while pretending that their folded-under fingers are penetrating your body. When investigators have
retrieved bits of “tumors” supposedly removed from patients’ stomach cavity, analysis of the material has invariably
found it to be chicken guts or beef organ meat. But true believers may remain unfazed by such revelations, responding:
“Isn’t it amazing? The psychic surgeon not only removed my tumor but he also transformed it into chicken guts. It’s a
double miracle!”
While on a globe-trotting trip for BBC, Monty Python’s Michael Palin visited a Philippine psychic surgeon and spotted him
palming and then popping small blood-filled balloons as he worked. When Palin later confronted the “surgeon” with his
observation, the smiling bunko-artist remained unperturbed, denying it had happened and insisting that Palin could not
possibly understand the healing because it can only be accurately observed with “the third eye.” I have seen Mr. Palin in
movies, on the Monty Python TV series, and in numerous travelogues, and I will have to admit he does not appear to
possess a “third eye.”
When “Brother Joe” set up a psychic-surgery operation in Sacramento, he made a tactical error by telling clients he could
cure cancer. Joe was blissfully unaware of California cancer-quackery laws which prohibit anyone but a licensed physician
from treating cancer (because cancer victims are prime targets for con artists - like Joe - who wish to separate the
desperate dying from their money). When arrested by state medical authorities during “surgery,” Brother Joe was found
to have a container of bloody “bovine material” nearby as well as rolls of cash apparently fleeced from believers. Joe
announced that he would fight his arrest, arguing that his healing operation was protected by “freedom of religion.” State



prosecutors in Sacramento arranged to fly magician James Randi from his home in Florida for the trial. Randi had
previously given a dramatic and stomach-churning demonstration of psychic surgery trickery on the Johnny Carson Show
and was to provide a similar demo of the gory con-game for the jury. But Brother Joe suddenly flip-flopped and entered a
no-contest plea, expressing willingness to serve time instead of duking it out in court. We later heard that Joe’s psychic
surgery colleagues around the world had informed him in no uncertain terms that the last thing they wanted was national
publicity in a precedent-setting trial, with prime-time exposure of their scam. They told Joe to shut up, do his time quietly,
and they would pay all his bills. Being a savvy huckster, that’s what Joe did.
Let’s return to Australia where a psychic surgeon arrived amidst much ballyhoo, promising the usual miracles. The local
skeptics organization sent him a healthy “patient” suffering from a bogus ailment. The man was given the standard dog
and pony show and assured he was cured. The bogus patient filed a fraud complaint and the psychic surgeon was duly
arrested. When the case went to court, the judge’s thinking turned out to be nuttier than that of the psychic surgeon. He
actually ruled “not guilty,” asserting that no fraud had occurred. What? The judge reasoned that when the skeptic made
an appointment with the healer, he expected to be conned by tricks and sleight of hand. What he got during his
treatment session was tricks and sleight of hand, or exactly what he expected. He could not have been defrauded
because he actually got what he thought he would get, a con job. How’s that for creative logic?
Maybe no more surprising is another odd Australian court ruling (perhaps it was the same judge). In this case someone
sued a company that produced reports derived from “biorhythms.” This was a fad pseudoscience of the 1980’s based on
the notion that three different biological cycles start at birth, going up and down in periods of 23 days (physical well-
being), 28 days (emotions) and 33 days (intellectual functioning). They supposedly continue cycling like clockwork
throughout life and, depending on each day’s relationship between the three (which can be “up” or “down”), you can
reliably predict good days, bad days, and neutral days. These rhythms are claimed to be universal and experienced by
every person on earth. An obvious question that pops up when applying CRITIC is, if this is such an important universal
biological process, why do the cycles start on the day we are born instead of on the day of conception when all other
biological functions begin? The answer is obvious: We all know the day we were born, but almost nobody knows the day
of conception, and if these imaginary bio-cycles started the day we were conceived there would be no way to operate a
business charting them. The lawsuit charged (backed up by the scientific evidence) that the three bio-cycles do not exist,
so the entire biorhythm enterprise was fraudulent. But the court again ruled “not guilty,” noting that the proponents
claimed their reports were based on the relationship of the three biological-cycles, but they did not guarantee that those
cycles actually existed. So how could there be fraud? How indeed?
A chapter on miracles requires a brief look at another faith-based grabbag of hokey-healing methods, the increasingly
popular, self-promoting field of “alternative health” (also known as “complementary,” “integrative,” or “holistic”
medicine). I include alternative health hokum under the rubric of “miracles” because even though its promoters do not
suggest divine intervention in support of their products, they do promise miraculous results despite a glaring absence of
convincing evidence to back up their claims. Instead of faith in God, they require faith in the nebulous world of esoteric
folk knowledge. A typical example is a “healing expert” who was booked for a local speech as an authority on “natural
healing modalities.” The newspaper announcement casually noted that he had completely healed himself of lung cancer
in three weeks and leukemia in five days. How special.
Be aware that any treatment called “alternative health” carries that label because it has never been scientifically
demonstrated to have a reliable effect. Once a treatment, drug, herb, or potion has been shown in double-blind studies
to have safe and reliable results, it is no longer called “alternative.” You should also be aware that a few years ago,
Congress, well-greased by campaign contributions, exempted “health-food” manufacturers from the requirement that
the contents and benefits listed on their product labels be true. Thanks, Congress, you are always concerned with the
needs of consumers.
In most cases, of course, it doesn’t matter what is in the bottle or what it says on the label because it probably won’t do
anything anyway (although a few herbal offerings have been found to be risky in high doses or because of interactions
with prescription drugs). In the most lucrative area of alternative health products, no matter what the label says there is
actually nothing in the bottle except water and a little alcohol. I am referring to the fanciful world of “homeopathic
remedies,” a bizarre universe where “less is more,” and nothing at all is the best of all possible worlds. Supermarkets offer
racks of homeopathic products, some quite expensive, most of which do not contain any measurable amount of the
“active ingredients” listed on the label. How can this be? Easy, but only if you buy into the logic of Samuel Hahnemann, a
German physician who dreamed up homeopathy back in the late 1700’s. From his fertile imagination came the “law of
similars,” or, “like cures like.” Hahnemann proposed that the ability of minuscule amounts of a drug to cure a disease is
suggested by its ability to produce symptoms of that disease if ingested in significant doses by healthy, disease-free
individuals. While normally the bigger the ingested dose of a drug, the bigger the effect, Hahnemann reasoned that for a
person who already had symptoms, the smaller the dose the more effective a drug would be in getting rid of symptoms.
So, according to this logic, if a significant dose of belladonna will reliably cause a headache in a healthy and headache-free
person, then a tiny bit of belladonna should eliminate a headache that already exists.



This fanciful notion can of course be rigorously tested. That’s how medical science works: come up with an idea, maybe
even one that is far out, try it experimentally on a small scale, and if that trial is effective, test it rigorously with a large
number of participants using double blinds. But Hahnemann and his followers didn’t bother with rigorous testing, they
just started applying his notions to their patients, and homeopaths have continued doing so to this day. The blind-faith
approach to health care saves a lot of time and expense normally required to determine if a treatment really works! And
if the smaller the dose (the more dilute the product) the better the results, then why not just keep diluting until nothing is
left — and charge a high price for it? All without concern about side-effects since the dosage of any drug would be too
tiny to produce side effects.
Sound preposterous? No need to take my word for it. Just visit your local library and find Consumer Reports, March 1994
issue, which states flatly that “homeopathic remedies defy scientific plausibility.” That is because when homeopaths
order a small dose of a substance, they mean a really small dose, as in nothing. To understand how their concoctions
could contain nothing, inspect some homeopathic remedy labels at the market for level of dilution, indicated by a number
with a “C” behind it. Each C stands for dilution to one hundredth of where it started. The most common dilution is “30C,”
which means one drop of the designated ingredient is mixed with 99 drops of water/alcohol, shaken, then one drop of
that solution is mixed with 99 more drops of water/alcohol mix, and so forth, for thirty times. At that point the incredible
degree of dilution would be expressed by a 1 over 10 to the 60th power, or a one followed by sixty zeros. That makes it a
million billion times more dilute than a solution made from dissolving one molecule of salt in a body of water as large as
all the Earth’s oceans combined! It is the same as dissolving one grain of salt in a volume of water that would fill ten
thousand billion spheres, each one large enough to enclose our entire solar system. Or, for one more imagination-
boggling description of 30C: It is so dilute that if you gave three doses per day to everyone in the world for a billion years,
the chance that during that period one person would get a single molecule of the original substance is negligible.
Not only does the homeopathic patient fail to get a single molecule of the all-important “active ingredient,” but
Hahnemann’s choice of medication was at times based upon absurdities such as the content of someone’s dreams or
patient “types.” “Tearful blondes” are a type, and according to the good doctor their ailments may include a desire to eat
spicy sausages. (I sometimes suffer from that myself.) Homeopathy is literally, as reflected in the title of Consumer
Reports’ article, “Much ado about nothing.”
A recent article in Newsweek described a disturbing example of homeopathic “bioresonance therapy,” “quadrant
analysis,” and “autosanguis” treatments being inflicted upon a woman dying of cancer. This regimen was based on
promises that convinced her she was being “cured,” and thereby stealing from her family what little time she had left (at
a cost of $3,000 a week). Newsweek quoted Dr. Stephen Barrett, who runs a website called Quackwatch.org, on how
charlatans target cancer patients since it is a “fertile field for exploitation, because patients are so often frightened or
desperate.” Shades of Laetrile and Steve McQueen.
Let’s consider another recent fad healing-miracle called “therapeutic touch.” This laughable technique is being taught in
nursing schools and reportedly applied to hospital patients in America by some 40,000 nurses and care-givers.
Therapeutic touch should more accurately be called, “hand-waving almost-touch.” Practitioners never actually have
physical contact with the patient, but instead wave their hands close to the patient’s body in order to re-align invisible
(and immeasurable) “energy fields” that supposedly are out of whack and in need of a tune-up. (Here is another chance
to apply CRITIC.) Proponents insist that therapeutic touch can help with a wide range of illnesses, including arthritis, AIDS,
and cancer. The teaching of therapeutic touch began at the University of Colorado Medical School and its popularity has
caused considerable conflict at that reputable university (my doctoral alma mater). Why? Because 20 years of application
has failed to provide a single convincing study demonstrating that therapeutic touch does anything.
Meanwhile, plenty of studies have demonstrated that therapeutic touch does nothing. A nine-year-old Colorado girl
named Emily Rosa took the CRITIC approach and designed a test of therapeutic touch for her 4th-grade science project.
She actually ended up having her study published in the prestigious Journal of the American Medical Association.
Therapeutic touch practitioners CLAIM is that they can sense a person’s energy field with their hands, commonly
describing energy as hot, cold, tingling, throbbing, and the like, and can change that field by waving their hands through
it. What is the ROLE of practitioners? Certainly most nurses are motivated to help patients, but nurses and hospitals also
prefer being paid for treatments. A Wall Street Journal article on the subject described six different spas around the
country using creative variations, with the tab for “treatment sessions” ranging from $75 to $200 each. That could really
pump up a hefty spa or hospital bill (my favorite version involves a “therapist” standing over you ringing crystal bowls so
their vibrations can “resonate” through your body — for $120 per session). How to TEST it? Young Emily devised a simple
test during which 21 gung-ho practitioners agreed to thrust both arms through holes in a cardboard shield (so they could
not see their hands) and then choose which hand sensed an energy field. Meanwhile Emily held her hand randomly near
one hand or the other while the practitioners made their decision. The results showed slightly below 50 percent accuracy,
exactly as expected from pure guesswork. Emily concluded that claims for therapeutic touch are “groundless” and that
further application by health professionals is “unjustified.” The JAMA’s editors agreed, urging patients to, “...save their
money and refuse to pay for this procedure until or unless additional honest experimentation demonstrates an actual



effect.”
Keep in mind that nothing about the alternative-health fad is new. An observer as far back as 1789 noted that people
want to be deceived and demand things that are new, wonderful, and splendid:
“...common medicine is boring... and so an army of ignoramuses, cheaters and slypates venture to trumpet forth ever
new, even more promising things, and mistreat our health and our purses in the most wretched way.”1
During 2000 and 2001, newspapers and TV newsmagazines had a field day reporting several poorly-designed hospital
studies which touted the beneficial effects of prayer and spirituality on the lives of seriously-ill individuals. But those same
media outlets largely ignored or downplayed the inevitable well-designed studies that later revealed the total failure of
intercessory prayer to influence the fate of coronary patients. One was carried out at the prestigious Mayo Clinic and
reported in the Mayo Clinic Proceedings of December, 2001. So why do you suppose the media were not interested in
providing nationwide coverage for reports of the non-miracle? Eventually Newsweek magazine took on the issue, titling
its coverage, “Don’t Pray for Me! Please!” They described the TEST: a group of 1,802 coronary-bypass patients were
divided into three groups, one got prayers (but didn’t know if they were prayed for), the second did not get prayers (and
also didn’t know whether or not they got prayers), and the third group got prayers and knew that they were being prayed
for. The first two groups suffered identical complications following surgery, about 50 percent, but the group that knew it
was being prayed for actually did worse, with 59 percent having problems. Nevertheless, as usual, hard-core believers
were not discouraged by these negative results. Newsweek reports that a chaplain at the Mayo Clinic, a co-author of
their study, suggests that if the trial resulted in talk about prayer, “I’m sure God will be really pleased.” After all, isn’t that
what is really important?
It is a historical curiosity that Sir Francis Galton looked carefully at the dubious effects of prayer and published his findings
over 150 years ago. One of the founders of modern statistical analysis (and, coincidentally, a cousin of Charles Darwin),
Galton reasoned that if prayer were actually useful, its most dedicated practitioners should be major beneficiaries since
they used it more than the rest of us. So he checked out the longevity of clergymen. Comparing eminent clergy with
eminent doctors and lawyers, he found the clergymen had the shortest lifespans. And who gets prayed for more than
kings and queens? (“God save the King!”) Galton noted that “sovereigns” are the shortest lived of those in society who
enjoy affluence. Or what about ships carrying missionaries and pilgrims to the new world? Wouldn’t their frequent
prayers make the journey safer than was the case for other groups travelling the hazardous sea lanes? Nope, they went
down with the ship just as often as other folks, presumably praying as the water rose over them. How about checking
birthrates in India, where the preference for male children resulted in uncounted prayers from parents, relatives, and
holy men calling for male offspring? Turns out the ratio of male newborns to females was identical to that found in every
other country. Ah, the power of prayer (please refer some pages back to Dan Barker’s inspirational song, “Nothing Fails
Like Prayer”).
Whether it is homeopathy, acupuncture, applied kinesiology, energy-field fluff-ups, guided imagery, prayer, fad herbs,
foods or diets, take them all with a big grain of salt. Remember that the person pushing a miracle cure usually has
something to gain if you buy into it. If the approach actually has some merit, it will eventually be demonstrated by solid,
“large, randomized, placebo-controlled, double-blind clinical trials published in high-quality peer-reviewed scientific
journals.” These are the words of Jerry Alder, a medical writer who vowed not to mention “amazing new treatments for
anything” in his Newsweek articles until adequate testing is complete.
When people insist upon eagerly telling you how they got better following some hokey treatment, remember that about
a third of patients treated with anything, or nothing, get better if they think the treatment is going to be effective: This is
the well-known placebo effect. A genuinely effective treatment has to do better than that. In addition, many chronic and
painful conditions, even terminal illnesses, tend to be cyclic, improving for a while and then getting worse. If a
meaningless therapy is tried at a low point (when we might be willing to try anything) and an unrelated cycle of
improvement happens to follow... presto! The treatment must have worked! Oh, really?
While working on the first draft of this chapter, I was greeted by a perfectly-timed, full-page miracle story in the religion
section of the Sacramento Bee. It described the exploding popularity of The Prayer of Jabez, a small book that sold an
amazing 6 million copies in just six months. The subtitle promises, “Breaking through to the blessed life.” Based on an
obscure short prayer in Chronicles, believers are assured by the author that if they repeat the prayer daily for 30 days,
“Your life will become marked by miracles.” Wow, instant miracle-world for anybody with $9.99 and a few minutes a day
to invest! The article notes that sales really soared when the economy took a downturn. Perhaps someone should have
sent a copy to Alan Greenspan, then Federal Reserve chairman. The success of The Prayer of Jabez suggests to me that it
just might be time for a clever entrepreneur to market an “Invisible Prosperity Miracle in a Box,” a simple container (such
as colorful cardboard) filled with invisible, but powerful and sincere extravagant promises. It could sell by the millions.
One final caveat: Many dubious and flat-out nonsensical treatments are currently pushed by chiropractors, practitioners
whose basic treatment methods are built upon notions of spinal functioning that were discarded by physiologists more
than a century ago. An enthusiastic local chiropractor was nailed recently for promoting on T.V. his sale of “transfer
enhancement amplifiers,” “skull-adjusting” exercises, “allergy elimination” therapy, and so on, and his clients were



assured, “...it’s impossible to be sick... It cannot fail.” Let the buyer beware.
So, are there miracles? There is no good evidence for them. Reality is that the many roads to the miraculous lead to one
shared destination: self-delusion. Save your energy, time, and money — and perhaps your health.

CHAPTER 9
The God Experiment

What if the lead news story tomorrow announced that someone had designed an experiment to determine conclusively
whether or not God exists. Wouldn’t you want to find out the results? Actually, it has already been done.
Imagine for a moment that you are God, perched comfortably on your favorite cloud, gazing down at your earthly
handiwork. The year is 1533. You spot a small boy standing at the battlements of a Russian castle. He has a basket
containing several small puppies and you beam with pride at how he must love the little animals to carry them around
like that. He stares out over the wall for a while, picks up one of the puppies, twirls it over his head and lofts it into space,
watching in glee as it hurtles to the ground, crying out pitifully as its small body is broken on the cobblestones far below.
He then reaches for the next squirming puppy and throws it over the wall, clearly enjoying his newly-discovered sport. If
you actually were God, all-seeing and all-knowing, you would immediately realize you are watching the youthful creative
efforts of one of your most outstanding defective products, a person who would one day be known as “Ivan the Terrible.”
Being God, you created him, every last cell, and being all-knowing you are at this point fully aware of what he will become
and what he will do. You foresee Ivan’s habit of capping off evening meals by descending to his torture chamber and
watching up close as some miserable wretch has the last breath of life squeezed out (a special “dessert course” for good
old Ivan). Seems he had a particular fascination with observing people at the moment of death. You are fully aware that
Ivan will travel with his army to visit unsuspecting Russian cities in a continuing obsession with ferreting out “traitors”
(usually innocent citizens anonymously accused). He will carry out bloody and deadly interrogations in public, on occasion
making use of a specially-designed, human-sized frying pan heated on a bonfire, his screaming subjects pitched in naked
to sizzle like sausages. Or, depending on his mood, Ivan might have them stripped naked and disemboweled while forcing
their children to watch (assuming the children were lucky enough not to have been killed first as their parents looked on
in horror). Ivan was perpetually amused by how easily a dignified and proud aristocrat could be reduced to a shrieking,
begging wretch simply by being held down, gutted, and his intestines roasted over red-hot coals. Ivan and his son (also
Ivan) spent some five weeks in this manner supervising the slow deaths of 60,000 suspected residents of the unfortunate
city of Novgorod.
So, let’s return to you as God, back at the castle observing this odious creature Ivan as a child, knowing full well what
horrors he will dispense to innocent victims in the future. Might it not occur to you to issue a defective product recall? For
example, while Ivan is leaning out over the wall watching the first puppy splatter below, why not have the block on which
he leans suddenly give way. Poor little Ivan loses his balance, topples off the wall and lands below, his head crushed on
the rocks next to his dead puppy. That would mean goodbye forever to little Ivan as well as big Ivan (not to mention his
ghastly son) and also to decades of future suffering perpetrated by one of history’s worst despots. Being God and all,
surely it would require no more than a lift of your little finger to nudge Ivan over the edge, a twitch of an eyebrow or
simply the flicker of the notion in your mind. Doesn’t really seem like much of a job compared to the feat of constructing
the entire universe in seven days, does it? Or perhaps you could create a mosquito that would take an annoying bite out
of Ivan, infecting him with yellow fever and assuring his death within the week. Or how about having Ivan thrown from his
horse in a riding accident, drowned in a flood or struck by lightning? If you are a God who truly loves the world, wouldn’t
you take a nanosecond out of your busy schedule to eliminate Ivan during his misspent youth to save innumerable
innocent people (and animals) a great deal of misery? Wouldn’t you have enough pride in your workmanship to realize
that you had produced a real lemon in this little monster and recycle his parts back to the factory?
But of course God did no such thing. Ivan thrived and even had the perverse joy of seeing his people’s pious faith and
religious beliefs help him carry out decades of terror. The Russian Orthodox church taught, as did most European
religions, that royalty, kings, queens, and Czars were divinely commissioned by God to carry out His will. As a result, any
innocent victim finding himself being torn apart by Ivan’s torturers must naturally conclude that it was his own fault, that
his sins must be responsible, because Ivan was in direct contact with God and what he was doing must therefore be God’s
will. So there could be no reason to complain and certainly it would not occur to anyone to toss Ivan into his own red-hot
frying pan, because God fully approved of everything he did. Not only did Ivan’s subjects believe this horsepuckey, but so
did he. If he had the urge to perpetrate a particular atrocity against an individual or group of people, he reasoned that as



the divinely-ordained Czar he was of necessity carrying out God’s express orders. Had God not wanted him to act in this
manner, then surely God would not have put the idea in his head. How convenient. Biographer Henri Troyat notes in Ivan
the Terrible:
“Having beaten, flayed, pincered, quartered and roasted, (he) plunged into a woman or into God with renewed vigor.
After each series of executions, Ivan and his son were to be found in church again, in a calm and pious mood.”
If my Ivan the Terrible version of the “God experiment” seems a bit distant in time, then substitute the familiar 20th-
century villain, Adolf Hitler. While Adolf the toddler was chasing about with other Lederhosened brats in the streets of
Vienna, wouldn’t you (as God) have sent some runny-nosed tyke to bump into him, coughing a lethal dose of diphtheria
into Adolf’s cherubic face? Or trip him while he played stickball so he cracked his noggin on the curb and disappeared
forever down a storm drain? Or, during Adolf’s stint on the front lines in World War I, why not have a stray artillery shell
come sailing along at the exact instant he popped his head above a trench, giving him a special (if short) surprise? How
about the grenade dangling from his belt misfiring and lofting him to Valhalla? God had plenty of opportunities during
World War II. Why not allow the acid timer-fuse on a bottle-bomb to ignite instead of being a dud? That defective bomb
was riding with good old Adolf on a Junkers Trimotor flight in 1943. During a visit to the German War Museum to view
captured enemy weapons, why have Adolf suddenly leave after only five minutes when you knew the tour guide was
suicidally wired with grenades and had started a 10-minute fuse upon Hitler’s arrival? In December 1943 when Hitler was
scheduled to inspect new uniforms that were wired to an explosive device, why would you allow a British air raid to
damage those uniforms and cause the visit to be canceled? When Claus Von Stauffenberg set a powerful bomb under the
table at Hitler’s Wolf’s Lair in 1944, why would you, all-powerful God, permit someone sitting at the table to move the
loaded briefcase to the far side of a thick oak table support, thereby shielding Hitler from most of the explosion and
saving his worthless life? Such interventions would have been child’s play for any god worth his salt, a momentary effort,
a mere flick of his will and many or all of 50 million innocent people might have been spared during that war. But God did
no more to stop Adolf than he did about Ivan.
Similarly, how about the slaughters carried out by Alexander the Great or the terror of Genghis Khan? Might you, as God,
have had concern for the four million left dead by Napoleon, survived by untold numbers of blind, crippled and mutilated
human beings forced to live out blighted lifetimes in misery? How could a loving God have simply leaned back on his
throne, looked on and done nothing?
As this manuscript was being finalized for publication in January of 2010, God once again sat back twiddling his thumbs
and did nothing while over three hundred thousand people died in the rubble of a Haitian earthquake, many slowly and in
agony as rescuers frantically tried to dig them out. Millions more were injured and left homeless. Two weeks after the
quake an American survivor appeared on the NBC’s “Today Show” and was interviewed along with his wife by Meredith
Viera, producing the dumbest God story I heard following the Haitian disaster: When the quake occurred the husband
was walking with a colleague through the lobby of the Montana Hotel in Port au Prince. The six story structure collapsed
and the survivor was trapped under the rubble for several days with a broken leg. He had a cell phone and a camera and
explained that, “God gave me some tools to help me survive.” He noted that many prayers had gone out for the religious
work that he was doing there and, “God was present with me and wanted to see me… he decided he wanted me to
survive and he helped me in those moments.” His wife was of course praying for him and knew that, “Wherever Dan was
that God was holding Dan in the palm of his hand…” He also left a note for his kids in case he did not survive, reassuring
them, “Don’t be upset with God, he always provides for his children.”
At the end of the segment Matt Lauer thanked Meredith, Dan and his wife, gushing “…it’s a great story!” Now what about
the untold part of the story? While God was presumably holding Dan safe in his hot little hand, thousands upon
thousands of others, almost all of them believers like Dan, many no doubt praying fervently, were being crushed,
mangled, dismembered, suffocated, starved and dehydrated to death, sometimes lingering in agony for weeks. At the
time of this interview some 60 Americans were known dead and another 37 were missing and presumed dead. Yet we are
assured that God “always provides for his children.” Provides what, torture, agony, slow death? If God could intervene
and save Dan, then why did he not lift a finger to prevent hundreds of thousands of injuries and deaths? Why didn’t he
simply cancel the earthquake in the first place? Being God he could do that, couldn’t he? What sort of sadistic being
would withhold help from endless thousands of innocent people if he were capable of providing it? This story is not a
testimony to God’s love, it is an indictment of his cruelty and lack of concern for humanity, even those who worship him.
God is in fact once again exposed by the Haitian disaster as one of the great mass murderers of history and certainly not
someone worthy of being looked up to. How come neither Meredith nor Matt addressed any of that? And by the way,
Dan never again mentioned his colleague with whom he was walking through the lobby when the hotel collapsed. How
come? Because he was squashed like a bug? Because God was busy saving Dan and couldn’t spare the effort to save him?
Imagine for a minute you have a close lifelong friend who frequently assures you that he or she loves you. And you are
certain you love this friend, perhaps more than anyone else. You are chatting in this dear friend’s front yard. Your friend
sits on the porch, feet propped on the rail, and you stand on the lawn. All of a sudden a car screeches to a stop at the
curb, three thugs jump out, rush over and surround you. Your loving friend has a 12-gauge shotgun leaning on the porch



rail and you call out for help. He quietly sits and watches as the thugs beat you with baseball bats. You crumple to the
ground pleading, “Why don’t you do something to help?,” and your big-time friend replies, “Oh, I don’t want to get
involved.” What would you think about this “loving” person? After you get out of the hospital it gets worse: you discover
that your friend had known all along about the thugs’ plan to beat you to a pulp, but did nothing to prevent it. If you
acted in this manner and someone died, you could be charged with negligent homicide. And on top of all this, your loving
friend informs you he or she is actually your parent! Would anyone respect such a parent? Most parents would die
fighting to protect their children. In fact most of us would probably risk our own safety to save the life of a complete
stranger if we thought we had a chance of success. Yet God, your purported “loving father” did nothing at all. He just sits
back quietly and observes, watching horrors he knew all along were going to happen and could easily have prevented. If
any human being did something like this he or she would command no one’s respect. Rather, such a person would justly
earn society’s total contempt. So why is someone who calls himself “God” not worthy of that same contempt for the
same lack of action?
Yes, I know, when questions like these are raised apologists for God tend to shuffle their feet, gaze around the room in
discomfort and mumble waffle-words about God’s actions being “beyond human understanding.” But nothing presented
above offers any challenge to human understanding. The obvious failure of God to act could only be the behavior of a
reprehensible, hateful being. The issue isn’t whether or not God is a reprehensible and hateful being, but whether or not
he is any being at all. And it seems obvious that no loving, caring, all-seeing and all-powerful God could possibly exist or
else Ivan the Terrible, Adolf Hitler, Napoleon Boneparte, and many others of their ilk would never have survived
childhood.
All of recorded human history is in fact a “God experiment.” The atrocities of an endless procession of human monsters,
often with religious connections, demonstrates clearly that the idea of a loving and caring God is nothing more than
wishful thinking. August Berkshire suggests another form of “god experiment” which he calls “A Few Reasons to Doubt
The Existence of a Loving God.” It is simply a two-page list of hundreds of human afflictions including Alzheimer’s disease,
anthrax, autism, breast cancer, bursitis, cataracts, comas, dementia, depression, droughts, floods, glaucoma, hemorrhagic
fever, Huntington’s chorea, herniated discs, incontinence, kidney failure, Lyme disease, retardation, migraines, ovarian
cancer, plagues, prostate cancer, schizophrenia, sickle-cell anemia, spina bifida, tinnitus, Tourette’s syndrome, ulcers,
viruses, and so on. Thanks a bunch, God.

CHAPTER 10
Liberation: Life as a Faith-Free Critical Thinker

Some years ago when I began putting together ideas for this project, I wrote to an editor with whom I had worked on a
previous book to get his opinion. He had by then risen to a position of Vice President at a major New York publishing
house and was kind enough to reply and spell out reality for me: the only way they could consider publishing a book
critical of faith and religion was if I shared authorship with a big “household name” celebrity. Clearly, questioning religion
was not seen as being good business. How things have changed. Since then the best-seller list has been occupied by a
series of outspoken books directly challenging faith (some were mentioned in Chapter 2) beginning with Sam Harris’ The
End of Faith and Letter to a Christian Nation, then British biologist Richard Dawkins’ The God Delusion and Daniel
Dennett’s Breaking the Spell: Religion as a Natural Phenomenon, followed by two winners from yet another Brit,
Christopher Hitchins’ God is Not Great: How Religion Poisons Everything and The Portable Atheist. So what had
changed? Americans had been forced by tragic events to reconsider the assumed benefits of faith.
When suicidal hijackers destroyed New York’s World Trade Center, American government officials chanted in unison,
“This isn’t about religion, it’s about terrorism.” Concerned that the Islamic world not interpret America’s response as a
declaration of war on Islam, our spokespersons chose to publicly assert blatant nonsense. Suicide murders have
everything to do with religion, because without intense religious indoctrination and the expectation of glorious pie-in-
the-sky-when-they-die, healthy young people will not line up voluntarily to end their lives in a ball of fire. Suppose those
hijackers of 9/11 had never been promised that at the moment of death they would enter paradise to be greeted by 72
eager virgins. Imagine they had never heard of special martyr status in heaven with its eternal supply of the best in food,
drink, and women, all guaranteed, of course, by Allah himself. They would never have climbed into the planes they
hijacked. Had the hijackers been raised free of religion, they would most likely all be alive today as would the three
thousand innocent victims they took with them. Can any stretch of logic possibly conclude that religious faith was a
positive influence in their lives? Wouldn’t they, and the world, have been better off if they had never heard of



Muhammad, Allah or any other imaginary grand poobah?
In a recent Associated Press release entitled, “In Best-sellers, Atheists Speaking Out - Loudly,” Rachel Zoll observes that
the new crop of nonbelieving authors,
“...see themselves in a battle for reason in a world crippled by superstition. In their view, Muslim extremists, Jewish
settlers and Christian right activists are from the same mold, using fairy tales posing as divine scripture to justify their lust
for power. Bad behavior in the name of religion is behind some of the most dangerous global conflicts and terrorist
attacks in the United States, London Throughout this book I have encouraged readers to develop the habit of thinking
critically and to discard faith as a basis for reaching conclusions. If you choose to express such views publicly you will
certainly risk taking some flak since most faith-filled Americans remain intolerant of skeptical ideas. But since 9/11 the
negative influence of religious extremism around the world has become apparent to even the most ardent believers, and I
have come to agree with Richard Dawkins that it is appropriate for more unbelievers to start speaking out. Just today a
network news featured a mob of screaming Muslim fundamentalists marching in Holland waving signs proclaiming,
“ISLAM WILL DOMINATE THE WORLD” and “FREEDOM GO TO HELL.” They were demanding death for a Dutch film maker
who criticized the Koran and Islam. Could anyone seriously claim that this kind of faith-based thinking is going to improve
the world? Politicians and religious leaders who call for a worldwide increase in religious piety forget that there once was
a time when religion ruled the world: we call it the “dark ages.” Homer Smith, in his classic book Man and His Gods,
emphasizes how it all came about:
“The age called Dark derived its gloom not from any pall cast by the fall of Rome, nor the ignorance of barbarian invaders,
nor yet by war, nor plague, nor famine, and most certainly not by any decadence of the human intellect, but simply from
the circumstance that reason and criticism had been condemned and displaced by Christian faith.”
The dark ages spawned an unending series of mad European and middle-eastern religious wars, along with systematic
burning, flogging, and torture of accused “witches” and virtually anyone charged with being “in league with the devil.”
The result was the worst mistreatment of the mentally ill, minority groups, and non-conformists in recorded history. The
slogan “Solo Deo Gloria” (glory only to God) was proudly engraved on the grisliest machines of torture ever designed, just
one of the foul fruits of allowing religion to seize total control over society. The entirety of human history has clearly
demonstrated that disaster occurs when religious zealots are allowed to run the asylum. (For a contemporary example,
look at what happened in Afghanistan under the loony Taliban in the 1990’s). Centuries of grim experience make it clear
that religion isn’t going to save civilization and instead is itself a major part of the human problem. Meaning in life will
have to be found elsewhere.
“The hard truth seems to be this: We live in a vast and awesome universe in which, daily, suns are made and worlds
destroyed, where humanity clings to an obscure clod of rock. The significance of our lives and our fragile realm derives
from our own wisdom and courage.We are the custodians of life’s meaning. We would prefer it to be otherwise, of
course, but there is no compelling evidence for a cosmic Parent who will care for us and save us from ourselves. It is up to
us.”

Carl Sagan

Convincing people to live without religion isn’t easy, because it requires discarding comforting ways of thought long
embraced by human society. These include blind faith, absolute certainty, acquiescence to all-knowing authority figures,
and the promise of life after death. To have persisted for millennia, these ideas must necessarily hold broad appeal.
Several years ago a close friend called to inform me that one of his three sons had only a few months to live. His only
religious child, this dying son tried to reassure his unhappy father by explaining that he would merely be moving on to his
“next life,” presumably in heaven. His father, a nonbeliever, gives this possibility no credence, but had to acknowledge
how comforting it might be for his dying boy if he truly believed it. But therein lies the rub: What if you simply cannot
accept wishful thinking as reality? Who wouldn’t be comforted by sincere belief that angels protect us, God answers our
prayers, reincarnation assures “I’ll be back!”, and Santa Claus will deliver everything our heart desires on December 25th.
Although we might feel more tranquil about life and death if we could embrace those beliefs, there is simply no evidence
that they are anything but comforting fantasies. How could anyone with a speck of intellectual integrity embrace such
fantastic notions simply because he or she might temporarily feel better?
“Believing in a personal God makes life very comfortable and cozy. The believer has no problems, no questions, no
troubling doubts and tormenting confusions. And so he is the spiritual equivalent of a cow contentedly chewing her cud in
her grassy field, content with the divinely destined nature of all things clearly meant for her benefit, the gift of a
beneficent Being, unaware that a short distance away, out of sight from the meadow, the butcher is carefully grinding his
ax.”
Ralph Estling



As has been emphasized throughout this book, religion’s childlike credulity, reliance on authority, and blind faith can carry
human beings to some silly and occasionally nasty places. If you aren’t willing to go along with that program, your
intellectual honesty and resulting doubt can produce a heady joy of intellectual liberation but also obligates you to accept
what Carl Sagan called “the burden of skepticism.” So liberation from faith is a double-edged sword, offering some joys,
and some burdens.
Robert Ingersoll, an outspoken American freethinker, more than a century ago vividly described his sense of liberation
after breaking faith’s chains:
“When I became convinced that the Universe is natural - that all the ghosts and gods are myths, there entered into my
brain, into my soul, into every drop of my blood, the sense, the feeling, the joy of freedom... There was for me no master
in all the world - not even in infinite space....I was free. I stood erect and fearlessly, joyously, faced all worlds.”
But today, perhaps even more than in Ingersoll’s time, American politics, religion, economics, advertising, and our entire
society remain awash in credulity, many faith-embracing citizens all too willing to believe without evidence. Those in
power and those with something to sell personally benefit from discouraging individual skepticism and critical thought
among the “masses.” (That means you and me.) Inevitably, if you live in a faith-valuing society and announce that you are
an unbeliever, you will be perceived negatively by some members of that society. Despite the fact that most religions
preach brotherhood, they are more likely to practice “otherhood.” If you aren’t with them, you must be against them.
You may be deemed disreputable simply because of your failure to believe in God. If you do not worship like them, revere
the same holy books, dress and look like them, some will consider you a lost soul doomed to hell. Even worse, some may
suspect you of being allied with evil and in league with the devil, actively working against God and everything their
religion stands for. This is why religious wars are so brutal - each side is convinced the enemy is not only wrong, but
actively opposes God. Such evil people clearly deserve no mercy.
If you live in America and acknowledge yourself to be someone who gets along without a belief in God, an “atheist,” some
of your neighbors and perhaps even friends and relatives may consider you to be morally lacking and politically and
socially subversive. The term “atheist” has a very negative connotation in the U.S., probably because the pejorative label
“atheistic communist” was tossed about liberally throughout much of the 20th century. This is why many American
unbelievers have historically remained “in the closet,” hesitant to reveal their lack of belief, perhaps calling themselves if
anything “freethinkers” or “humanists.” If we as unbelievers are loath to carry the negative label of atheist, perhaps we
should try something completely new and neutral, such as “skeptical evidentialist” or even “critical thinker.” These labels
are free of negative connotations but would probably require some explanation, which could provide a springboard for
some useful discussion (at least with friends and relatives who are open to such questions).
It is worth pointing out that if an American unbeliever were to move to Europe and openly identify himself or herself as
an atheist, that revelation would create no problem at all. After two thousand years of religious strife, Europeans have
wisely concluded that a central role for religion in modern society is a dubious proposition. Imagine yourself attending a
recent Sunday worship service in the historic thousand-year-old Canterbury Cathedral, which can seat 1,500 worshipers.
Gazing around the huge edifice you count a grand total of 13 people who showed up to doze through the minister’s
words of wisdom. Western Europe, home of the Catholic church and birthplace of most protestant faiths, is now “one of
the least religious populations in the world,” according to Dutch sociologist Nan Kirk de Graaf. In Britain and France, less
than 10 percent of the population attends church once a month, and in the Scandinavian countries less than 3 percent
turn up. About half of Europeans still claim belief in God, but on the other hand, half are happy to describe themselves as
blatant unbelievers. In contrast, surveys in the U.S. typically find over 90 percent claiming to be believers. (But remember,
Americans who admit to being nonbelievers often fear disapproval, perhaps even from pollsters, so the true proportion
may actually be larger.) Obviously, the majority of Europeans get along just fine without church attendance or faith in
God, which should provide inspiration for Americans struggling with disbelief. Perhaps European skepticism explains why
French President Nicolas Sarkozy in 2009 spoke out bluntly about the Muslim burqa, while gutless American politicians
will not even touch the topic:
“In our country, we cannot accept that women be prisonersbehind a screen, cut off from all social life, deprived of all
identity. The burqa is not a religious sign, it’s a sign of subservience, a sign of debasement – I want to say it solemnly. It
will not be welcome in the territory of the French Republic.”
As mentioned earlier, those having strong religious faith often suspect unbelievers of lacking moral fiber. While eating
lunch in a small-town Nevada restaurant I once overheard a woman at the next table confidentially inform her dining
partner, “Why if it weren’t for the Christian religion, people would just run wild!” Really? I have known a great many folks
who seem to get along fine without Christianity and, while I still keep my eyes peeled, have yet to see a single one “run
wild.” Religious believers’ widely-accepted assumption of moral superiority is simply not supported by the cold facts. For
example, nobody could convincingly argue that religion-embracing Americans live more moral, peaceful, or meaningful
lives than do unbelieving Europeans. In fact, American crime rates, particularly assault, murder, and rape, are far higher
than in Europe, and many inmates of American penal institutions come from religious backgrounds. In addition to crime,
social problems such as divorce, teen pregnancy, and sexually transmitted diseases have higher rates in American bible-



belt “red states” than they do in “blue states” where religion is less prevalent. Actually, European countries with very low
religious belief, such as Norway, contribute aid to poor countries at a per capita rate ten times higher than that of God-
embracing Americans. The point is that a society can be religion-free and remain moral, rewarding, and provide plenty of
opportunity for a fulfilling life.
Americans may be moving in the same direction as the Europeans. Large polls have found that the number of Americans
calling themselves Christians has dropped dramatically from 86 percent in 1990 to 76 percent in 2009. Researchers at
Trinity College in Connecticut found that the only group of affiliates to increase in every state was Americans who claim
“no religion.” Among this “growing non-religious or irreligious minority” we find that 27 percent do not expect to have a
religious funeral and 30 percent had a non-religious wedding ceremony. Currently at 15 percent, nonreligious Americans
now comprise the second-largest single philosophical viewpoint in the country, Roman Catholics remaining the largest
with 25 percent. That makes American nonbelievers ten times more numerous than religiously active Jews. A recent Pew
survey found that 28 percent of all adults have left their childhood faith for a different religion or none at all, with Oregon
residents reporting the lowest rate of church affiliation in the country. Hawaiians tend to also be particularly nonreligious,
with fewer than half adhering to a religious faith in 2000, and only 29 percent claiming to be Christians. Perhaps that is
explained by Hawaii’s relatively late exposure to Christianity in the 1800’s. Ken Burns’ 2002 Mark Twain PBS documentary
noted Twain’s wry observation about the happy and fun-loving Hawaiians he encountered while visiting in the 1860’s:
“How sad it is to think of the multitudes who have gone to their graves in this beautiful island and never knew there was a
hell.”
Really missed out, didn’t they?
Journalist H.L. Mencken of Scopes Trial fame once observed:
“I believe that religion, generally speaking, has been a curse to mankind; that its modest and greatly overestimated
services on the ethical side have been more overborne by the damage it has done to clear and honest thinking.”
It may be that Martin Luther was showing even more insight than he realized when he decreed, “Faith must trample
under foot all reason, sense, and understanding,” and, “Reason should be destroyed in all Christians.” But for those
whose reason nevertheless remains intact, it should be clear that attempts to portray believers as more moral than
nonbelievers have borne little fruit.
A letter published in the Sacramento Bee was kind enough to explain to doubters that religious people are ethically
superior because they have an “ultimate standard of morality” which comes from a “transcendent Moral Prescriber.”
Apparently the letter’s author was unaware that psychologists who study moral development consider blindly following
rules laid down by an authority figure -a “Moral Prescriber” - a low level of moral functioning, indeed a childish morality.
The highest level of moral development is when an individual is able to thoughtfully consider the situation and people
involved, then personally decide what is moral based upon the common good. So even though laws may mandate jail for
theft, a truly moral person would not turn in a mother who stole a loaf of bread to feed her starving children. It seems
obvious to me that personally deciding what action is right based upon its effects on others, as non-believers routinely do,
is far preferable to mindlessly following the dictates of some revered moral prescriber as is done by faith-filled members
of the Taliban. Actually, psychologists are unable to predict if an individual will be caring, generous, loving, or helpful
based solely on knowledge of whether or not he or she believes in God. Church attenders are not more charitable, more
likely to help in neighborhood projects, more altruistic or honest than are non-attenders. In a study of college students
resisting temptation to violate an exam honor code, atheist students were the only group in which the majority of
participants did not cheat. Studies have shown churchgoers to be more intolerant of ethnic minorities than are
nonattenders, and the least tolerant folks of all are described as “indiscriminately pro-religious,” people who considered
anything involving religion to be good. Studies of individuals who risked their lives to rescue Jews from the Nazis show no
influence of religiosity. Some studies have even found a negative relationship between church involvement and charitable
acts. One reality-based experiment placed a man in a doorway, slumped over and groaning, in an area where students
walked by on their way to an appointment. Seminary students were no more likely than other students to stop and offer
help, in some cases while on their way to give a talk on the biblical parable of the Good Samaritan! Such hypocrisy has
been duly noted by British philosopher Bertrand Russell:
“The more intense has been the religion of any period and the more profound has been the dogmatic belief, the greater
has been the cruelty and the worse has been the state of affairs.”
It is interesting to note that when the organization “Transparency International, 2001” rated countries around the world
on a “Corruption Perceptions Index,” the ten most corrupt countries were highly religious ones: Bangladesh, Nigeria,
Indonesia, Uganda, Azerbaijan, Bolivia, Cameroon, Kenya, Ukraine, and Tanzania. Among the ten least corrupt countries
were the least religious ones: Finland, Denmark, New Zealand, Iceland, Singapore, Sweden, Canada, Netherlands,
Luxembourg, and Norway.
All of which emphasizes that there is no reason for a non-believer to meekly accept any part of believers’ assertions of
moral or ethical superiority. As author Christopher Hitchens commented, “What can be asserted without evidence can
also be dismissed without evidence.” But rest assured, whether you speak up or not, most believers will continue to



treat nonbelievers with disdain. An atheist reader complained to the late advice columnist Ann Landers about people
making moral judgments about him based solely upon the fact that he does not believe in religion. He was particularly
galled by those telling him he is going to hell, and asked Ms. Landers how to “get these well-meaning but ignorant people
off my back.” Ann replied that he couldn’t, so he should quit trying, and when some acquaintance tells him he is going to
hell, just reply, “Thank you,” and walk away. I immediately fired off a letter to Ms. Landers commenting that her
suggestion was fine as far as it went, but that her reply was incomplete. Correctly done it might sound more like this:
“Thank you. I would certainly prefer spending eternity with thoughtful unbelievers such as Thomas Jefferson, Mark Twain,
Thomas Edison and Carl Sagan than with arrogant believers like Jerry Falwell, Jimmy Swaggart, Osama bin Laden... and
you!”
Believers sometimes assert the notion that all cultures have some sort of belief in God or the supernatural, a sort of “well,
if everybody believes it then it must be true.” Except that not everybody does believe it. At the 2009 Freedom From
Religion Foundation annual convention in Seattle, we heard a talk by Dan Everett, Chair of Languages, Literatures and
Cultures at Illinois State University. He spent years living with a remote tribe on the Amazon, the Piraha. These people
have no belief in god(s), the supernatural or an afterlife, and they convinced Professor Everett “... that there is dignity and
deep satisfaction in facing life and death without the comfort of heaven or the fear of hell and in sailing toward the great
abyss with a smile.” Their example led him to discard his own faith in favor of science, anthropology and linguistics.
For some individuals a difficult “burden” of a faith-free life is having to get along without answers to some of life’s most
important questions. Of course, religions do not provide real answers to those questions but they do offer comforting
ways of dodging them (“I don’t know why your little girl died, but remember, God works in mysterious ways.”) For the
critical thinker, a premature or made-up answer is worse than no answer at all since it may actually prevent finding the
truth, a prime example being the history of religious authorities doggedly insisting that the earth and humanity sit smack
at the center of the universe. How much sooner might scientists have understood our solar system and galaxy if people
like Galileo and Bruno had been encouraged in their work instead of hounded or murdered for discarding a self-serving,
human-centered universe? Most of us are curious about the possibility of intelligent life existing on distant planets, but
scientists also understand that those of us living today will probably go to our graves without an answer to that intriguing
question. The immense size of the universe may simply provide insurmountable hurdles to communication between
distant intelligent beings. But living without answers to such important questions does not shackle our minds, it sets them
free. Why stifle human imagination by insisting on unquestioning belief in bogus answers to complex questions? In Part 7
of his “Cosmos” PBS TV series (available in most libraries), astronomer Carl Sagan observed:
“There are in fact a hundred billion other galaxies, each of which contains something like a hundred billion stars. Think of
how many stars and planets and kinds of life there may be in this vast and awesome universe. As long as there have been
humans, we have searched for our place in the cosmos - where are we, who are we? We find that we live on an
insignificant planet of a humdrum star, lost in a galaxy tucked away in some forgotten corner of a universe in which there
are far more galaxies than people. We make our world significant by the courage of our questions and by the depth of
our answers.”
Is it not exciting to explore and celebrate the unknown in the company of Albert Einstein?:
“Our situation on earth seems strange... every one of us appears here involuntarily and uninvited for a short stay... to me
it is enough to wonder at the secrets. The greatest experience we can have is the mystery.”

Some proponents of religion assume that because Einstein was not an avowed atheist and even used the word “God” on
occasion, he must have been a believer. An oft-repeated example is his remark that “God doesn’t place dice with the
universe.” But what does this mean? Einstein is not acknowledging that God runs the universe, but precisely the opposite:
the universe is governed by fixed physical laws and no supernatural being intervenes in earthly events in violation of
those physical laws. If such is the case, then we must ask why anyone should bother with prayer, since prayer assumes
that godly intervention is commonplace and available to all who pray. But Einstein insists God doesn’t intervene.
In a recently-discovered 1954 letter written to philosopher Eric Gutkind, Einstein is clear:
“The word God is for me nothing more than the expression and product of human weaknesses, the Bible a collection of
honourable, but still primitive legends which are nevertheless pretty childish. No interpretation no matter how subtle can
(for me) change this.”
Rejection of supernatural answers to difficult questions is challenging because it requires a different and labor-intensive
approach to understanding the world around us: science. Nothing could be simpler than to direct all of our vexing
questions to religious authorities and then sit back as they spew invented answers. It is far more challenging to ferret out
real answers by applying the experimental methods of science, and these two approaches, as pointed out by Harvard
professor E.O. Wilson, are very different:
“Although many theologians and lay philosophers like to deny it, I believe that traditional religious belief and scientific
knowledge depict the universe in radically different ways. At the bedrock they are incompatible and mutually exclusive.”
Discarding religious authority along with its vacuous answers is an essential first step in scientific understanding. British



philosopher of science Thomas Huxley (1825-1895) observed that, “Every great advance in natural knowledge has
involved the absolute rejection of authority.” He went on to insist that for an individual to be able to improve knowledge,
“...skepticism is the highest of duties; blind faith, the one unpardonable sin.” The actual nuts and bolts process of science,
unlike that of faith, is difficult to learn and carry out, sometimes tedious, and may end up leading to a dead-end.
Dedicated scientists have spent decades working on what looked like a promising idea, eventually becoming convinced by
their own data that those efforts had been in vain. Even when a direction of research proves successful, a phenomenal
amount of painstaking, detailed and repetitious work may be required. At University of California, Berkeley, Mary Clair-
King and her staff spent years toiling day in and day out trying to track down genetic links to breast cancer. Searching the
23 chromosomes, after 182 wrong guesses they finally zeroed in on chromosome 17Q, which narrowed their search to
one of four million genetic base pairs, hidden in the equivalent of 30,000 pages of genetic code. Their eventual success
was not due to mystical revelations, faith-based pronouncements from authorities or gurus, but to endless hours of
tedium, repeating the same experiment over and over again for 15 years! That is how science works, and for those who
want instant answers, it understandably may seem an intolerable burden.
Giving up on faith and wishful thinking also means liberating ourselves from notions that human beings are “special” in
the universe, from the fatuous pomposity of “creationism” to the absurdity of occupying center stage in the cosmos. This
“anti-Copernican conceit” has been difficult for the human race to discard. To our discredit, we humans for a millennium
eagerly tortured and murdered individuals who questioned human primacy. Apparently the notion of being “special”
made many members of our species feel really good about themselves. First came the assumption that we reside at the
literal center of the universe. Why else would God have created the sun, moon, stars, and planets going round and round
the Earth except to glorify us? But the earth was found to actually orbit the sun and the universe is big... really big... and
human beings could hardly be seen strutting around a magnificent center stage displaying their importance. Once we
realized that there are billions of other galaxies in a vast universe, compromise was briefly achieved by arguing that
humans at least reside at the center of our galaxy. Wrong. Our sun and Earth are far off to one side of the galaxy, which
is why the Milky Way is so striking: we are gazing through the middle of a spiral galaxy. Well, then at least we humans can
take comfort in the idea of our galaxy residing at the center of the universe. Wrong again, the Milky Way Galaxy sits in a
remote corner of the cosmos.
Okay, so maybe human beings are not at the center of the universe, but at least we know for certain that we were
specially created a few thousand years ago, via God’s personal handiwork, appearing suddenly and full-blown in the
Garden of Eden. Not exactly. Enter Charles Darwin who, to the despair of fundamentalists everywhere, determined that
all of today’s animal species are the product of an incredibly slow evolutionary process of natural selection. His work
refuted the notion that humans suddenly appeared on October 23, 4004 BC, as determined by Bishop Usher in the 1800’s
after he spent 20 years studying biblical genealogies and counting back through the years to Adam and Eve.
Well, then, aren’t we humans nevertheless “special” in that we learn differently than other species, are able to
accumulate knowledge in ways unknown in the rest of the animal kingdom? Here lies yet another pitfall for special status.
B.F. Skinner in the 1940’s convincingly demonstrated that humans, rats, pigeons, and flatworms learn many things in
precisely the same way: through operant conditioning. Not only that, he backed up his views with thousands of detailed
studies making it undeniably clear that humans are hardly unique in our ability to learn. With a groan, the “we-humans-
must-be-special” advocates turned to language, claiming that we human beings are unique in our ability to use language
and communicate. Except, we now know that chimps, and probably whales, dolphins, and even gray parrots, may also
learn, use and create language, so here again this is not something that marks humanity as fundamentally different from
other species.
A lingering grasp at the brass ring of special human status is, “we Earthlings are the only intelligent forms of life in the
universe.” But most astronomers consider that speculation to be unlikely given the size and complexity of the universe. At
this point in history humans are forced to either give up on our historical desire to be unique, or somehow, like
creationists (“intelligent design”), hang on by our fingernails hoping that eventually someone will produce a convincing
reason to once again feel smug about the human race. Is it really so difficult to get along without this conceit?
The bottom line is that living day to day without faith, that “poison of the intellect,” naturally appeals to critical thinkers.
Yes, there are costs for chucking out the baggage of faith and superstition: non-believers must live without instant
answers to vexing life questions, no “Daddy” authority figure is available to dispense answers for all our concerns, and
solution of difficult problems requires the sometimes frustrating tedium of science. In addition, we must do without those
feel-good vibes that flow from assuming that humans are the central, special, and most wonderful creation in the
universe. Balancing those costs, we have also considered some benefits of a faith-free life, not the least of which is that in
a world filled with competing clamoring authority figures, it can feel good to tell them all to “stuff it.” Anyone with even a
small touch of honesty knows the exhilaration of defying pompous authority, making our own choices, and concluding,
“To hell with you jerks telling me what to do!” Celebrating impertinence in the face of straight-laced authority can be a
stimulating aspect of unfettered intellectual liberation. It hardly diminishes the richness and complexity of our world to
acknowledge that we do not fully understand it. If anything, that awareness contributes to an appreciation that life really



is exceptional, worthy of celebration and awe.
Rejecting faith places you squarely in the company of many of America’s “founding fathers” as well as top scientists and
creative thinkers. America’s political architects made it clear that they wanted no part of organized religion intruding into
the governance of America. Thomas Jefferson and James Madison were adamant on this point, ensuring that a religion-
free constitution became the law of the land, that religious tests for public office were strictly prohibited, and that public
money could not be spent to support any religious orthodoxy. Madison unambiguously asserted his views in a speech to
the Virginia General Assembly:
“During almost fifteen centuries has the legal establishment of Christianity been on trial. What have been its fruits? More
or less in all places, pride and indolence in the clergy, ignorance and servility in the laity; in both superstition, bigotry and
persecution.”
George Washington, while President, negotiated the 1796 Treaty of Tripoli, which states in stark clarity, “...the
government of the United States is not in any sense founded on the Christian religion.” Another intellectual titan, Thomas
Jefferson, was equally clear in his views about traditional religious devotion:
“Man once surrendering his reason, has no remaining guard against the most monstrous absurdities, and like a ship
without a rudder is the sport of every wind. With such persons, gullibility, which they call faith, takes the helm from the
hand of reason, and the mind becomes a wreck.”
The most acid-tongued of the architects of a democratic and religion-free American government was Thomas Paine,
whose attacks on religion were many and varied. His best known rebuke is this:
“Of all the tyrannies that affect mankind, tyranny in religion is the worst; every other species of tyranny is limited to the
world we live in; but this attempts to stride beyond the grave, and seeks to pursue us into eternity.”
He came up with an idea he considered better than membership in any church:
“I do not believe in the creed professed by the Jewish church, by the Roman church, by the Greek church, by the Turkish
church, by the Protestant church, nor by any church that I know of. My mind is my own church.”
John Adams stated baldly that, “This would be the best of all possible worlds if there were no religion in it.”
The desire to maintain Jefferson’s “wall of separation between church and state” was not some aberration of 18th-
century intellectuals. In 1960, John F. Kennedy expressed similar views:
“I believe in an America where the separation of church and state is absolute... where no religious body seeks to impose
its will directly or indirectly upon the general populace... where every man has the same right to attend or not attend the
church of his choice.” Listening to the mantras of “God bless America” and “One nation under God” emanating from
Washington these days, we have to wonder if contemporary politicians really know much about who the founding fathers
were and what they stood for.
If we move on from American political figures and look to scientists for inspiration, we find that 93 percent of those
categorized as “great” by the respected British science journal Nature do not believe in God. The roots of this survey go
all the way back to 1914 when biologist James H. Leuba found that the prominent scientists of his time were more likely
to reject religion than were the lesser known. In addition, as Leuba determined in the early 1900s and remains true today,
two thirds of the full range of scientists, from the unknown to the famous, are disbelievers.
Within scientific disciplines, biologists and anthropologists tend to be the most dubious about supernatural claims. As a
disbeliever and faith-questioning psychologist, I am in good professional company. About 80 percent of psychologists do
not accept supernatural explanations for events in the natural world, including human behavior. Some eminent
psychologists, like B.F. Skinner and Albert Ellis, are outspoken atheists. Ellis’ famous paper, “The Case Against Religion,”
concludes that, “religion is neurosis.” Sigmund Freud, physician and father of psychoanalysis, dismissed religion as
childish wish-fulfillment, observing:
“The whole thing is so patently infantile, so foreign to reality, that to anyone with a friendly attitude to humanity it is
painful to think that the great majority of mortals will never be able to rise above this view of life.” (Civilization and Its
Discontents)
George Albee, a past president of the American Psychological Association, stated that a review of the history of religious
opposition to equal rights for women made him a “born-again atheist.” The disdain for women so frequently expressed
by organized religion was dramatically described by columnist Polly Toynee in The Guardian shortly after the 9/11 attack
on America:
“The top-to-toe burka, with its sinister, airless little grille, is more than an instrument of persecution; it is a public tarring
and feathering of female sexuality. It transforms any woman into an object of defilement too untouchably disgusting to
be seen. Islam, Christianity and Judaism all define themselves through disgust for women’s bodies. There are ritual baths,
churching, shaving heads, denying abortion and contraception, arranged marriage, purdah, barring unclean women
access to the altar, let alone the priesthood, letting men divorce but not women -- all this perverted abhorrence of half
the human race lies at the maggoty heart of religion, the defining creed in all the holy of holies....All extreme
fundamentalism plunges back into the dark ages by using the oppression of women (sometimes called ‘family values’) as
its talisman.”



This litany of zingers for organized religion rings bells similar to the tune sung by author Christopher Hitchins:
“Violent, irrational, intolerant, allied to racism and tribalism and bigotry, invested in ignorance and hostile to free inquiry,
contemptuous of women and coercive toward children: organized religion ought to have a great deal on its conscience.”

Richard Dawkins in The God Delusion describes God as a distasteful character, “a misogynistic, homophobic, racist,
infanticidal, genocidal, filicidal, pestilential, megalomaniacal, sadomasochistic, capriciously malevolent bully.” Hardly
someone we should admire and emulate.
T.V. host and author Steve Allen was well-known among freethinkers for his skepticism about faith. He considered the
separation of church and state to be “one of the noblest aspects of the intellectual and moral inheritance bequeathed to
us by the founding fathers.” He was outspoken about the harm done by religion:
“The devout must be honest enough to recognize, and not deceitfully hide, the appalling amount of evil and viciousness
for which both religion generally, and the Bible specifically, have been responsible.”

Other well-known entertainers who make no secret of their lack of faith include Ted Turner, Andy Rooney, Angelina Jolie,
George Carlin, Drew Barrymore, and Harrison Ford. Singer Mojo Nixon noted that if, “God is some old man sitting on a
stump way up in the sky; he’s stupid, and he’s somewhat diabolical, you know: He’s giving babies diseases, and bombing
villages for no good reason, and killing people in airplanes.”
Actress Katharine Hepburn baldly stated in an interview with the Ladies’ Home Journal:
“I’m an atheist, and that’s it. I believe there’s nothing we can know except that we should be kind to each other and do
what we can for each other.”

Playwright Noel Coward dismissed religion, even in old age:
“Ah me! This growing old! I suppose I should envy the afterlife believers, the genuflectors, the happy-ever-after ones who
know beyond a shadow of doubt that we shall all meet again in some celestial vacuum, but I don’t. I’d rather face up to
finality and get on with life, lonely or not, for as long as it lasts.”

Living without religion is not living in a negative state. In 1882 Thomas Edison recorded the voice of Robert Ingersoll:
“While I am opposed to all orthodox creeds, I have a creed myself; and my creed is this. Happiness is the only good. The
time to be happy is now. The place to be happy is here. The way to be happy is to make others so. This creed is somewhat
short, but it is long enough for this life, strong enough for this world. If there is another world, when we get there we can
make another creed. But this creed certainly will do for this life.”

Keep Ingersoll’s words in mind as we consider the final book of the late Studs Terkel which was published as I began
working on this chapter. Like most of his books, it is based upon interviews with ordinary people. In its pages Terkel
explores people’s faith and expectations about death and an afterlife. Upon publication Terkel became the subject of
numerous television interviews and newspaper articles. His book is entitled, Will the Circle Be Unbroken: Reflections on
Death, Rebirth and Hunger for a Faith. Terkel admits to having feared death all his life and to being an unbeliever:
“I’m an agnostic. You know what an agnostic is, don’t you? A cowardly atheist.”
He admits envying those who believe in heaven because they seem so convinced. But for him, “...its what we do here,
now. Life itself is so rich.” He insists that heaven is here on earth and is actually a part of life:
“When I see something happen that’s good, to me that’s heavenly. It’s something I see, touch, feel, experience. The days
we live are what it’s all about. I’m not saying there isn’t something like an immortality of sorts. I feel I’m immortal. I feel
everyone is.”

But by immortality, Terkel means the human potential for affecting someone positively, for touching an individual and
producing positive feelings:
“I die, so he passes on that feeling to somebody else,and it goes on. That’s immortality, in a way.... As far as an afterlife,
there’s no there there. Nada. This life, here on earth, is what it’s about.”

Ironic that Mr. Terkel took a great deal of his limited time in old age to interview people about their thoughts concerning
death, their religion being the central focus for many, while he personally didn’t buy any of it.
Not long ago Penn Jillette, of the popular Penn & Teller magic duo, went on National Public Radio with his essay for their
“This I Believe” series. What he believes is, “There is No God,” and he is willing to state it publicly and openly. Feeling
disdain for folks who express sentiments like, “I have faith, I believe this in my heart and nothing you can say or do can
shake my faith,” Jillette notes that this is just a way of saying “Shut Up” and “How I was brought up and my imaginary
friend means more to me than anything you can ever say or do.” He offers an alternative:
“Believing there is no God gives me more room for belief in family, people, love, truth, beauty, sex, Jello and all the other
things I can prove and that make this life the best life I will ever have.”



While I may have some personal doubts about Jello, I nevertheless think he is on the right track.
Any reader who has progressed this far in the book would probably enjoy Bill Maher’s 2009 movie “Religulous,” available
in most video stores. The title is a combination of the words religious and ridiculous, an appropriate label since the film
makes fun of religion. Maher said he was criticized for targeting belief, people often complaining, “Why do you have to go
after religion? It gives people comfort and it doesn’t hurt anything.” In his February 2010 HBO comedy special “But I’m
Not Wrong” Maher answered the question: “Okay, other than most wars, the crusades, the inquisition, 9-11, arranged
marriages to minors, blowing up girls’ schools, the suppression of women and homosexuals, fatwas, ethnic cleansing,
honor rape, human sacrifice, burning witches, suicide bombings, condoning slavery, and the systematic fucking of
children… it’s a few little things that I have a problem with.”
Deciding to adopt a faith-free critical thinking philosophy, may not make you as much of an outsider as you might fear. In
fact, humanity may right now be in the process of embracing the advice of Nobel laureate Steven Weinberg:
“The world needs to wake up from its long nightmare of religious belief. Anything that we scientists can do to weaken the
hold of religion should be done and may in the end be our greatest contribution to civilization.”

Sociologist Phil Zuckerman estimates that the number of unbelievers in the world today is between 500 million and 750
million, making disbelief the fourth-largest persuasion in the world (after Christianity, Islam, and Hinduism). It is also the
newest major philosophical outlook since it had almost no representation in the western world before the 18th century.
Who knows what those figures might become in another century. If you dispense with faith and religion you certainly will
not be alone.
It is my hope that as a reader of this book you have by now reached a comforting conclusion about the world of the
supernatural: it is entirely imaginary. There are no gods, no angels, no spirits, no ghosts, no miracles, no psychic insights,
no faith healings, no vampires, no mysterious energies or forces that go bumpity-bump in the night. Best of all, as a
critical thinker you don’t need any of them... you are free to celebrate life even more exuberantly thanks to your
liberation from faith, religion and other superstitious beliefs.
“To see the gods dispelled in mid-air and dissolve like clouds is one of the great human experiences.”

-Wallace Stevens

1 (Goode - Skeptical Inquirer, Jan-Feb 2000)
2 (The Holocaust by Martin Gilbert, 1985)

APPENDIX
The Origins of CRITIC

The CRITIC system of critical thinking did not just suddenly pop from my imagination as I sat down to write this book. It is
the result of 30 years of teaching college psychology courses and searching for an easy-to-apply method of systematic
skeptical thought (the scientific method), based upon an easy-to-remember acronym and understandable to almost any
college student.
Teaching a skeptical world outlook has been part of introductory psychology courses long before “critical thinking”
became a buzzword in education. Today many college and university systems (such as the California State Universities)
require one or more courses designated as promoting “critical thinking” for graduation.
In my last year before retirement I carried out a study on CRITIC involving 130 introductory psychology students and
found that those who had been exposed to this method were at the end of the semester more skeptical and likely to use
CRITIC terminology when evaluating controversial claims than were students who did not have CRITIC training (the
difference was significant beyond the .001 level). A description of CRITIC and its application was published in The
Skeptical Inquirer in 2002 (Sept-Oct. issue) under the title “Teaching Skepticism via the CRITIC Acronym and the Skeptical
Inquirer.” Its broad appeal and practical application are reflected by its subsequent adaptation by a pair of university
research librarians for training students in library research. They published their version, also in The Skeptical Inquirer, in
the May/June 2005 issue entitled, “The Psychologist, the Philosopher, and the Librarian - the Information-literacy Version
of CRITIC.”
Since then, CRITIC material has also appeared on science-related websites, for example, The National Institute for



Discovery Science and The Association for the Scientific Study of Anomalous Phenomena. It is naturally of interest to me if
others develop further applications of CRITIC and I would enjoy hearing from anyone who does so.
-WRB


